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Abstract
The minerals industry often requires people to work in hazardousenvironments,these
environmentsare constantly increasingin size and complexity as organisationslook for
new more cost-effective ways of extracting resources. Not only does this size and
complexity bring with it additional safety concerns,the introduction of new legislation
has placedthe responsibility of employeesafety with the organisation.Safety has become
an important consideration,whereonce it might have beenviewed as costly and counterproductive, organisationsare now seekingto gain competitive advantagein this area.
Two key areasof a successfulsafety managementprogrammeare risk assessmentand
training. Theseare important in designing systemsand environmentsthat are as safe as
possibleand in educatingand training personnelto operatesafely within those
environments.

Virtual Reality (VR) technology is one tool that has been applied successfully to the
training requirements across a wide range of industries. In the past two years there is
evidence to show that VR technology is becoming more widely used, partly due to the
reduced cost and a reduction in the perceived technological complexity.

As the cost of

computing falls and the fidelity of the virtual worlds increases, VR is considered a viable
option for a number of applications.

Two prototype VR systemswere designedand built. The first, a risk visualisation
system,enhancesa virtual environmentwith a risk-basedoverlay. The relationships
betweendangerousareasand equipmentcan be visualisedin 3D. It also provides a
framework for evaluating the risk programmaticallyat an arbitrary location. The second
is a surfacemine simulator that usesa hazardidentification systemas a tool to aid the
training of haul truck operatorsin surfacemine. This systemincludes a world
construction tool that allows usersto import and preparethe terrain, construct the virtual
world, and specify any hazards. The training systemcan evaluatethe performanceof a
trainee in the virtual world using a simple scoring algorithm.
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Introduction

1.1

Introduction

Virtual Reality (VR) is a computer based,interactive, immersive technology. With the
rapidly increasingpower of computing available, it is now possible to recreatehighly
realistic, high-resolution environmentsat relatively low-cost. Developmentsin both
hardwareand software have reducedthe cost of developing and deploying VR systems,
this hasallowed applications once ruled out becauseof cost to be consideredas viable
propositions.

VR is already being used for a variety of applications including training and visualisation.
It provides the ability to model and experience worlds as though the user was within the
These
itself.
worlds do not necessarily have to exist in the real world, they may be
world
modelled based upon past, present or future plans. As such VR provides a way of
evaluating an environment without constructing it in the real world.

VR has long been used in the training world, with flight simulators being one of the best
known applications. It provides a means to train subjects without ever putting them in
any real danger and since it is a controlled environment subjects can be exposed to a wide
variety of hazards in a relatively short space of time. When the cost of training is high it
is possible to make substantial cost savings by training in a simulator (RTI, 1997).

The minerals industry will often require personnel to operate in hazardous environments,
is
important
safety
an
such
as
consideration. The increase in size and complexity of
operations brings with it additional safety concerns. These have typically been countered
by more regulations aimed at maintaining a safe and healthy working environmentImprovements in safety have traditionally been viewed as conflicting with organisations
that are essentially financially driven, however, there is now significant evidence that this
is not the case. Mass (1994) believes that attitudes towards industrial safety have

advancedsignificantly in recent years, with the introduction of new legislation the
emphasis has changed from prescriptive to new management systems. Safety
management has become a standard term in many companies

Staley (1994) believes that the key to improving safety in the minerals industry is

prevention,and that this prevention comes in two forms:

I,

Designing out of accidents.

2.

Education and training.

This work uses two examples of VR technology to demonstrate its applicability

in both

these areas. A tool has been developed to aid in the assessment of risk within a work
environment. A second system has been developed to demonstrate the potential of a VR
system to aid in the training and assessment of haul truck operators in a surface mine.

1.2 Research Aims and Scope of Work
This work addresses two components of safety, risk assessment and training. The author
believes that both of these components could benefit through the application of VR

technology.

An important component of risk assessment is visualisation. It is necessary for the
assessor to understand the environment before a meaningful assessment can be made.
Prior to beginning this work, the AIMS Research Unit had already undertaken some
preliminary work on building a virtual environment and enhancing it with a risk based
overlay (McClarnon et al., 1995 and Denby et al., 1995). Part of the work undertaken
was to further develop the approach, refine the algorithms used, and identify further uses
for this technology.
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VR has also been used successfullyin a number of industriesas a training medium as it is
able to provide an interactive, controlled and safe environment. There are a numberof
situations within the minerals industry where VR might be usedas part of an existing
training programme. The operation of a haul truck in a surfacemine was identified as an
areathat could benefit from a VR basedsimulator. Working conditions in these
environmentsare hazardousand training will often require interaction with expensive
equipmentand unavailableequipment. A VR training systemwas constructed with the
aim of demonstratingand investigating the potential of such systems.

The scope of this work is restricted to identifying and investigating the viability of
producing VR systems that might be used within industry. It is not intended to fully
evaluate the effectiveness of such systems rather to demonstrate the applicability of VR
technology. The aims of the work could be summarised as follows:

0

Further develop the conceptof 'Risk Regions' and identify further applications for
this technology.

0

Design and implement a low-cost prototype VR training system to investigate and

demonstratethe potential for VR as a training medium within industry.
0

Identify the important components ofa low-cost VR system.

0

Evaluate the viability of using low-cost VR systemsin an industrial environment.

1.3

Research Methodology

A literature review was undertaken to provide an overview of current trends and issues in
VR and industrial safety. This includes a general consideration of the current problems
with regards to risk analysis and training. An operational overview of both underground
and surface mines was also undertaken.

For the risk visualisation system,a review of the current work and systemswas
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undertaken. A new methodology was developed and implemented in a new application.
Two case studies were undertaken to evaluate the effectiveness of the new approach.

As a result of the literature review and the work on the risk visualisation system, a
haulage training and assessment system was investigated. Further literature reviews were
conducted with respect to training to help identify the requirements for such a simulator.
A training and assessment simulator was developed to look at the potential for such
systems within the industry. Provision has been made to examine potential improvements
to all developed systems.

1.4

Thesis Overview

Chapter I

Introduction
Presentationof the researchaims, scopeof work, and structureof this thesisis
provided.

Chapter 2

Literature Review - VR and Industrial Safety
A definition of VR is discussedbefore the typical componentsand architectureof a
VR systemis described. Common applications of VR systemsare also presented.
The importanceof a safe work environment is stressedwith referenceto legislative
changesand the cost of accidents.The conceptsof risk assessmentand training are
introduced and discussed. The safety record within the UK mining industry is
briefly considered.

Chapter 3

An Overview of Mining Operations
Typical mining operations and terms are described with reference to both

undergroundand surfacemining. Common configurations of mines and typical
methods of extraction are described.

Chapter 4

Using VR to Aid Risk Analysis
This chapter contains a review of the work already undertakenon the risk
visualisation system. A description of the work undertakento improve the systemis
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given before finally describing two casestudies that were performed using the
newly developed system.
Chapter 5

Proposed Haulage Training

and Assessment Simulator

This chapter describes the justification for the development of a training and
assessment simulator and the proposed features. It describes the intended
methodology for training in the system (hazard identification) and other technical
considerations.
Chapter 6

Development of the Haulage Training

and Assessment Simulator

Introducesthe architectureof the systemdevelopedand describesthe technical
issuesthat were overcome. Also containsa description of both of the applications
that were written to accomplish the (asks described in the previous chapter.
Chapter 7

Conclusions and Recommendations

2
2.1

Literature Review
Introduction

This chapter provides an introduction and reviews the currently available literature for
both Virtual Reality (VR) and industrial safety. Given that these subject areas are very
broad, attention is paid to relevant issues within the scope of the work covered,
particularly the development of low-cost PC-based VR systems, and the areas of risk
analysis, education and training.

2.2

Virtual Reality

2.2.1 Definition
VR has never been tightly defined, it has come to describe an enormous spectrum of
work. Many authors have identified areas that they believe define the concept, however
an all encompassing phrase has never been agreed upon. One good example of a
definition is the following:

"Virtual reality is the technology that allows you to step through the
computer screen into a 3D artificial world. You can look around, move
around, and interact within computer worlds every bit as fantastic as the
wonderland Alice found down the rabbit hole. " (Pimentel and Teixera,
1993)

VR systems create a synthetic 3D universe that exists inside a computer. The computer
generates views of this world in real-time. This allows users to look and move around,
interacting with objects held inside the computer's memory as if they were real. The key
enabling technologies behind VR are real-time computer graphics, colour displays, and
simulation software.
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VR allows us to seeworlds that are modelled inside computersand to experiencethings
that are not normally accessiblein real life or perhapsnot yet created. The laws of these
worlds are not physically boundedand can have as many or as few constraintsas one
wishes.

"VR is more than a computer technology that places a person inside a
3-D world; it's the artificial world itself and a new kind of experience.
It's also a method of communicating ideas. Inside a virtual world
everything is potentially alive because the laws of the reality are up to
the designer. The computer can just as easily bring to life the world of
atoms as it can let you fly through space." (Pimentel and Teixera,
1993)

"A display connector to a digital computer gives us a chance to gain

familiarity with conceptsnot realisablein the physical world. It is a
looking glass into a mathematicalwonderland." (Sutherland, 1965)

Thesedefinitions are somewhatloose, many authorsfind it useful to look at the defining
characteristicsof VR to obtain a clearer definition.

2.2.1.1

Computer Based

Computers are pre-requisite in many definitions of VR,

"VR is a way for humans to visualise, manipulate and interact with

computersand extremely complex data." (Aukstakalnis and Blatner,
1992)

Computershave beenthe enabling technology that has facilitated the growth of VR. The
improvementsin computing power have allowed virtual worlds to be modelled and
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imagesof theseworlds to be generatedin real-time. Update ratessimilar to that of
television and film can be maintainedand graphical quality has improved tremendouslyin
the past few years with the growth of low cost PC graphicsaccelerationaimed at the
computer gamesmarket.

Environments are modelled mathematically on computers, and views onto this
mathematical world can be presented in a number of different ways. Typically these
views are visual, often through a computer monitor, however additional devices can be
used to enhance the experience. These may include head-mounted displays (HMD),
projection systems, or devices that provide tactile or acoustic feedback.

As new sensory devices are developed, the user's experience is expected to become richer
- perhaps to the point where the difference between reality and VR is indistinguishable.
This has been catalogued in many science-fiction books and films such as 'The
Lawnmower Man' (Leonard, 1992).

2.2.1.2

Interactivity

'rhere are two aspects ofinteractivity

within a virtual world; (i) navigation, and (ii) the

dynamics of the environment (Pimentel and Teixera, 1993).

Navigation describesthe ability to move around freely and independentlyin the
environment,although this may be constrainedin a numberofways, for example
restricting accessto certain areas. Usersmay view the world from many different points
of view, the wide variety of computer gamesprovides testamentto this. Gamesplayers
may experienceworlds from a first personperspectiveas in the computer game 'Doom'
(id Software, 1993), watching from a distanceas in 'Tomb Raider' (Eidos, 1996), or from
someother perspectiveas in 'SimCity' (Maxis, 1989).

The dynamicsof the environmentare the rules that describehow the objects within the

world exchangeinformation.

"Every object and its relationship to every other object (including the
user) is a design element at the discretion of the developer. Among
these elements are the location, coiour, shape and size of the
environment, the plasticity of the walls; the laws of gravity; and the
capabilities and functions of the objects and actors in the environment.
As a result, virtual reality is the experience of being in another world, a
world governed by selected laws and inhabited by objects (and actors)
with whatever properties the creator chooses to assign." (Pimentel and
Teixera, 1993)

The geometric properties, physical laws, behaviour of objects within the world, their
creation and destruction, and even time itself can be controlled. 'rhis flexibility

allows

anything that exists in the real world to be modelled, as well as that which does not.

"There is no reason why the objects displayed by a computer have to
follow the ordinary rules of physical reality with which we are
familiar. " (Sutherland, 1965)

2.2.1.3

Immersion
"As long as you can see the screen you're not in virtual reality. When
the screen disappears, and you see an imaginary scene
then you are
...
in virtual reality. " (Offeisch, 1994)

Immersion describes the degree to which the user believes he or she is included in the
environment, their sense of presence within the world. Some believe this to be the
defining characteristic of VR, indeed McLellan (1994) believes that:
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"the senseof presenceor immersion is a critical feature in
distinguishing VIR from other types of computer applications"

Immersion is often aided by peripherals such as head-mounted displays, wands and
datagloves, however the degree to which immersion is felt is not solely dictated by the
technology available. Clarke-Willson (1998) warns that the "current excitement over
creating 3D virtual environments has for the most part, overemphasised the technology
and lacked the focus on quality of the actual experience". He highlights the level of
immersion felt by players of computer games such as Nintendo's Mario Bros. series as an
example.

Vince (1995) refers to this type of immersion as 'engagement'.

The degree of involvement also seems inextricably linked to the level of interactivity, the

ability of the userto manipulatethe world and experiencefeedbackfrom these
adjustments greatly enhances their sense of presence within the world.

Many authorschooseto group VR systemsaccording to the level of immersion they offer
to the user (Vince, 1995) and (Levy and Bjelland, 1995).

Desktop VR
'rhese are also called Window on the World (WoW) systems,the primary output device is
a high resolution 2D display (monitor). Typical input devices may include a joystick,
mouse,keys or 3D controller. Shutterglassesmay also be used to presentthe user with
stereoscopicimages. Comparedto the other typesof systemsthis is a low cost
alternative, it is often usedfor design, training, educationand, of course,entertainment.

Projection VR
An improved version of desktop VR, this can be usedto increasethe field of view,
perhapsusing stereoimagesand eyewearto createthe illusion of full 3D. Input is
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is
This
joystick
3D
is
and
quite
cost
alternative
a medium
controller.
or
generally via a
often usedas a training tool for groupsof people, the level of immersion is normally
increaseddue to the wider field of vision. Projection systemsincluded many different
configurations, from a standalonecomputer with a single screenprojector to other more
expensivesystemssuch as a Silicon Graphics' Reality Centre (2000) or a CAVE system.

The University of Illinois first demonstratedthe CAVE systemat the SIGGRAPH 92
conference. It offers one or more people the ability to experiencethe sensationof being
completely surroundedby high resolution, 3D stereo imagesand 3D positional audio. It
is a room formed from three rear-projection screens(walls) and a down projection screen
(floor). Inside the room userswear a pair of shutter glassesso that they can be presented
with stereoimagesto provide a feeling of depth.

Immersion VR
The ultimate version of VR, these systems fully immerse the user in the computergenerated world often with the help of a head-mounted display. Whereas in a projection
system the experience can be shared with a group of people, an immersive system is
restricted to a single user,

Vince (1995) divides VR systemsinto three groups, immersive, non-immersiveand
hybrid. Immersive systemsreplaceour view of the real world with computer generated
imagesthat react to the position and orientation of the usershead. A non-immersive
systemleavesthe user awareof the real world but allows the user to observethe virtual
world through somedisplay device such as monitor. Hybrid systemssuperimposevirtual
imagesover that of the real world, often known as augmentedreality systems,theseare
typically used in aircraft cockpit displays where featuressuch as airports or perhaps
targets(fighter aircraft) can be highlighted on headup displays or cockpit windows.

2.2.1.4

Components

of A VR System

Pimentel and Teixera (1993) identify the following as essential components of a VR

system.

I.

Effectors, which describeboth the input and output sensorsor devices used.

2.

Reality engine,this consistsof the computer systemand the external hardwarethat is
used to supply the effectors with their required information.

3.

Application, the software that specifies the way in which the simulation behaves,
including the dynamics of the world, and the laws that govern the interaction between

the userand the virtual world.
4.

Geometry, this refers to the stored information that describes the physical attributes
of the environment and the objects that inhabit it. This might include information on
shape, colour and placement of each object.

In this view of a VR system the effectors and the reality engine could be considered the
hardware components of a system.

Hardware
There are many possible hardware configurations, these range from the low end desktop
VR systems through to more expensive fully immersive systems. At present basic
desktop VR systems start at under E1000, whilst fully immersive systems such as the
Cybersphere (VR Systems, 2000), which is currently under development, could cost
millions.

A virtual world can be projected onto the surface ofa large rotating translucent ball,
termed the Cybersphere, inside which a user stands. As the person inside walks and
turns, the sphere rotates on rollers. The movement is monitored by a series of tracking
balls, located underneath the sphere, and the information is used by the computer to
2.1
Figure
images.
the
shows the
the
sphere's
movement
synchronise
with
projected
configuration of the Cybersphere.
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Figure 2.1 A fully immersive virtual

reality system (Cybersphere)

Not surprisingly, there is an obvious trade-off betweenthe cost of a VR systemand the
type of experienceachieved. Although desktop-basedsystemsare relatively cheap, it is
impossiblefor them to provide the samelevel of immersive experiencefound inside the
Cybersphere.

Vince (1995) states that one of the primary requirements of a VR system is that it is able
to update images of the world at high speed, ideally this should be no slower than
for
NTSC.
As
30Hz
25Hz
for
PAL
the
refresh
rates
video
which
and
are
conventional
increase
be
increases
to
the
the
the
of
world
must
able
power
so
computer
of
complexity
to maintain this sort or refresh. Using more complex effectors such as datagloves and/or
multiple screen high-resolution projection places an increased strain on the processing
power of the computer.

With the advent of the hardware accelerated PC, it is now possible to maintain the refresh

ratesof conventional video, as long as certain limitations are placed on other components
of the system(effectors, application and geometry).
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A PC based system can be augmented with a number of additional input and output
devices to enhance the experience. Some examples of these devices and their current
prices are given in Table 2.1.

Input/Output device for a PC based VR system

Current price (f)

Liquid crystal shutter glasses(Elsa)

70

Force-feedbackjoystick (Microsoft)

120

Projection system(Epson)

4000

Steeringwheel and pedals(Microsoft)

80

Dataglove (5DT)

350

Table 2.1 Typical input and output devices for PC based VR system

A typical desktop PC-basedsystem,costing around f 1500, might include the following:

High speed processor with 128+mb RAM.
3D graphics accelerator with onboard texture memory (32+mb).
0

Large monitor (21 inch).

Joystick.
3D Sound card with a surround sound speakersystem.
0

Shutterglasses.

One of the key responsibilities of the hardware is the generation of' 3D images in realtime, in a PC based system this is often achieved using some sort of graphical hardware
acceleration.

image Generation and Graphical Hardware Acceleration
The time taken to render an image is vitally important in u VR system(Vince, 1995). If
the time is too great, the system will not remain in real-time and the sense of immersion

will be lost. For this reasonthe time taken to generateeach image is of critical
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importance. If the VR system is updating the display at a rate of 50Hz, then each image
must be rendered in less than 20ms. According to Vince (1995) there are two main
reasons for long rendering times:

1.

The size of the geometry database. If there are millions of geometrical elements in
the virtual environment then the time taken to compute which elements should be
visible is large.

2.

The level of realism required by the system. Photo quality image generation is still
not possible in real-time. Shadow effects, fogging and reflections have helped to
improve the realism of generated images, however they still fall short of'
photographic quality.

Until a few years ago, hardware image generation was only available on high-end
workstations costing hundreds of thousands of pounds. However, helped by the
popularity of 3D computer games, relatively cheap hardware accelerated graphics cards
for the PC have become more widely available.

Thesehardware-acceleratedcards reducemuch of the pressureplaced on the CPU in
termsof image generation. They achievethis by supplying specialisedhardware to aid in
the computationof the image. Tasks such as calculating the depth of each pixel from the
viewer, processingan object's geometry and calculating an object's correct shading in
given lighting conditions might all be performed by the graphics hardware.

Application
The application defines the dynamics of the world and the laws that govern interaction
between objects. It is the application that is considered the 'heart' ofa VR system
(Pimentel and Teixera, 1993). The application defines the number of rules and the
complexity of dynamics; these vary enormously from one virtual environment to another.

The simulation of behaviourswithin a virtual environmentrequires that proceduresto
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support this behaviour must be included. For example to representthe physical behaviour
of an object failing it must be assignedthe attribute of mass,the rate of accelerationmust
be provided, as must the equationsof motion. If the object is falling through the air, it
will most likely reach someterminal velocity due to friction betweenit and the air. On
contact with the ground someof its kinetic energy may be converted into sound and it
may break into a numberof pieces. The rules required to simulate this are complex.
Correspondinglythey can make significant demandson the computational power of the
hardware(Vince, 1995). The physical simulation of a systemmight include the useof
equationsof motion, kinetic and potential energy, friction, momentum,rotation and
elastic or inelastic collisions.

One common issue in a VR application is that of collision detection. Given that
interaction is a fundamental component of a VR system the ability to be able to detect
collisions and hence objects that touch is an obvious requirement. Real-time collision
detection between two arbitrary volumes is a subject area in its own right. Systems such
as I-COLLIDE

(Cohen et al., 1995) have been developed that perform collision detection

on arbitrary 3D shapes, though the computational effort on volumes other than the most
simple is considerable.

Geometry
This is often termed the virtual database(Vince, 1995), and describesthe size, shape,
position, colour and appearance ofthe environment and the objects that inhabit it.

Typically this geometrical information is built within 3D modelling packages such as 3D
Studio MAX (Kinetix, 1999) or SoftImage (Avid Technology, 1999). Such packages
allow a wide variety of modelling techniques, such as extrusion and sweeping, to build
the geometry of the model. When building representations of real world objects, the
model can be constructed from a series of technical drawings and specifications as well as
photographs and possibly video footage. It is also possible to build VR models based
upon CAD data, however this will often require some modification before it can be used
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in a virtual environment. In many applications models must be constructedto a high
degreeof accuracy,this must be achieved within a number of constraints. If too much
detail is usedthe system's ability to render the image in real-time will be reduced,
however, if too little detail is used the object will be unrecognisable.

The model can be coloured or textured for addedrealism, though this again raises
important questionsin terms of complexity. If the texture is too large the rendering
performanceof the systemwill diminish, too small, and the texture will be
unrecognisable.Figure 2.2 shows the processof the construction of a haul truck. Note
that any non-essentialfaces (in particular on the 'inward' facing sidesof the wheels) have
beenremovedfrom the model, this helps to improve rendering performanceas fewer
facesand verticesneedto be considered.

Construct wheels

Construct truck body

A'ZAA
tall

Add bucket

Texture and colour

Figure 2.2 Construction

ol'a haul truck

Once the object has been constructed within the 3D-modelling package, the object can be
animated. The technique involves specifying a number of key frames that describe the
object's movement. Animations might be used to show a door opening, or a bird's wings
flapping. A series of frames from an animation that is used to represent a haul truck
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dumping is shown in Figure 2.3. This technique allows very complex animations to be
modelled interactively within the 3D-modelling package.

NOUN-

Figure 2.3 Haul truck with an animated bucket

2.2.2 Applications

of Virtual Reality

VR hasattracteda lot of attention over the past few years particularly from the media.
Initially there was concern that VR was a technology looking for an application, some
believe this is no longer true as there is now evidencethat VR is becoming an important
factor in helping businessesachieve a competitive edge (Design Engineering, 1999).

In a report commissioned on behalf ofthe Department of Trade and Industry in the UK
(Cydata, 2000) it was found that VR has become much more widespread in industries
since the mid nineties where it was used by only a handful ofcompanies.

Additional

findings included:

0

63% of companies use VR For practical use rather than simply for evaluation or pilot

testing purposes.
0

MON,describe their experience of'VR as highly or moderately successful, with 60% or
respondents able to specify benefits of using VR in their industry.

0

2517cconsider VR to be 'essential technology both operationally and competitively'

to their companyand business.
0

79% expect to make more useof VR over the next few years,spendingsome00
million on over 300 projects.
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The percentageof companiesciting cost and technology problems as the major
shortcomingsof using VR dropped significantly between 1998 and 2000.

VR is currently being usedacrossa wide rangeof disciplines, someof which are
highlighted in the following sections.

2.2.2.1

Engineering

Engineers use CAD and CAM techniques to design everything from manufacturing
processes to end products such as shoes or chairs. Existing CAD/CAM

packages have

benefited from improved and interactive visualisation offered by Computer Graphics
(CG) and VR.

BNFL (2000) used VR to design a new central control room for their mixed oxide plant.
Traditionally this would have meant inspecting CAD drawings this often leads to
problems in perception. According to BNFL there is a risk that each individual will
construct a slightly different mental model of the proposedenvironment. These slight
differences in perception can have significant impacts later in the project if they are not
consideredearly enough in the design stages.

According to BNFL, introducing a VR model allowed the design team to understandthe
issues'on their own terms'. People could immediately understandand experiencethe
designallowing them to discussevaluateand resolve many issuesthat would otherwise
have beendifficult. Users were able to walk through the model and examine it from
every possibleangle. BNFL reported that the useof VR has resulted in major benefits
be
has
to
a valuable tool for plant design and operations. Figure 2.4 and
proven
and
Figure 2.5 show the control room in VR and in reality.
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-

Figure 2.4 NR model of'proposed

"1*

control roorn (BNFL, 2000)

vr

Figure 2.5 Real control room (BNFI,, 2000)

2.2.2.2

Training

VR has long been used in the field oftiaining.

Training simulators have developed for all

kinds of operator based tasks including the operation ofplanes, submarines, power plants,
tanks, cars and performing surgery. Such simulators will often use a replica of the
operational environment and real-time computers to simulate the environment (Vince,
1995).

Many writers have identified benefits ofusing VR as a training medium including lovine
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(1995) and Kozak et al. (1993), these can be summarised as follows:

There is an opportunity to create a wide variety of scenarios including ones rarely or
in
'real life'.
encountered
previously
never

These may include hazardous situations

that can be experienced by the trainee without ever putting them in any real danger.

Financially the cost of creating full-scale physical scenariosis often much greater
than creating a virtual world.
Typically VR systemsare flexible and amenableto ongoing modification and
customisation.
0

Once constructed the training scenarios can be run repeatedly and at little extra cost.

They allow direct monitoring and evaluation of the progressof trainees,perhaps
tailoring the programmeto achievethe maximum advantage.
9

They can be adjustedto provide appropriate levels of trainee interaction.

RTI (1997) is a companyspecialising in the developmentof multimedia basedtraining
systems. They found that the useof a VR basedtraining tool is particularly useful when
it is difficult for traineesto practice and perfect their skills. Typically this was found
when:

0

Working conditions are hazardous.

0

Interaction with equipment is required, but equipment is expensive, unavailable, or
inaccessible.

0

Down time is costly.

*

Changesneedto be quickly incorporated.

Training through simulation can offer significant benefits over other methods. It is
first
hand why certain procedures must be followed in
for
to
trainee
experience
a
possible

integrated
When
with a computer basedtraining program they can also be
the real world.
usedto record and monitor the progressof students.
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Some typical areas of VR training applications are described below.

Aircraft Simulators
One of the best known applications of VR is the flight simulator. Flight simulators such
as that shown in Figure 2.6 provide highly realistic training environments where pilots
can learn skill that can easily be transferred to the real world.

Figure 2.6 Boeing aircraft

simulator

Flight simulators are often interfaced with mock-ups of the real aeroplane that include
force-feedback
joysticks
instruments,
and hydraulic platforms. These types of
working
simulators provide a virtual environment of such high realism that the pilots trained on
fly
the real aircraft on the first attempt.
to
able
them are often
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Driving Simulators
Although driving simulators have not been as widespread as flight simulators a wide
variety have been developed. Some are developed for the purposes of research based
tasks, for example the National Advanced Driving Simulator (NADS, 2000) whilsi others
for
intended
commercial use.
are

Blana (1996b) identifies the major advantages and disadvantages of mainly research
based driving simulators as the following:

Advantages
I.

Versatility and new developments at reduced cost. The main advantage of simulators

is their versatility, they can easily and economically be configured to simulate a wide
variety of problems, which can subsequently be evaluated.

2.

Experimental control and measurement.Simulators make it possible to control
experimental conditions, this can be important in allowing back-to-back comparisons

of driver performanceunder different conditions.
3.

Safety. Simulators provide an inherently safe environment for driving.

There is

driver
danger
the
to
or other road users.
any
never

Disadvantages
Validity.

The real world will never be replicated in all its complexity.

There will

always be the question of to what extent behaviour in a simulator corresponds to that

in real life.
2.

Cost. Driving simulators have a high initial cost.

3.

Simulator sickness. This can vary widely amongst individuals that experience it and

induce
it.
Factors
involved
in inducing simulator sickness
that
simulators
among
include control loop lags and delays, unevendisplay rate, scenedetail and display
distortions, and environmentalfactors, such as humidity inside the simulator itself.
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Peck and Wachtel (1993) discuss the possibility of using a driver simulator to as part of
the US driving test. They identify some of the advantages of using a simulator-based
approach as the following.

I.

Increased standardisation of tasks, demands and scoring.

2.

Increased precision and sensitivity of scoring.

3.

inclusion of hazards and accident avoidance situations.

4.

Inclusion of a wider array of tasks under different conditions, including driving on a
motorway and under reduced illumination.

5.

Ability to manipulate the difficulty

level of the test.

Blana (1996a) reviewed a number of driving simulator studies and concluded that
whatever the cost of the simulator there are differences between the real and simulated
environment relating to driving speed, speed variation, steering behaviour. According to
Greenberg and Park (1994), one of the main problems of assessing driving behaviour in a
simulator is due to the fact that the penalty and reward structure is substantially altered.
Lives are not at risk and the social and economic pressures that may lead to unsafe
driving are absent.

Despite this, somecommercialsimulators have reported positive results in terms of safety
benefits from using simulators. North American Van Lines found that drivers retrained
22%
less
likely to have an accident than those retrained without a
are
simulator
a
using
simulator (NAVL, 1996).

Although the 'classic' configuration of a VR system, using a head-mounted display
(HMD), has been used in driving simulation Olsen (1995) believes it is actually rare in
driving simulators. Whilst the system offers considerable flexibility,

the HMD unit itself

is often cumbersome and uncomfortable, especially after long use. In addition, many
HMD units still offer poor refresh rates and low resolution, which makes it hard for
drivers to identify objects in the environment.
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Olsen believesthat the most common configuration for a driving simulator is that termed
the 'cab environmentVR system' by Flack (1995). These types of systemstypically have
a full-scale mock up of a functional cab environment. Input to the VR systemwill be
taken from the steeringwheel, pedalsand other controls inside the cab. Displays of the
environmentoutside the cab are provided to the driver so that the experienceis as realistic
as possible. A wide variety of such driving simulators exist, thesetypically rangefrom
non-motion systemsstarting from betweenUS$40-80,000up to full motion-based
systemsin the multi-million dollar range (Olsen, 1995). Driving simulators are often
classified according to their cost (Blana, 1996b).

Low cost driving simulators
These have relatively inexpensive graphics displays often consisting of a single monitor
and basic cabin environment. This will include the use of a steering wheel and pedals and
instrumentation.
basic
In some cases some form of force-feedback has
cab
some
often
been used to improve the sensation of driving.

Medium cost driving simulators

They employ advancedimaging techniques,typically using a large projection screenand
a full-sized vehicle with all the normal controls. They may be either fixed baseor provide
feelings
trivial
using systemsto simulate normal vibrations whilst driving.
motion
some

High cost driving simulators
These provide
example

an almost 360 degree field ot'view

the National

under construction

Advanced

Driving

at the University

of freedom and is similar

and an extensive

Simulator

of Iowa.

(NADS,

The motion

in design to an aircraft

moving

base, for

2000) which is currently
system may include 6 degrees

simulator,

Someauthorsbelieve that most of the work undertakenin expensive 'high-realism'
in
lower
be
cost alternatives.
accomplished
simulators can
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"there is substantialapplied researchevidencethat much of the training
being conductedin expensivesimulatorscould be accomplishedin less
expensivedevices if the training programsused with them were
properly designedand conducted." (Caro, 1973).

Similarly, Evans (1991) believes that:

"high realism simulators appear to offer little for driver training. "

B lana ( 1996a) states that:

"There is not enough evidence to support the hypothesis that moving
base driving simulators are better than their fixed-base counterparts. "

Surgical and Medical
VR has presented the medical profession with the possibility of developing training

develop
can
surgeons
surgical skills without harming animals or human
where
simulators
beings.

Vince (1995) describes an example of a VR training application to simulate a
colonoscopy. This is the investigation of the human colon with an endoscope. A trainee
colonoscopist will typically receive training on a mechanical teaching model that does not
accurately reproduce the pathology of the human body. The models used are also often
transparent creating an artificial learning environment. They are further limited by having
only one model of the colon on which to practice.

The developmentof a computer basedtraining environment can provide a more realistic
alternative,provided the colon can be accurately simulated. Work by Gillies and
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Williams (1987) and subsequentlyPoon et al (1988) have led to a kinematic model that
describesthe dynamicsof the colon during the procedure. Based upon this model, force
feedbackis calculatedand provided as feedbackto the trainee colonoscopists.
Improvementsin the skill of thesesurgeonswill reducethe risk of potential problems
during the operation.

Operation Procedure
The training of operational procedures, especially for hazardous or inaccessible
environments is another area for the application of virtual reality. One example of such
training and assessment is provided by NORWEB Distribution (NORWEB, 2000) who is
responsible for installing and maintaining regional and local power networks in the UK.

NORWEB conducted a feasibility study on using VR to train and assessengineers who
are authorised to work on the electricity system. Prior to their use of VR, training
consisted of a mixture of formal instruction, supervised operations, a formal interview
and refresher training. The training period for an engineer was typically around two
years. NORWEB estimates that a VR based training facility could reduce training times
by half whilst doubling the experience gained during that period, potential cost savings
for using such a system are estimated at 1:200,000 a year. Another important factor
identified by NORWEB was to reduce the amount of time spent by an already qualified
engineer on training, allowing them to spend more time on the job (NORWEB, 2000).

NORWEB used photographs, engineering drawings and sketches to create the VR models
of equipment. This equipment and their environments are programmed to function the
same as in real life and react correctly to actions taken by the trainees. Figure 2.7 shows
some images from the virtual world.
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Figure 2.7 Screenshots from the NORWEB

training

system

Tactical and Strategic Rehearsal
Tactical and strategictraining is essentialto the military, the police, and the fire service.
VR simulationsare being developedto teach traineesto make the correct decisions in
emergencysituations. The alternative to VR is often to stagereal scenariosthat can not
only be expensivebut also extremely dangerous.

2.2.2.3

Entertainment

Entertainment has become a massive market for VR. 3D systems are now common in
both the home with consoles such as Sony's Playstation (Sony, 1995) and Nintendo's
N64 (Nintendo, 1996), and in the arcade with systems provided by companies such as
Virtual World Entertainment (2000).

Virtual World Entertainment produce the Tesla Simulators which are fully enclosed, fully
functional, networked cockpits. They feature functional buttons and controls, integrated
large
display screens. A picture of the
throttles,
sticks,
and
pedals,
and
networking,
voice
inside of the Tesla simulator is shown in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8 Inside the cockpit of a Tesla simulator

(Virtual

World Entertainment,

2000)

BattleTech is a game produced by FASA (2000), that runs within the Tesla system. It is a
networked game where players take control of a robot and compete in teams or as
individuals. The game allows the user to control heat management, power distribution,
and weapons configuration of the controlled robot.

2.2.3 Summary
VR is a difficult concept to define, it provides a 3D computer generated real-time
representation of a real or imaginary world and allows a user or users to experience,
interact and feel some kind of presence within that world.

VR systems are often classed

immersion they offer to the user, they must also comprise a
level
the
of
to
according
including
components
effectors, reality engine, application and
essential
of
number
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geometry.

in recentyearslow-cost VR systemshave becomemore widely available, thesehave
allowed 3D imagesto be delivered on a desktop PC for little over;ElOOO,correspondingly
authoring tools and techniqueshave beendeveloped that help developersto improve the
quality of their virtual environments. However, the senseof immersion felt by the user is
not solely dependentupon the quality of the presentedimage, or feedbackfrom the
system. Simulating a real world environment requires the representationof a large
numberof laws and dynamicsto help ensurethat it is believable.

VR has been used across a wide range of disciplines, however, there are a number of
common threads present in many of the examples identified.

VR systems are often used

to allow people to experience an environment where there might otherwise be either a
financial or safety barrier to them experiencing it in the real world.

Theseare particularly important in high-hazardindustriesor when the cost of performing
training in the real world is prohibitive. Additionally computer basedtraining systems
allow the standardisation of tasks and the direct monitoring and evaluation of trainees.

The diversity of existing driving simulators is as wide as available VR technology.
Systemsrangefrom low-cost desktop systemsto fully immersive systemscosting
millions of pounds. Benefits of using a driving simulator include the versatility of the
systemand the increasedstandardisationof tasks,demandsand scoring. However, there
are many potential disadvantagesincluding the high initial cost and there is only limited
in
learnt
that
skills
a simulator transfer directly into the real world.
evidence
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2.3

Industrial Safety

2.3.1 Introduction
Since WW2 the speedof technological changehas altered the workplace more profoundly
than at any other time since the industrial revolution. The increasedsize and complexity
of industrial processeshascreatedincreasedscope for major disasters,leading to
increasedpublic concernabout industrial safety (Staley, 1994). More regulations aimed
at maintaining a safe and healthy workplace environment have beenintroduced to counter
the increasedsafety risk (Akass, 1994).

Attitudes towards industrial safety have advanced significantly in recent years.
Traditionally safety has been viewed by industry as costly and counter-productive,
concerned more about compliance with regulations and the law, than providing for the
well being of those working in industry. The introduction in 1992 of new legislation in
the UK changed the emphasis of industrial law from prescriptive legislation to new
management systems. This in effect placed the responsibility for the safety of employees
with their employers.

Many industries,including the mining industry, have reactedto this pressureand
introducedmodern safety philosophies(Staley, 1992). Safety Managementhas becomea
standardterm in many companiesand the effect of human factors on the safety of an
increasingly
become
important.
has
operation

2.3.2 Cost of Accidents
Organisations are financially driven and must put economic performance first.

"It (the organisation)can only justify its existenceand its authority by
the economic results it produces" (Drucker, 1955)
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It would, for example,not seemreasonablethat an organisation should spendall of its
resources on ensuring the safety of its employees, as no profit would ever be generated.

Organisations are required to comply with regulations laid down by law, in the UK this
includes the Health and Safety at Work Act (HSE, 1974) and the Management of Health
and Safety at Work Regulations (Health and Safety Commission, 1992). The cost of noncompliance can be high. In 1989 an oil company was fined 000,000

for failure to

implement proper health and safety systems, and manslaughter charges were brought
against another company and some of its senior managers policies (King and Hirst, 1998).

The Health and Safety Executive (HSE, 1991) notes that the cost of failing to manage
health and safety successfully is high:

0

30 million days are lost in a year from work-related injuries and ill health (this is

nearly 10 times the number from strikes).
0

Employers' liability insurancecosts increasedtwo-thirds in real terms during the
period 1981 to 1991, the number of claims between 1985 and 1991 doubled.

0

Uninsured losses from accidents are costing organisations anything between 6 and 27

times what they are paying out in insurancepremiums.

This challenges the traditional view of health and safety as a financial burden, and
indicates there may be rewards in pursuing improvements in this area. Performing a cost
benefits analysis where the cost of accidents and non-compliance with regulations is
balanced against the cost of preventing them illustrates the problem (see Figure 2.9).
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Figure 2.9 Cost benefit analysis of safety spending (King and Hirst, 1998)

In practice this sort of analysis is impossible, as it is impossible to equate the cost of a
human life. Additionally,

King and Hirst (1998) note that it may not simply be a case of

improve
to
safety.
more
spending

Many believe that the key to improvementof safety performancelies in the successful
managementof health and safety (Staley, 1994). However, there is an obvious needto
implementation
cost-effective
of the safety policy. Two key components that are
a
pursue
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often required by law are risk assessment and training.

2.3.3 Risk Assessment
improvement in safety performancehasoften meant looking to reducethe numberor
potential for accidents. The process of risk assessment attempts to minimise or eradicate
the probability and severity of an accident occurring.

Risk assessmenthas been usedinformally throughout history, wheneverthere is a
decision to be made,or an action taken there is always an associatedrisk. The outcome
of the decision is in the future and is therefore uncertain,different actions might mean
different outcomes,someoutcomesmight be more desirable than others. Some
of the risk associatedwith each action is usually madebefore the decision is
assessment
taken. Mostly this processis informal, however since the early 1930's explicit techniques
have beendevelopedand used in industry.

The wide variety of industrial activities has created a wide variety of different definitions
and hence a blur between terms such as risk assessment, risk analysis and risk estimation.

Jones(1992) gives one of the clearestdefinitions.

0

Risk assessmentis the quantitative evaluation of the likelihood of undesiredevents
and the likelihood of harm or damage being caused together with value judgements
made concerning the significance of the results.

0

Risk analysis is an imprecise term that infers the quantified calculation of
probabilities and risks without taking any judgements about their relevance. As such

it is equivalentto risk estimation.

Fundamentalto the discipline of risk assessmentis the conceptof risk.
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2.3.3.1
0

Risk

Risk is the likelihood of a specified undesiredevent occurring within a specified
period or in specified circumstances. It may be either a frequency (the number of
specified eventsoccurring in unit time) or a probability (the probability of a specified
event following a prior event), depending on the circumstances (Jones, 1992).

0

Risk expresses the likelihood that the harm from a particular hazard is realised (HSE,
1992).

All activities involve a certain amount of risk, some involve more risk than others. When
a decision is made to undertake an activity, the level of risk attributed to that activity must
be accepted. Measurements of the level of risk can be made either qualitatively or
quantitatively.

However, in many cases it might be undesirable or indeed impossible to

calculate the level of risk.

Most definitions of risk involve two aspects,which can be summarisedby the following
equation:

Risk =f (uncertainty, consequence)

The first of these aspects, uncertainty, deals with probability, sometimes this can be
measured, and sometimes a good estimate can be made based upon experience, however
sometimes it is not possible to arrive at a mathematical conclusion. The resultant estimate
likely
likelihood
most
will
contain some element of subjectivity.
of

The secondcomponentof risk is the consequence.There is a wide variety of different
factors, possibly including monetaryand environmental (both short and long term) as well
as injury to, or loss of life. There is a problem of combining theseinto a quantitative
value such that a resultantrisk value can be evaluated.
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Risk can be divided into two types, perceived risk and calculated risk. Perceived risk is
the risk believed by an individual or group to be associated with an activity.

It may be

injury to, or loss of life, but equally it might be property damage or financial loss.
Calculated risk is the risk level obtained by use of a quantitative risk assessment
procedure. From the definition of risk as a function of uncertainty and consequence it is
often a probability combined with some assessedor defined consequence.

Dealing with perceptions and attitudes introduce a special problem. As noted by Staley
(1994) people are bad atjudging probability and especially bad atjudging risk. Typically
they are too frightened of strange situations, and too casual about familiar ones.
Comparatively they under-estimate risks that they choose to take or risks which are
associated with a desirable activity whilst over-estimating those which imposed on them
or associated with an undesirable activity. Blockley (1992) identifies further factors that
affect the perception of risk of a given situation. These include:

0

The number of people involved.

0

The cultural context.

0

The mannerof death.

0

The long or short-term nature of the exposure.

0

The degreeto which exposureis voluntary.
The immediacy of the consequences.

Staley ( 1994) notes that there is evidence that accident rates are high in groups who
estimate risks as low. Constant pressure must therefore be applied to ensure that
judgements of risk are realistic (ACSNI, 1992).

The difference in perception also poses problems for a safety engineer, what is perceived

as safe by engineersmay perceivedas completely unsafeby the general public or
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regulatory bodies. Some standardsor guidelines should be provided to ensurethat the
level of risk is within acceptablelimits. This will inevitably involve somesort of
calculated risk and is therefore less than perfect.

it is generally thought that although the problem of setting acceptable limits is a difficult

one, somestandardfor providing guidelines as to acceptablerisk would be helpful to the
safetyengineer. Blockley (1992) notesthat in an era of increasinglitigation and payouts,
engineers and contractors need some standard for their protection though he warns these

must be specified and used with care. One commonly used measureof risk is described
below.

Fatal Accident Rate (FAR) (also known as FAFR)
This is a measure of the risk of a particular activity to an individual and is defined as the

numberof deathsper hour of exposuredivided by the number of people at risk multiplied
by 108. Some typical FAR values are given in Table 2.2.

Activity

FAR value
Sleeping

I

Eating

2.5

Driving a car

57

Working in the chemical industry

5

Working in the construction industry

67

Table 2.2 Typical FAR values for various activities (Blockley, 1992)

2.3.3.2

Legal Requirement for Risk Assessment

The 1992 Managementof Health and Safety at Work Regulations which has since been
updatedin 1999 (Health and Safety Commission, 1992) introduced a specific and
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mandatoryrequirementfor the useof risk assessmentin generaloccupational health and
safety. According to the HSE (1991) the assessmentof risk is necessaryin order to
identify their relative importanceand to obtain information about their extent and nature.
Knowledge of both areasis necessaryin order to identify where to place the major effort
in prevention and control, and to make decisions on the adequacyof control measures.
Every employer in the UK is required to make a "suitable and sufficient" assessmentof
(HSE, 1992):

a

The risks to the health and safety of their employees, to which they are exposed
whilst they are at work.
The risks to the health and safety of persons not in their employment arising out of or
in connection with the conduct by him of his undertaking.

The regulations also state that (HSE, 1992):

0

All organisations employing more than 5 people are expected to document their risk

thus risk assessments
assessments,
must be conductedand recordedfor all current
tasks and operations.
0

Pre-emptive risk assessment must be carried out on all operations and processes

introducedto the organisation.
0

Organisations must monitor the general situation and re-assess if, "there is any reason

to suspectthat it [the risk assessment]is no longer valid", or there has beena
significant change in the matters to which the risk assessment relates.

The report produced by the HSE (HSE, 1992) did not provide an acceptable or model
approach, they merely required that the risk assessment should be 'suitable and
sufficient'.

The report did provide a list of the required elements of a risk analysis, and

these have been subsequently revised to provide 'Five Steps' (HSE, 1998) for assessing
the risks in the workplace.
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I.

Identify all the hazardsassociatedwith a given task, operation or system.

2.

Estimatethe risk associatedwith each hazardas a function of likelihood of exposure
and the severity of consequences.

3.

Evaluatethe effectivenessof existing hazardcontrol measures.

4.

Define any residual risk not adequatelycovered by existing controls.

5.

Specify and implement any additional controls where necessaryto control hazardsas
far as is reasonablypracticable.

2.3-3.3

Hazard Identification

A hazardis somethingwith the potential to causeharm (this can include substances,
machines,methodsof work and other aspectsof work organisation) (HSE, 1992).

Identification of hazards is often thought to be the most important step in risk analysis,

perhapsbecausea hazardcannot be controlled until it is first identified. It can also be
seenas a useful discipline in its own right. For example, identifying hazardsat an early
stagewill often allow them to be eliminated by a modification of the design or system.

There are a numberof ways to identify hazards,someof thesemight include:

"

Workplace inspections.

"

Management/worker discussions.

"

Independent audits.

"

Job safety analysis.

"

Hazard and operability studies.

Staley (1994) believesthat hazardidentification dependsprimarily on two factors:

*

Availability of information - not only on the work being performed but also on the
technicalequipmentused,to be able to identify that a hazardcould exist.
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Having a systematicmethodand organisationalcontrols to ensurethat knowledge is
applied effectively to the task of identifying hazardsand of defining safe process
conditions.

Using a numberof formal methodsreducesthe problem of ensuring that all hazardsare
consideredin the risk assessmentprocedure. It is recognisedthat there are two categories
of hazardidentification techniques,theseare often termed fundamentaland comparative
techniques.

Fundamental Methods - Hazard and Operability Studies (HAZOP)
Fundamentalmethodsare basedupon a systematicconsiderationof deviations from the
design intent. These include such techniquesas Failure Mode and Effects Analysis
(FMEA), and Hazard and Operability Studies(HAZOP).

HAZOP is a technique of hazard identification that has been developed in the chemical
and process industries. It usually involves a multidisciplinary

team of engineers, safety

advisers, production managers, designers' etc. critically examining each aspect of a
process at the design stage. Remedial action can be planned at an early stage of the
project with maximum effectiveness and minimum cost.

Comparative Methods
Comparative methods involve comparing the operation or design with some recognised

code or standard. Additional hazardscan often be identified from other sourcesof
information suchas:

0

Information from suppliers.

0

Health and Safety Executive guidance.
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"

Guidance from industry user groups.

"

British Standards.

"

Analysis of accident data will often help to identify low probability/high

"

Observation of a task (inspections and audits).

"

in many industries generic hazard groups may have been identified.

2.3.3.4

risk events.

Risk Estimation Techniques

The difficulties in quantifying risk have led to the developmentof many frameworks to
aid in the processof risk estimation. A simple form of risk estimation was describedby
the HSE (1991) in order to illustrate general principles, this is described briefly below.

Hazardsare split into three categoriesaccording to their severity:

0

Major, liable to causedeath or major injury.

0

Serious,as having potential for injuries where personsmay be off work for more than
three days.

0

Slight, for other injuries.

The likelihood of harm for each hazardis rated according to probability:

0

High, where it is certain or nearcertain that harm will occur.
Medium, where harm will occur frequently.

0

Low, whereharm will seldom occur.

Risk associated with the hazard is now defined as the combination of both the severity

and the probability rating:

Risk = Hazard Severity x Likelihood of Occurrence
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Valuescan be assignedto both hazardand likelihood ratings, and a by a simple
multiplication a single value for the risk of the hazardcan be found. In the caseswhere
hazardsaffect more than one person,the resulting value can be multiplied by the number
of people to obtain a more realistic comparison. Risk valuesobtained from this method
can be comparedto currently acceptablelimits basedupon risk/benefit balances.

2.3.4

Training

Evidence from everyday life shows that well trained and careful workers may avoid
injury on a dangerous job whilst untrained and careless workers may be injured under the
safest possible conditions. Before any employee can work safely they must be shown
safe procedures for completing their tasks.

Training helps people to acquire the skills, knowledgeand attitudes to make them
competentin the health and safety aspectsof their work. It may include formal off-thejob training, instructionsto individuals and groups, and on-the-job coaching and
counselling. Ensuringthat people are competentmay demandmore than formal training,
for examplea period of supervisedexperienceto practice and develop new skills.

Employers training duty is set out in section two of the Health and Safety at Work Act
(Health and Safety Commission, 1974) and requires,

"the provision of such information, instruction, training, and
supervision as is necessary to ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable,
the health and safety at work of his employees. "

In regulation elevenof the Managementof Health and Safety at Work regulations(Health
1992)
Commission,
Safety
employersare also required to take accountof the health
and
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and safetycapabilities of employeeswhen entrusting tasks to them. They should be
particularly awareof training during induction, changeof job responsibility, or the
introduction of, or changein work equipment. It calls for repeat training, and the
adoption of training to take account of changedrisks to health and safety. The activities
in a typical training cycle are shown in Figure 2.10.

Decide if training
is necessary

Identify training
needs

Identify train in g
objectives

Develop learning
activities

Carry out training

4Evaluat L.
effectiveness

Feedback loop to
improve trai ni ng
process

ý-

Figure 2.10 Typical training

cycle (HSE, 1991)

In America the Federal Mine Safety and Health Act (Division of Mine Health and Safety,
1977) requires that each U. S. mine operator have an approved plan for miner training.

This plan must include:

0

40 hours of basic health and safety training for new miners who have no underground
begin
before
they
work underground.
experience,
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0

24 hours of basic health and safety training for new miners who have no surface mine
experience,before they begin work in at surfacemine operations.

0

Eight hours of refreshersafety and health training for all miners, each year.

0

Safety related task training for miners assigned to new jobs.

2.3.4.1

Techniques

Training comprises of both formal and informal teaching. Formal describes that which is
undertaken in a workshop or classroom and is essentially off-the-job.

These include

induction courses for new starters, as well as those designed to update and reinforce
employee's knowledge of safety techniques and practices. Informal training is essentially
practical in nature and will normally take place on-the-job-, an example may include an
individual receiving tuition on a one-to-one basis with their supervisor.

A successfultraining programmemust bring together both the theoretical (formal
training) and the practical (informal training) aspectsof the job. The methodsused in
both formal and informal training normally follow acceptedtraining and educational
techniques. Bird (1974) hassummarisedthe two basic goals ofjob instruction as follows:

1. To makesurethe employeeknows the importanceof doing the job correctly.
2.

To be certain that the employee knows how to do it correctly.

In reality, a training programme will normally have more ambitious goals with regards to
improving safety and efficiency.

Typically such a training programme will use a variety

of methods,someof theseare listed in Table 2.3.
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On-the-job training

Off-the-job training

Coaching

Lectures

Apprenticing

Films, television
Casestudy approaches
Role playing
Simulation (gaming)

Table 2.3 On and off-the job training methods

Bird observes the following in connection with the effectiveness of different training

methods(Bird, 1974):

A trainee tendsto remember:
10% of what he reads.
20% of what he hears.
30% of what he sees.

50% of what he seesand hears.
70% of what he sees as he talks.

90% of what he saysas he does a thing.

This is similar to the tenet, 'I hear and I forget, I seeand I remember,I do and I
understand'(van Ments, 1983). Ridley (1983) draws from this that involvement sessions
are of most benefit. He cites a number of techniques used during training sessions.

1.

Prepared notes, programmed learning (reads).

2.

Lectures, talks, taped commentaries (hears).

3.

Slides, posters, overhead transparencies (sees).

Films, slide/tapes,video presentations(seesand hears).
5.

Discusscasestudies,possibly with working models (seesas he talks).

6.

On thejob training, simulation exercises,role-playing (saysas he does a thing).
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Off-the-Job Training
According to Ridley (1983), there are significant benefits of active participation by the
trainee. This participation can best be achieved by using training aids that suit the
industry,
the
the company and the trainee. Heinrich (1980) echoes this,
of
circumstances
saying that particular types of training are best suited to certain types of subject matter.
An employee's training will often involve an amalgamation of the above and other
techniques.

The use of role-play as an educational or training technique is part of the wider set of
techniques that have collectively become known as simulation and gaming. These are
techniques which aim to provide the student with either a highly simplified reproduction
of a real or imaginary world (a simulation) or a structured system of competitive play that
incorporates the material to be learnt (a game) (van Ments, 1983).

The idea of using a game to represent the real world is centuries old, van Ments (1983)
observes that the Chinese game of Wei-Hai (now known as Go) goes back as far as
300013C, whilst other more recent games such as chess represent the beginnings of wargaming. Within the spectrum of all simulation games, whether it be Monopoly, the
design of a house or a business game, Taylor and Walford (1972) observe some common
themes:

Participants take on roles that are representations of roles in the real world, and then
make decisions in response to their assessment of the setting in which they find

themselves.
2.

They experience simulated consequences that relate to their decisions and
performances.

3.

They monitor the results of their actions and reflect on the relationship between their

own decisionsand the resultantconsequences.

The marriageof the gaming approachwith computer simulation has allowed thesegames
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to take on an increasedlevel of complexity (as in managementor businessgames),as
well as providing increasedaccuracy. It also allows 'man versuscomputer' situations
wherethe computeracts as a sourceof material and an untiring opponent, this may help
to relieve the teacherof someof the repetition neededto reinforce learning. Taylor and
Walford (1972) identify three major attributes of simulation:

I.

It is oriented towards activity in the classroom,and in such activity both teachersand
pupils participate. It represents an informal and corporate approach to the
understanding of a situation.

2.

It is usually problem-basedand therefore helpful in the developmentof interdisciplinary approaches to learning. It also frequently involves the use of social skills
that are directly relevant to the world outside the classroom.

It is a techniquethat is fundamentally dynamic. It deals with situations that change,
and which demand flexibility

in thinking and responsive adaptation to circumstances

as they alter.

On-the-job training
Some training tools that are applied systematically include the following (King and Hirst,

1998):

0

Job instruction training (JIT). After the job has beendescribedand demonstratedto
the student, the trainee is invited to carry out the operation on their own after being
told where to go if they need help. The student is impressed with the phrase, 'if you
are not sure - don't do it'. Using this method the supervisor checks frequently that
the student is progressing adequately.

0

Over-the-shoulder coaching. The supervisor remains present whilst the student

job
the
and provides guidanceas and when needed. This can be
undertakes
extremelyeffective though is time consumingand often expensive.
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2.3.4.2

Training media and methods

A training programme may use several different types of media to deliver its content

(King and Hirst, 1998).

Printed media
Books and notes are easily produced and whatever other methods are used to deliver the
training programme a booklet or manual is usually provided for reference. The written
word is quickly forgotten, and books are passive learning aids. Although the trainee may
it
detect
book,
to
the
cannot
any difficulties the trainee is having.
respond

Written exercises may require answers, however, there is little to stop the student from
cheating or losing interest unless the book is used in conjunction with another delivery
method. A pre-requisite for using books and notes is the literacy of the student, the
student must be able to comprehend and understand what is being written.

Personal Instruction
This ranges from individual coaching to lecturing to a large audience. Instructors are able
to sense trainees' difficulties and alter their delivery accordingly.

However, the spoken

it
is
medium
as
good
can be easily misheard, misunderstood or forgotten. This
not
a
word
medium can be reinforced with additional demonstrations or visual aids such as
projection slides or videos, notes are also often provided for reference.

Films and video cassettes
These are a very powerful medium, as they combine moving, real-life images with the
helps
to overcome the confusion or misunderstanding of a situation.
this
spoken word,
Films and videos require considerable skill, resources and planning to produce. However,
there are many safety videos and films that can now be purchased from safety institutions
such as the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) in the UK or the National Institute for
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Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) in the U. S.

More recently, computer animated films have become a real possibility.

Instead of

shooting a film on a real set and using real equipment and people the film is generated
from 3D models held inside the computer. Dangerous situations can be recreated by
modelling the movement of each object inside the world. Once the viewpoint has been
defined a series of 2D images are then produced, these are strung together and recorded
onto video to create the animated film. This technique allows a large degree of flexibility
to be incorporated into the video. Once the model has been built additional views of the
incident can be generated from any location in the world at little extra cost and with no
risk to personnel or equipment. There is also no lost-production for filming as the entire
world is held inside a computer. A still from a minerals industry safety training video is
shown in Figure 2.11.

Figure 2.11 Still from a safety training

video (AIMS

Research Unit)

Computers
Computerswere introduced as a training aid to extend the availability when teacherswere
in short supply. According to King and Hirst (1998) they are used in three principal
learning
(CAL), computer managedlearning (CML) and for
assisted
ways, computer
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keeping student records.

Computer assisted learning encompasses a wide array of teaching methods, from simply

reinforcing and teachingknowledge through simple question and answer(similar to class
room test), to the full-scale simulation of an entire environment.

More recently developed CAL systems contain a hidden model of a real-life situation to
which the trainee must respond. By providing a number of these situations the trainee can
more fully understand the environment. This type of instruction can be particularly useful
for situations that are complex and do not necessarily have one correct answer.

Computer managed learning and the keeping of student records deals with the general

administrationof studentrecords. It might help to identify potential shortcomingsin
studentsand help to target additional training sessionsto overcome these.

The useof computersin a training program will require that each person(both student
familiar
become
teacher)
with the systemused. This may place a heavy burden on
and
the resources if the time required to achieve this is significant.

Driver Training
There have been studies into the effectiveness of current driver training programmes on
the skills and safety performance of road drivers. It is surprising to learn that the value of
current performance testing and driver training is to a certain extent unclear (Mills et al.,
1998).

Skelly (1968) evaluatedthe performanceof drivers in terms of number of miles driven
found
best
that
the
and
accidentrecords were held by drivers who had
accident
per
driving
instruction.
More recently, Lund et al. (1986) found that
professional
no
received
drivers who participated in enhancedtraining programmesare more likely to passtheir
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test, but are also more likely to be involved in subsequentaccidents. However, driver
training programmesmust be capableof developing a trainee's skills sufficiently to pass
the driving test.

Mills et al. (1998) suggestthat safe driving practice must involve the ability of the driver
to 'read the road' (Gibson, 1969) so that potentially dangeroussituations can be
anticipatedand corrective action can be taken in advance. An inability to foresee
dangeroussituationscan meanthat corrective action is not taken quickly enough resulting
in a possibleincident. Gibson (1969) identified that whilst people may learn the required
operatingskills to a high level, they may not identify the particular environmental cues
that they needto guide their behaviour.

Mills et al. (1998) believe that teachinghigher order driving skills such as hazard
identification and risk perception may help the driver to identify these environmental
cues, and choose which (if any) corrective action should be taken.

McPhersonand Kenel (1968) and Currie (1969) performed some of the earliest work in
hazardperception. They performed a study in which the driver's skill at detecting and
recognisingpotentially dangeroussituations was shown to be an important factor in
driving performance. More recently Pelz and Krupat (1974) found that a group of drivers
with a low accidentrate reactedmore swiftly to hazardsthan a group of drivers with a
higher accidentrate. McKenna and Crick (1994) found that they were able to distinguish
betweengroupsof expert police drivers and normal experienceddrivers on the basisof
the time takento identify a hazard. Significantly both the work by Pelz and Krupat and
McKenna and Crick was undertakenin a form of 'simulator'.

Mills et al. (1998) performed similar work but required subjects, who were all novice
drivers, to undertake hazard identification tasks both in a simulator and in the real world.
The simulator was based upon previous designs by Pelz and Krupat (1974) and McKenna
and Crick (1994). The simulator tests involved subjects watching a specially filmed
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sequence of various road and traffic situations, some of which were hazardous. Subjects
were asked to identify hazards as early as possible by pressing a button that was linked to
a computer, this recorded the response time. Emphasis was placed upon asking the
subjects what they thought would happen next, it was hoped that this would encourage
them to look ahead and develop their hazard anticipation skills. In the on-road tests
subjects were asked to verbally identify hazardous situations as soon as they occur.
Drivers were accompanied by qualified instructors who assessed their performance and
behaviour.

Mills et al. (1998) found that there was a statistically significant reduction in the average
hazard perception in the simulator after training had been received either on the road or in
the simulator. They established that the group who had received both on road and
simulator training made the biggest improvement. They also found that drivers who saw
hazards early on the road had a faster hazard perception time in the simulator and
correspondingly that those drivers who saw them late had a slower hazard perception
time. They found a correlation between number of hazards missed in the simulator and
on the road. Their results show that their simulator was a valid test of hazard detection in
the real world, and that it is possible to improve the hazard perception skills of novice
drivers through training.

Indeed the Departmentof the Environment, Transport and the Regions (DETR, 2000)
state that,

" laboratory tests have indicated that drivers with better hazard

perceptionscoresare those who have had fewer accidents,and that
hazard perception scores can be improved through training"
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2.3.5 Safety in the Mining Industry
Since the mining industries inception it has been focused around hazardous environments.

According to Staley (1994) their hazardousnature stemsfrom three fundamentalreasons:

*

It is organic, not static, everyday the workplace changes.

0

Each day large amountsof personnelwork in the environment.

0

Mother nature continually tries to undo the work of miners.

The principal of accident prevention is reputed to have been started by the Babylonians in
200OBC (Staley, 1994) where severe punishments were enforced for the fatality of an
Since
these ancient times a large amount of people have lost their
worker.
underground
life in the pursuit of mining. McAteer (1985) claims that in the coal mining industry in
total the USA alone has lost more than 122,770 men and women.

Staley (1994) claims that there can be no doubt accident rates have been reduced in the

industry. Although the size of the UK industry has varied over the last 120 years the
fatality rate is only 5% of the total level it was in the middle of the 19"' century.

Mining in the UK still remainsa dangerousoccupation. Table 2.4 shows the numbersand
incidenceratesin the UK mining industry betweenthe period 1995 and 1998.
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Year

Number of

Actual Injuries

People
Employed

Rates per 100,000
Manshifts

Fatal

Major

Fatal

Major

Injuries

Injuries

Injuries

Injuries

1995/96

18,576

5

159

0.09

3.00

1996/97

15,061

2

160

0.05

3.66

1997/98

12,382

4

163

0.11

4.51

(provisional)
Table 2.4 Numbers of Injuries and Incidence rates in the UK (HSE, 1999)

2.3.6 Summary
Accidents can have a significant impact on organisations,this will include the health and
safety of employees,the moral of the workforce and the public impressionof the
organisation. Costs associated with accidents include not only in lost production but also

in employeesbeing away from work due to ill health or injury, increasedliability
insurance, and uninsured losses. A successful safety program can help to reduce these

costs. Risk assessmentand training are two key componentsof a safety management
for
essential
are
often
and
compliance with the law.
programme

The process of risk assessment involves providing some evaluation of the likelihood of

likelihood
the
and
events
of harm or damagebeing causedtogether with the
undesired
somejudgement as to the significanceof the results. Risk is fundamentalto the concept
of risk assessment, most definitions involve two aspects, the probability of a given event
occurring and some measure of the consequence of that event.

Perceptions of risk borne by an individual or group are important, accidents tend to be

high in groups who estimaterisk associatedwith an activity as low, This can also cause
problems when assessing a work task, that perceived by an assessor to be low risk may be
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by
be
dangerous
the workforce or general public. The provision of some
to
considered

in
determining
helpful
is
the actual level of risk.
often
standard

The basic goals of training are to ensurethat the employee knows the importanceof doing
the job and also to ensurethat they know how to do it. Training will typically take place
both off thejob (in the classroom)and also include someon the job instruction. Many
different training techniquesare normally used in the delivery of a training programme.
Although the type of techniquesusedshould be designedto fit the situation many
recognisethat there are significant benefits of active participation by the trainee. This is
often manifestedin a role-playing or game type environment where participants take on
representationsof their role in the real world. In this casethey experiencethe
consequencesof their actions and relate theseto their decisions and performance. A
variety of different media is often usedto deliver the content of the training programme.
The type chosenshould reflect the subject that is being taught as each type of medium has
associatedadvantagesand disadvantages.

The benefit of current road driver training programmesis questionable,whilst they are
capableof teachingdrivers the required skills to passthe test it is unclear whetherdrivers
receiving professionaltraining are safer. Studieshave beenperformed to investigatethe
potential of teachinghigher order skills such as hazard identification and risk assessment.
Recentstudieshave indicated that it is possible to teachtheseskills, benefiting the driver
in termsof greaterawarenessand faster perception of hazards. Laboratory tests have
indicated that drivers with better hazardperception scoresare those who have had fewer
accidents,and that thesescorescan be improved through training.

Safety in the minerals industry has been improved over recent Years though mining still
remains a dangerous occupation. Special conditions within the industry mean that there is
In
danger.
degree
high
particular environments often change on a daily basis and
of
a
in
to
work
close proximity to hazardous equipment.
required
are
personnel
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3 Mining Operations
3.1

Introduction

Mining is the process of extracting useful minerals from the surface of the Earth
(including the seas) (Britannica. com, 2000a). It is one of the oldest industries, perhaps
the oldest known underground mine in the world was sunk more than 40,000 years ago at
Bomvu Ridge in the Ngwenya Mountains, Swaziland (Britannica. com, 2000b).

This chapter is not intended as a complete review of mining operations and equipment. It
is provided as a background to the operations and equipment that have been simulated.
An understanding of the background is necessary before attempting to recreate these
environments using VR. This chapter classifies mining according to the method of
extraction and describes some common mining systems used.

3.2

Surface Mining

7017cof the world's mineral production is extracted by surface mining methods (Denby,
unpublished). The increasing demand for minerals has caused organisations to turn their
attention to the exploitation of deposits of low grade and high stripping ratio by surface
mining methods. This has resulted in larger outputs from individual mines because of the
increased volumes of waste due to the need to achieve economies of scale. Surface
mining machinery has shown a tendency to increase in size to enable these deposits to be
high
at
outputs, and surface mining is tending to become a materials
economically
mined
handling problem on a large scale (Denby, unpublished).

A number of different surface mining methods have been developed by the mining

community. The suitability of each of the following methodswill dependon the geology
location
deposit
the
the
that is being mined, theseinclude:
at
of
and nature
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1.

Strip mining.

2.

Terrace mining.

3.

Open (conical) pit mining.

4.

Other minor methodssuch as dimension stonequarrying, placer mining and

auger

mining.

The work that has been undertaken concentrates on the operation
of open pit mining, for
this reason there is little need to describe other mining methods.

3.2.1 Open Pit Mining
Open pit mining methods share some common elements
with strip mining, particularly in

the mode of transportationof material. Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 show the layout and
terminology for a typical open pit.

II TO -T
DI
VAR

Figure 3.1 A typical open
pit
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Figure 3.2 Open pit terminology

Open pit operations are typically used when mining for irregular deposits, pipes,
stockworks and steeply inclined stratified deposits. The pit shape may deviate
considerably from an inverted cone to accommodate irregularities due to deposit shape
and mineral grade. Usually the pit is excavated by truck/shovel operations. A typical
example of an open pit operation is located in Bingham Canyon (Utah, USA), it is over
4km long, 2.5km wide and 0-8km deep and has approximately 75 benches.

Systems

Transportation
The function
excavation

systems is to remove ore or waste from the point of

of transportation
to the processing

location

or to waste dumps or stock piles.

method used in most open pit operations
flexibility

that they offer.

off-highway

Trucks of 300+ torme capacity

They offer high manoeuvrability

in confined

handle grades of 10%, when fully loaded.
conveyor

involves

trucks due to the inherent

are operating

spaces, large capacity

There are three main typesof haulagetruck in use:
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in some open pits.

and the ability

Other possible transportation

systems and rail.

The primary

to

systems include

0

Rear dump (conventional)

0

Rear dump (tractor-trailer type)

0

Bottom dump (tractor- tra i ler type)

A conventional rear dump haulage truck is shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3 A haul truck

Financially, haulage trucks are the largest cost itern in the operating costs of a surface

for
in
accounting
an estimated50% of operating costs (Meuller, 1979).
cases
some
mine
The large initial cost of these trucks also makes driver training expensive.

Truck Dispatching
In order to operatetruck Ileets efficientl), there is a needto constantly revise the
allocation of trucks to various excavatorswithin the pit. In the past this was done in
being
decided
haulage
by
routes
on
a
shift
shift basis. Some mine operators
with
sections
have introducedcomputeriseddispatching systemsthat can revise the dispatching policy
basis.
They
regular
a
on
work by allocating trucks to shovelson a
the
mine
within
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continuous and individual basis within the context of the mining plan and conditions

prevailing at the time. Thesesystemscomprise:

Radio transmissionsystemsthat are used to constantly monitor the statusand
position of the shovelsand trucks.
0A

central dispatchcomputer that analysesthe current statusand production
requirementsand advisesthe dispatch operator.
The dispatch operator who makes the final decision about which truck to allocate to
which shovel.
Optional radio beacons that are used to automatically locate a truck in a mine.

0

R=
Sonsot
do
Annwidalw
00
a
ou:d

I- Beamn defaeft
that a ClIsplith
Is taquirod
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2. Shovel dspLayed
on nnnumdalm
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3.
signals cancallAllon
ol tho dmplay

Figure 3.4 Haul truck dispatching system (Denby, unpublished)

Although thesesystemsare expensive(costing up to $US I million) they have been
proven to reducetruck operating costs by reducing queuing and shovel wait times. They
benefits:
following
the
offer

0

increasedmine production by reducing delay times on equipment.

0

Greaterutilisation of expensiveequipment.

9

Increasedlevel of control.
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"

Dynamic control of ore quality.

"

Reduction of delays at shift change and lunch periods.

"

Accurate up to date reporting.

"

Improved planning through simulation.

Haul Truck Safety
The haulage trucks huge size together with the difficult environmental conditions
introduces handling and visibility problems. There is a high level of risk associated with
each truck, as the consequences of an accident can be extremely severe. In the US Ruff
notes that:

"In the past 5 years, powered industrial haulage accounted for 43% of
all fatalities in mining and was one of the top five sources of injuries in
surface mines. Inadequate training and inadequate information
regarding the work environment contributed to the majority of these
accidents. " (Ruff, 2000)

Strict operational rules are enforced to minimise the potential for disaster. At the moment
only trained operators can drive these trucks, periodic evaluation of each truck drivers
Competency
is
also
required.
will depend on the ability of the vehicle
performance
operator to acquire, retain, and use the knowledge, skills and abilities that are necessary.

An example of the material provided by the Mine Safety and Health Administration
(MSHA) for an annual refresher training course for operators of equipment in a surface
mine, is provided in Appendix 1. This example is typical of training courses currently
drivers.
for
haul
truck
used

"Accidents involving haulagetrucks and other mobile surface
equipmentconstitutea major safety problem in the mining industry.
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Between 1989 and 1993, surface and underground accidents claimed
the lives of 548 American miners. Surface accidents involving haulage
trucks, front-end loaders, scrapers, pickups and other mobile surface
haulage equipment accounted for 95 of these deaths.

Of the 95 fatalities, 72 involved trucks; the remaining 23 involved
front-end loaders,scrapersand other mobile surfacehaulageequipment,
Trucks usedin the mining industry range from small pickups to
mammothhaulersdesignedto carry loads up to 350 tons." (MSHA,
1998)

"Surface accidents involving mobile haulage equipment such as trucks

are a major causeof mining deaths. Most of theseaccidentsare
preventable. " (MSHA, 1998)

Haulage truck safety is well documented in the US by the Mine Safety and Health

Administration (MSHA). A review of the material they provide describessome common
causes of accidents involving haul trucks this is briefly summarised below.

According to the MSHA (1995), the increasein size, complexity and speedof moving
equipment in surfacemines has led to a significant increasein the risk in the environment.

The biggest single contributing factor is the speed at which the vehicle is travelling
(MSHA, 1995). The safe speed a vehicle is able to travel will depend on a number of'
factors. Most important are the road conditions, the current mass of the vehicle (whether
it is loaded or not), and the grade on which the vehicle is travelling (slope).

Visibility in large haul trucks is particularly poor, in some haul trucks usedby the
Newmont Gold Company(Newmont, no date) the blind spots from the driver's cabin
feet
30
in
front
left,
feet
8
the
to
and 150-180 feet to the right of the vehicle,
extend
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Mechanical failure also contributed to accidentssignificantly, sometimesas a result of
poor maintenancethat could often have been spotted by a pre-start up check (MSHA,
1995). They also found that mechanicalfailure was often a result of exceedingthe
performanceenvelopeof the vehicle. This is often a result of travelling too fast down a
slope (often in the wrong gear) whilst carrying too heavy a mass,which leadsto the
brakesor retarderoverheating. Equally, broken drive trains and transmissionsoften result
from attempting to carry too heavy a load up too steepa gradient.

Notes from MSHA (1995) indicate that when working on the edge of a truck's
performanceenvelopemany drivers lost control of the vehicle either as a result of loss of
traction or mechanicalfailure. In this casethe impact the crash, or the attempt by the
driver to jump clear, often resulted in loss of life. The MSHA (1998) notesthat drivers
often overlook the useof seatbelts or other such safety restraints, and that their chances
of survival are better if they stay inside the cab.

Non-operationalwarningsand failed backup systemsalso contributed. These are often
not corrected quickly enough, causing hazards to the driver and others. Examples include

failed reversingalarmsand other similar warning systems.

Other factors that have contributed to many incidents have been the failure to correctly
design and maintain haul roads. Badly maintained berms on the side of haul roads and at
dump points are one example (MSHA,

1995).

The MSHA (1995) also reported that workers placed themselves in hazardous locations
failed
to observe protocols especially with regards to
and
equipment
around

communicationwith equipmentoperators,this contributed to a number of fatalities.

Certain scenariosare identified as particularly dangerous. These include reversing to a
dump point, and any scenariothat involves personnelon foot (MSHA, 1995). This is due
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to the limited manoeuvrability, visibility, and audio warning that driver's experience
when inside the cab.

Independent contractors and inexperienced workers are identified as being at a higher
19
In
mines
coal
out of the total of 33 deaths in the US between 1989 and
surface
risk.
1993 were independent contractors (MSHA, 1998). In stockpile accidents 37% of the
accidents involve miners with less than I years experience (MSHA,

1995), this proportion

of accidents is significantly greater than their make up of the workforce.

Excavation Systems

3.2.1.2

The main excavation systems in open pit mines involve the use of either rope shovels or
hydraulic excavators. Both are mounted on a system of crawlers and have similar
operation. The excavator will typically load from one side before rotating around to
dump either on a haul truck or to another location. Normally the excavator remains in the
same position for the duration. This operation is shown in Figure 3.5.

rVCTAL LOAO ANO DuMP MCTION
/

/

TRUCK
Figure 3.5 Excavator Load Motion (Denby, unpublished)
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Shovel Loading Methods
There are three main loading methodsused in open pit mining.

Double back up (seeFigure 3.6).

goMo.

ý(l

LLAýT

Figure 3.6 Double back up loading method (Denby, unpublished)

2.

Single back up (seeFigure 3.7).
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Figure 3.7 Single back up loading method (Denby, unpublished)
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3.

Drive by (see Figure 3.8).
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Figure 3.8 Drive by loading method (Denby, unpublished)

3.3

Underground

Mining

If the ore body lies a considerable distance below the surface the amount of waste that has
to be removed to uncover the ore through surface mining becomes prohibitive and
be
Costs
in an underground mine are
techniques
must
considered.
underground
be
due
higher,
to the ground conditions
mining
machinery
must
smaller
used
considerably
is
is
limited.
Productivity
much
generally much
also
more
access
and mine geometry,
lower than in a surface mine, tons produced per worker per shift can be up to 50 times
lower than in surface mining depending on the mining technique. However, in an
is
is
in
there
percentage
a
greater
of
ore
mined
mine
whereas
surface
mine
a
underground
considerably more wastage.

The specific mining method selected will typically depend on the size, shape and
body, the grade of mineralisation, the strength of the rock, and the
the
ore
of
orientation
depths involved. If the dip of the ore-body is greater than about 50 degrees then mining
If
dip
is
25
degrees
less
to
the
the
move
then
ore.
than
gravity
use
about
systems might
be
might
equipment
used.
other ore-transporting
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Undergroundmining can be consideredas more hazardousthan surface mining.
Ventilation must be provided not only as a requirementto those working undergroundbut
to removepollutants that might be introduced into the atmosphereas a result of diesel
blasting.
Correctly
fit working areasare important for both safety
or
equipment,
powered
and productivity. In somemines the primary sourceof lighting is still a hard-hat mounted
lamp, poweredby a battery worn on the miners belt. Fixed lighting is normally installed
along travel ways and at other important locations. The amount of water encounteredin
an undergroundmining operation will vary dependingon the geological setting and the
type of deposit. Somemines must deal with suddenlarge inflows of water, for this reason
special water doors and undergroundchambersare usedto control the amount ofwater in
the mine.

Many of the ore deposits retain the same horizontal orientation as when they were
originally deposited. These flat-lying deposits are typically mined using either the roomand-pillar or longwall technique. Again, the technique chosen will depend on the nature
of the geology.

3.3.1 Longwall Mining
Longwall mining is a common method used to extract bedded deposits. In 1979 it was
the principal method of extraction in underground coal mines in Britain and has since
become more widespread in the rest of the world (Thomas, 1979). Figure 3.9 shows a
typical retreat mining operation.
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Access
Tunnels

Direction o!

movement

Area to be
mined
Figure 3.9 Longwall

Working
Area (A)
face method of work

Mining takes place along the working area (A) at an equivalent rate. As the face
forwards
and material is removed, the region that has already been mined is
progresses
allowed to collapse (B). Mining using this system will involve the use of large automated
equipment. This will include a large number of hydraulic supports, a shearer, and
conveyor belts to remove material. The general procedure is shown in plan view in
Figure 3.10.
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hydrauk supports

MIA
conveyor removes
material

shearer direction
III
Fact
draction of mining

hydraulic supports move forwards
when shearer has passed

0
shearer directon
Face

Figure 3.10 Longwall face equipment movement during normal operation

The shearermovesperpendicularto the direction of mining passingfrom one end of the
face to the other. After each pass,the hydraulic supports,conveyor and track on which
the shearerruns are moved forwards a small amount. Mining will therefore progressin
the direction shown above, with material being transportedout of the mine on a conveyor
belt.

Once an underground face has been completely mined the heavy equipment must be
moved to a new location before mining can start again. The conveyors and shearer are
removed first leaving a series of static hydraulic supports. Each hydraulic support is then
by
time
and
a
replaced
at
a series of wooden supports that maintain the
one
removed
ceiling integrity. This process is known as 'face salvage'.
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4

Risk Assessment

and Visualisation

System

4.1 Introduction
Mine operations will often require the movement of large equipment and material in
This
The
heavy
in
terms
presents
particular
problems
spaces.
of
safety.
confined
equipment and the mass of the material involved will require the use of a large amount of
energy. An accident may cause this energy to be released in an unforeseen way
potentially causing a high degree of damage. The inclusion of personnel in the
environment means there is a substantial amount of risk as the consequences of an
accident can be fatal.

Many similar situations exist outside the mining environment. The movement of heavy

factories
and the movementof vehicles around a construction site are
around
equipment
just two examples.

Risk assessmentin the mining industry presentsunique problems. The dynamic natureof
the mining environmentmeansthat pre-emptive risk assessmentis not always possible.
Since the physical natureof the environment is changingon a day to day basis,a risk
assessmentwill require that the assessorvisualise the environment at somepoint in the
future.

Assessment is often undertaken using 2D plans of the environment, this can cause
have
for
assessors
who
safety
no means of visualising the environment in 3D.
problems
Allowing the computer to perform the visualisation of the environment removes much of
the interpretation of the assessor allowing them to concentrate more fully on the risk
is
This
'intelligence
technique
termed
amplification'
assessment.

by Robert (Robert,

1992).

A 3D computer visualisation of the operations might provide the assessor with a greater
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understanding of both the static and dynamic components within the environment.

It is

hoped that this will allow additional hazards not instantly recognisable from 2D plans to
be more readily identified. Additionally,

once the environment has been modelled,

generic tools could be developed to aid further understanding of the risk-based
relationships between the equipment, the personnel and the layout of the environment.

It

is hoped that a better understanding of the static, dynamic and spatial relationships in the
environment might help the assessor perform a better risk assessment, which in turn leads
to a safer working environment.

4.2

Existing Work

Before the author started his PhD the AIMS Research Unit had already undertaken some
'risk
termed
regions' (McClarnon et al., 1995 and Denby et al., 1995).
what
are
on
work
This work involved constructing virtual worlds from plans of the environment that were
being assessed. Every object in these worlds is programmed with pre-set motion based
upon the dynamics of the real world.

in the existing system volumes of space, known as risk regions, are defined around each
dangerous area and piece of equipment in the environment. The risk regions around
They
dynamic.
are able to alter their size and position as the equipment
are
equipment
changes its position or activity. For example, the risk region around a moving vehicle
might be different to that surrounding the vehicle when stationary.

The risk can be measuredat specific points where 'risk markers' are placed. Risk is
evaluatedby calculating the numberof regions in which the marker is contained. The
markersare representedby coloured boxes that changefrom green (low risk) to yellow to
1995).
Risk
(Denby
(high
al,
et
markerscan be placed anywhereinside the
risk)
red
both
these
the current and the cumulative level of risk as the
record
and
virtual world,
application executes.
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By 1995the AIMS ResearchUnit had performed only limited developmentof this
technique. Their work consisted of an evaluation of the operation of a surface mine. A
is
in
Figure
4.1
the
system
shown
of
screenshot

Figure 4.1 Existing open pit risk analysis system (AIMS

Research Unit, 1995)

Two risk regions are visible around each of the haulage trucks. These are coloured red
high
indicating
an
of
area
risk, and an area of medium risk respectively. All
yellow,
and
of the regions in the system are cuboid. Risk markers are placed in the system at pre-set
locations. At each time step, each risk marker in the system calculates the number of
regions it is inside, This is recorded and provided as feedback to the user in the form of a
dialog (Figure 4.2) that is updated continuously as the application executes.
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Numberof Frames:

F
IPercentage:

Framesin High Risk:
Framesin Med Risk:

F4

Percentage:

Figure 4.2 Existing risk region feedback dialog (AIMS

Research Unit, 1995)

This system was demonstrated to a number of mining institutions.

There was interest in

the idea, but they expressed concerns about the basic and inflexible nature of the system.
They particularly liked the 3D visualisation of the environment to aid risk assessment and
the idea of enhancing the view with a risk-based overlay.

The existing system was written using Superscape VRT (2000), a VR world building and
demonstration
idea
be
Although
to
this
the
package
allowed
a
of
package.
visualisation
found
have
limitations
dealing
to
the
was
considerable
package
when
quickly
produced
for
In
there
irregular
particular
was
no
support
non-orthogonal collision
shapes.
with
detection which severely restricted the type of worlds that could be modelled.
Additionally

it was felt that the quality of the graphics as well as the speed and flexibility

C++.
by
language
improved
be
using
compiled
as
a
such
of the system, could

The author undertook additional research to develop a more sophisticated algorithm for
flexibility
increasing
the
as
well
systems
as
risk
evaluating

speed and graphical quality.

Once this had been completed, further case studies could be performed to assessthe
systems effectiveness.

4.3

Risk Region Development

The question ot'what these regions represent was never fully answered in the previous
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work. According to Denby et al. (1995) risk regions are placed around each dangerous
dangerous
or
area in the environment. The conclusion was drawn
equipment,
of
piece
that they representsomeincreasedlevel of risk as a result of either the location, or the
equipment with which they are associated.

The size and shapeof eachrisk region was determined by the user and was basedupon
the experienceandjudgement of the assessor.The fact that this tool had no mathematical
basiswas not significant as it was intended as a tool for identifying additional hazardsand
analysingthe risk-basedrelationships within the environment. Indeed individual
judgement as to the level of risks is an inherent and unavoidable part of the processof risk
assessment.However, if there is no basis at all for the presenceof risk regions then their
representationin the virtual world could be misleading.

It would seem reasonable that there were some increased risks from factors such as
moving equipment or a road junction.

For example, the Fatal Accident Rate (FAR) for

driving a car has been calculated as 57 (no units) (Blockley, 1992). Indeed part of this
work is to investigate whether or not the representation of this increased risk as regions
be
hazards
these
could
used to identify potential safety problems.
around

The level of risk experienced at a particular location would seem to be related to the
distances from each hazard. Although the classic definition of risk does not include any
consideration of proximity, this would seem to be an important consideration. For
example, many people would agree that there is some increased risk when working close
to an excavator. This is the basis for the increased risk being represented in the form of
regions.

4.3.1 Risk Values
Risk has a basisin probability, it has beendefined as:
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Risk = Hazard Severity x Likelihood of Occurrence (Probability of Event Occurring)

Considera dangerousobject in isolation, this object has an associatedrisk region. This
risk region is defined such that its boundary indicates the point at which negligible risk is
experiencedas a result of the dangerousobject. Risk regions could therefore be
consideredas 3D risk contoursas their boundary defines a constant level of risk. How the
level of risk varies through the volume of the spacerepresentedby the region will depend
on the natureof the factor that is being represented.

Using this concept the boundary of the region is assigned a risk value of zero. The choice
but
is
considering that this effectively equates to 'no additional risk' then
arbitrary
of zero
this would seem reasonable. Furthermore a location which experiences the maximum
possible risk is assigned a value of 100. This indicates an area of extreme danger. Again,
the choice of 100 is arbitrary but would seem a reasonable choice as this value represents
the maximum risk.

The risk value at a given location has been defined as the level of risk experienced at that
position. Risk has also been defined as a function of severity of the hazard and the
likelihood of occurrence. Risk values within the system are therefore a reflection of these
two factors. The possibility of using the range 0 to I was considered to reflect the basis in
is
but
the
risk
value
since
a reflection of two factors (likelihood and severity)
probability,
different
logical
to
a
assign
scale.
seemed
it

4.3.2 Risk Region Modelling
The natureof the hazardwill define how the level of risk varies through the volume of
Two
factors
by
defined
the
risk
region.
are consideredbelow to illustrate the
space
modelling of risk regions.
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4.3.2.1

Road Junction Risk Region

The risk surrounding a road junction could be represented by a risk region that includes

be
in
Figure
4.3.
The
in
the virtual world
area
represented
would
yellow
the areashaded
by a 3D region, but is shown here in 2D plan for simplicity.

Figure 4.3 Risk region around a road junction

The level of risk throughout the yellow region could be interpreted as approximately
location
A
increased
location
is
There
at
an
equivalent
as
approximately
risk
at
constant.
B as a result of the road layout. In this case the entire shaded region is considered to
increase the level of risk by some factor, the entire shaded region is therefore assigned a
constant risk value.

Looking at the risk value solely as a result of the road junction, as an object passes
it
might experience a change in the risk value similar to that shown in
the
region
through
Figure 4.4. For this example a risk value of 50 was chosen for the entire region.

The calculation of a risk value at a given location within the system described above is a
first
determined
be
It
location
is
inside
If
the
must
the
whether
region.
procedure.
simple
location
has
50,
it
is
if
inside
is
then
the
the
location
region
a
risk
value
outside
of
the
then it is assigned a risk value of zero.
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The graph in Figure 4.4 shows the change in the risk value as an object passes through the
risk region. Once inside the region the value remains constant throughout.

100
80
60
40

CC

20
0
0

50

100

150

200

Distance travelled
Figure 4.4 Change in risk value as object passes through a constant risk region

4.3.2.2

Haulage Truck Risk Region

A haulage truck has many possible states, tor example it could be stationary, moving,
dumping or loading. Both the shape and size ot'the region associated with the truck
depending
be
on its current activity.
to
modified
might need

From the definition of a risk region, the edge of a risk region representsthe point at which
there is negligible additional risk as a result ofthe dangerousobject. Furthermore,
be
dangerous
if the vehicle was moving. For
the
would
extremely
vehicle
with
contact
is
the
at rest, the volume of spacedefined by extentsofthe
vehicle
unless
this reason,
danger, this is assigneda risk value of 100. How the
is
of
extreme
area
as
an
seen
vehicle
locations
between
is
these
interpretation.
The
is
two
level
to
open
modelled
author
risk
developed a method that could be used to model the risk associated with other equipment

or objects.
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Two risk regionsare used,one is always completely contained by the other and for this
inner
The
the
termed
and
outer
regions
they
respectively.
outer risk region
are
reason
defines the point at which the risk becomessignificant, the risk value at the boundary of
The
defined
is
as
zero.
volume enclosedby the inner region defines a
this outer region
constant level of risk, and within this volume the risk value is set at a constant value
defined by the assessor.The volume between the two regions describesa region where
the risk level will vary according to some predefined rules. Figure 4.5 shows an example
haul
dual
truck.
around
a
moving
system
region
risk
this
of

Figure 4.5 Dual risk region system around a haul truck

The calculation of the increasedrisk value at a given location, as a result of the dual inner
falls
into
one of three categories.
regions
risk
and outer

1.

Outside the outer risk region.

If tile location is outside both regions the increased

location
lies
boundary
the
is
the
as
outside
zero
that defines
effectively
risk
negligible risk.

2.

Inside the inner region. If the location is within the inner risk region then the risk
by
defined
by
increased
is
constant
value
some
as
the assessor.
value

3.

outside the inner region, but within the outer region. In this area, mathematically
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defined by A-B

where A is the outer region and B the inner, the risk value is

defined by somefunction that maps the relative distance betweenthe inner and outer
regions onto somerisk value.

Given the moving haul truck example shown in Figure 4.5, parametersfor the risk region
follows.
When
be
the marker is located inside the inner risk region the
as
chosen
could
100.
This
is
a
constant
value
of
assigned
would seem reasonable given that any
value
risk
location inside the inner risk region would almost certainly indicate contact with the truck
itself, and is therefore an area of high risk.

When the marker is located outside the inner

but inside the outer region, the risk value is calculated based upon the relative distance of

the marker betweenthe two regions (see section 4.3.2.5). The result is mapped linearly
betweenthe valueszero (boundary of outer risk region) and 80 (boundary of inner risk
80),
(zero
The
and
chosen
and the choice of a linear mapping, are
values
region).
level
increase
but
that
the
reasonable
given
seem
of
risk
would
would
as the
arbitrary,
distancefrom the truck decreases. The risk experiencedby some entity as it passesalong
is
4.5
in
Figure
Figure
in
4.6.
black
plotted
the
arrow
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Figure 4.6 Risk value through the haul truck risk regions
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4.3.2.3

Dynamic Properties of Risk

As objects move around within an environment, they alter their state depending upon the
This
may result in changes to a number of their
they
performing.
that
are
activity
attributes including their speed, their current activity or their mass. It is reasonable to
expect that the size and shape of the objects associated risk regions will alter as each of
these variables change.

To reflect the change in the risk generated by each factor risk regions must be dynamic
They must have the ability to change their position, size, shape and type of region
depending upon the state of the objects whose risk they are modelling.

4.3.2.4

Region Shape

The requirementfor calculations to be performed in real-time limit the amount of
be
realistically undertaken. The calculations are concernedwith the
can
which
processing
interaction betweenmultiple 3D points (risk markers) and multiple 3D shapes(risk
regions).

In the first place algorithms were developed to support risk regions in 3D shapesother
than cuboids. This wasessentialfor supporting more flexible and realistic risk regions.
However, allowing the incorporation of any 3D shapeas a risk region, with no restrictions
burden
heavy
a
on the calculations that needto be performed. At
the
places
geometry,
on
the simplest level there is a requirementto determine if the point is inside or outside the
3D volume defined by the region. For many 3D shapesthis is not a trivial process. In
order to maintain the real-time calculations necessaryfor VR, certain restrictions were
3D
be
The
that
types
shapes
the
of
could
used.
on
author defined a procedurefor
placed
had
the effect of restricting the type of 3D shapethat could
this
regions,
risk
constructing
be constructed.

The 3D region is createdfrom a 2D convex polygon that is first drawn in plan view. This
2D shapeis extrudedalong the elevation to create the 3D-risk region. This processis
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illustrated in Figure 4.7.

4

Figure 4.7 Two stage construction

of a 3D risk region

This allows the representation of the risk associated with vehicles and areas to be

describedand evaluatedin more detail whilst limiting the computational effort required.
Representations of the possible risk region systems for a vehicle are shown in Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8 Example risk regions for a haul truck

4.3.2.5

Relative Distance Calculation

The relative distance calculation is performed when a marker is located between an inner
dual risk region system. Two possible solutions to the problem
in
a
region
outer
and
were
considered.
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Relative distance =a/

(a +

Solution 2

c
cr
Relative distance =c/d

inner risk region
(constant area of risk)
outer risk region
(variable area of risk)
Location to measure risk

a

Figure 4.9 Solutions for relative distance calculation

The first solution calculatesthe relative distance basedupon nearestintersection with the
inner and outer risk regions,this is labelled 'Solution V in Figure 4.9. Solution 2
line
defined
distance
by
inner
two
using
a
the
the
the
points,
relative
centre
of
calculates
is
being
location
The
distance
is
the
the
risk
at
which
measured.
relative
and
region,
risk
from
location
line
inner
divided
by
the
distance
this
to
the
the
along
risk
the
region
now
distancealong this line from the inner to the outer region, this is labelled 'Solution 2' in
Figure 4.9.

Both methodscould be consideredas valid, however the author chose the secondmethod
for two reasons. The resultsproduced provide a more direct connection to the observable
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be
illustrated
by
for
this
the
the
can
region,
second
reason
choosing
of
sizes
and
positions
this solution. In certain cases, where risk regions become less well behaved in terms of
their shape and size, the first solution can produce results that are unrealistic.

One

Figure
4.10,
in
has
become
long
is
the
this
where
outer
risk
shown
region
and
of
example
thin.

Ic
Figure 4.10 Relative distance calculation

If the valuesof ab and c are measuredas 5,4 and 10 respectively it possible to seethat
is
0.56
I
the
value
calculated
relative
as
whereasusing solution 2 the
solution
using
is
It
0.33.
interpretation,
however
is
it
to
perhaps
open
was believed by the
value
relative
2
I
more
than
reasonable
gave
results
that
solution
under theseand similar
solution
author
conditions. Using the methodchosenthe relative distance in Figure 4.10 is given by
Equation 4. L

Relative Distance =

a
a+b

Equation 4.1 Relative distance (as in Figure 4.10)

4.3.2.6

Cumulative Properties of Risk

It is important to define how a marker should evaluatethe risk when it finds itselfinside
In
by
Denby et al. (1995), risk regions
the
systems.
original
work
region
risk
two or more
level
the
of risk was then classified according to the resulting value
together,
were added
4.1.
Table
in
described
as
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Number of risk regions

Classification

that the marker is inside
0

Low risk

I

Medium risk

2 or more

High risk

Table 4.1 Classification

of risk in existing system

The author developed new rules to define the risk value when two or more risk region
A
in
the old system was not satisfactory since
addition
simple
as
used
overlap.
systems

the probabilistic propertiesof the defined risk value are not conserved.

The method used to combine two or more risk values when regions overlap is similar to

that usedwhen combining probabilities. Given that risk value has a basis in probability
this would seema reasonablemethod to use.

The probability of rolling a one when using a six sided die is 1/6. According to the rules
dice
be
1/36.
two
of
two
the
rolling
ones
probability
using
separate
will
probability,
of
This fraction is a measureof both eventsoccurring in any given test. When combining
two risk values it is useful to think of them as the probability of some event occurring

leading to someincreasedlevel of risk. The cumulative risk value is a measureof the
being
by
factor.
To calculate this probability and
generated
event
either
an
of
probability

the subsequentrisk value we consider the probability of no event occurring as a result of
for
An
factor.
the
procedure
of
example
calculating the risk value at location A (in
either

Figure 4.11) is shown in Table 4.2.
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Risk Region (Factor 1)

Location A
m
Factor 2

Risk Region (Factor 2)

Figure 4.11 Combining risk regions (plan view)

First calculate individual values:
Risk level resulting from factor I at location A

30

probability of no event occurring causing increased risk

Risk level resulting from factor 2 at location A

I-

(30

100)

60

probability of no event occurring causing increased risk

I-

(60

100)

Now combine individual values:
Probability of no eventoccurring causing increasedrisk Location A
basedon the law of probability

0.7 x 0.4

0.28

Probability of eventoccurring leading to increasedrisk

I-0.28

0.72

for location A= 72
value
risk
..
Table 4.2 Procedure for combining

risk values

The generalequationto calculate the resulting risk value from two independentrisk
4.2.
Equation
in
is
given
regions
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Equation 4.2 Calculation of cumulative risk value from two independent risk values

4.3.3 Risk Markers
The purpose of a risk marker is to record and display risk information based upon its
current location in the world. This information is updated at each discrete time step. The
calculation of the risk level at a given location is achieved through the algorithm in Table
4.3.

no_incident-chance=I
FOR ( each region R in the world)

IF ( Inside-Region(niarkeri-.location, R) )
no_incident-chance= no-incident-chance * Evaluate. Risk(awrkerjocation, R) / 100
END
END
Risk-Level = 100 *(I-

no_incident_chance)

Table 4.3 Procedure for calculating risk markers value

Statistics also recorded by each risk marker include the average (mean) value of risk
during their lifetime, as well as the maximum risk to which they have been exposed. Log
files containing the position and risk value for each marker at each discrete time-step in
the virtual environment are produced.

This data can be imported into a spreadsheet

detailed
be
more
analysis
can
a
undertaken.
where
package,

Risk markersare also able to provide visual feedbackon the current level of risk to which
In
the original system,markers changedfrom green (no risk), to
being
exposed.
they are
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yellow (medium risk), to red (high risk). Using a higher resolution scale, a larger number
of colours can be usedto highlight smaller changesin the level of risk. The scale that has
beenadoptedis shown in Figure 4.12.

0

50

100

Risk Value
Figure 4.12 Range of colours used in risk markers

4.4

The Application

The author wrote a Windows based application that could be used to demonstrate the new
risk region system. The application was originally written for Windows 3.11 but has
Windows
been
95/98. Both versions were written in C++
to
translated
subsequently
using an object-oriented approach, and use Renderware as the graphics API. The
interface was written using the Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC) and has the typical
Windows 'look and feel'.

The application allows the user to execute one simulated environment but provides the
ability to open multiple views onto the same world (see Figure 4.13). The user is able to
navigate through each *window' onto the world independently via the mouse. No barriers
were imposed on the positioning or orientation of the users view. This allows the world
to be viewed from literally any position or angle, for example the user may stand 'inside'
the rock of an underground mine whilst observing an activity being performed at the face.
This allows considerable flexibility

when observing the movement of objects and

personnel in a confined space.
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Figure 4.13 Screenshot of application
environment

showing multiple

views onto the same

(Face salvage)

4.4.1 Modelling the Environment

and Equipment

The objects used to represent the equipment, personnel and the environment were built in
3D Studio MAX (Kinetix, 1999). The geometry of the objects and their appearance
(colour and texture) are defined at this stage before converting the resulting files into
Renderware's (Criterion, 2000) own format. Once converted the objects are loaded by
initialisation.
during
the application

4.4.2 Controlling

Objects in the Virtual World

The application must be able to change the values of attributes ofthe equipment during
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run-time. Such attributes might include an object's position, orientation or state. When
modelling a real world situation on computer it is important to be able to accurately
There
time.
the
are
orientation
and
state
of
each
object
position,
at
a
given
specify
for
achieving this within a virtual world.
strategies
numerous

One common method used in 3D modelling is to use a key-frame technique. This is ideal
for the reconstruction of scenarios as it allows the modeller to specify the position,
orientation and other such attributes at given points in time. Additionally

it is

computationally inexpensive which is an important consideration for a VR application.
Key-frames must be defined programmatically during the construction of the application.

4.4.2.1

Animation and Key-frames

The movementand stateof objects within the application are programmedas a function
frame
from
The
the
the
time
a
global
of
application.
start
maintains
application
of
is
frame
for
This
the
assigneda value
environment
under
counter
consideration.
counter
of 0 when the application is startedand is typically increasedeach time every visible
'window' has beenrendered. As such the frame counter is not strictly a measureof time,
but rather a measureof progressthrough the animation defined by the key-frames.
However if a changeof one in the frame counter is taken to be a period of one secondin
the simulation, by computing the time taken to render each image and updating the frame
counter by an appropriateamount it is possible to view an operation in real time. Further
frame
to
the
the
added
value
counter can allow an operation to be viewed in
modifying
slow (or accelerated)motion, allowing a user to more fully investigatea given scenario.

Key-framescan be defined for many of the attributes of a given object or piece of
equipment. The value of each attribute at a specific frame can then be determinedby
consideringthe previous and next key-framesand the type of transition. The type of
transition is dependenton the natureof the attribute being considered. This is illustrated
by the following examplesof continuous and discretetransitions.
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Position and Orientation
Considerthe position of a vehicle in two dimensions. Two key-framesmight be defined
at frame f=0 and at f= 10. At f=0, the position attribute might be specified at location
p= (0,0), whilst at f= 10, position (p) might be defined as (20,0). Assuming the vehicle
is moving at a constantspeedthen the position varies linearly over the specified rangeof
frames. At frame f=5 the vehicles position can be calculated as shown in Table 4.4.

At f=0, position is

(0,0)

At f= 10, position is

(20,0)

frame (2,0) is travelled
-.
each
.

At f=5, position is
=

(0,0) +5* (2,0)

(10,0)

Table 4.4 Calculation of vehicle position using key frame technique

Since the value of the attribute is directly proportional to the distancebetweenthe
previous and next frames,this is linear interpolation. The orientation of the vehicle is also
interpolatedlinearly.

State Flags
In many instances,there is a needfor a given attribute to be in a numberof discrete states,
in many casesthereare simply two of thesestates('on' and 'off).

Examplesof these

attributesmight be indicating when a vehicle's engine is running or whether a conveyor
belt is switched on or off.
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The transition between these two states is instant, there is no interpolation as the attribute
is either in one state or another (a discrete transition).

Slow Motion
Every time each window has been rendered, the attributes of the objects within the
Under
frame
based
normal
the
counter.
the
updated
are
upon
of
value
environment
is
frame
by
is
incremented
the
time
updated.
the
world
counter
each
one
conditions,
However, it is possible to adjust the value of this increment resulting in a change in speed
(and resolution) of the animation. The use of key-frames when determining the values of
the attributes allows the environment to be investigated given any frame counter value.
Consider a vehicle whose position attribute varies linearly between two key-frames that
are defined as follows:

[f = 0, p

(0,0)1

lf = 10, p

(20,0»

It is possible to calculate the position of the vehicle given frame valuesthat are not
integers. For exampleat f=1.5:

(20-0)
(10-0)

xI. 5 =3

(0-0)

x 1.5 =0
(10-0)
(3,0)
*.
po
=
.
-5)

Changingthe value of the increment will alter the total number of frames in a complete
Choosing
to increment0.5 after each render insteadof 1 will double
cycle.
animation
.0
the numberof frames in a complete cycle, assumingthe time taken to render each frame
remainsconstantthis will result in a halving of the speedof operation in the virtual world.
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Additionally,

the resolution of the attributes of each object will be halved. Considering

the position attribute using a frame increment of 0.5 the distance moved by an object is
effectively half that when using a value of 1.0. It should be noted that subsequent
reductions in the value of the frame increment result in corresponding reductions in the
distance moved for each object. Theoretically this would allow the assessor to investigate
operations on an extremely small scale.

This has important implications when investigating the positional relationships of objects
in the virtual environment. The user is able to observe an operation that might take a
second in the real world unfold over longer period of time in the virtual world, or perhaps
consider the movement of an object on a much smaller scale than would normally be
possible. It is conceivable that this might lead to a fuller understanding of the positional
relationships within the environment modelled.

4.4.3 Adding risk elements
The risk elementsusedin assessingthe risk value within the systemdeveloped comprise
two components,the risk regions that surroundeach dangerousobjects or area in the
environmentand the risk markersthat are placed within the environment to measurethe
risk values. Each of thesecomponentsis consideredwithin the systemas a distinct
object.

4.4-3.1

Risk Regions

The risk regions were modelled in 3D Studio MAX (Kinetix, 1999) and converted into an
ASCII Renderware(Criterion, 2000) format before being loaded into the virtual world. In
order to satisfy the geometryrequirementsfor the system,the order of the vertices in the
generatedRenderwarefile is important. Following a specific modelling procedurewithin
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3D Studio will ensure that this requirement is fulfilled.

This is a simple procedure,

involving first creating a two-dimensional shape aligned in the XY plane, then extruding
it along the Z-axis. 3D Studio provides a two-dimensional shape editor for the creation of
the initial shape, this is then transferred into the three-dimensional editor where the shape
is given height.

Once created and loaded into the application, the regions are 'attached' to specific objects
or locations in the world. Each given object or location may have any number of
associated risk region systems. Only one risk region system is used to represent the risk
is
known
time,
this
given
as the current risk region system, and will be dependent
any
at
on the object's state. The current region's position and orientation reflects the position
and orientation of the object to which it is attached. Additionally,

the region may be

scaled depending on the state of the object.

4.4.3.2

Risk Markers

Typically a solid coloured cube is used to represent each risk marker. The colour of the
cube is adjusted at run-time to reflect the current calculated risk value. Risk markers can
be defined before the application starts, or created during run-time. The position of the
risk markers can be adjusted whilst the application is executing.

The values of each risk marker are recorded in a log-file, which can be inspected once the

finished
has
executing. In addition the current value of each marker can be
application
inspected at run-time by clicking on the object in the virtual world.
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4.5

Case Study 1: Longwall Face Salvage

4.5.1 Operation Overview
An exampleof the needfor infrequent processplanning is the movementof piecesof
Free
Steered
This
involve
the
underground.
of
machinery
use
a
often
mining
will
static
Vehicle (FSV), in a confined space.

'Face salvage' is one such procedure where a number of large hydraulic supports are
removed from a completely mined longwall face operation. The cost and number of each
of these hydraulic supports prohibits mine operators from leaving them underground, thus
they must be salvaged and used again to be cost-effective.

Face Salvage
RJB Mining (UK) provided plans and a 'Method of Work' document for a face salvage
operation undertakenat Bilsthorpe colliery. Someextracts from theseplans are shown in
Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.14 Section through face before and after hydraulic
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Figure 4.15 Plan view of face during
one phase of hydraulic support (chock) removal
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The procedure for removing a hydraulic support (46S Chock) from the face is specified
by RJB Mining, and is provided in Appendix 2, this is summarised below.

1.

Prepare chock for removal. Remove and secure debris, disconnect from neighbours
and attach a remote control unit.

2.

Lower adjacent chocks, pack between chock beam and previously set rings with
chock wood, reset chock.

3.

Lower off salvage chock as far as possible, slide bars forwards and secure them to the
beams, these bars should be reinforced with hydraulic props as per the support plan.

4.

Drive up to the chock with the FSV, and attach chains to chock pontoon and to
hydraulic winch on the FSV (see Figure 4.16).

0
0
iN0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

Figure 4.16 Attach chains to hydraulic

5.

support and FSV

Lower and spin the chock by pulling the basearound the baseof its neighbour.
Whenever the.chock is being moved the exclusion zone must be cleared. If difficulty
is experienced in spinning the chock out of line install a pulling bolt. Using the
chock ram, ease the chock forward and release the ram (see Figure 4.17), then repeat
the procedure for spinning.
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0

Figure 4.17 Install a pulling bolt to ease the chock forward

6.

The operatorswithdraw and the driver winchesthe chock up the flatbed. The chock
will be held in position by the winch (Figure 4.18).

Figure 4.18 Loading the hydraulic support onto the FSV

7.

The FSV route is cleared and the chock transported out of the area.

8.

Aline of girders is establishedwith solid wooden nogs under eachjoint down the
face
line, extending eachtime enoughroom is available.
the
of
centre

4.5.2 Modelling the Environment
The environmentwas constructedaccording to the methodof work documentsprovided
by RJB mining. Thesedescribethe type, and movementof equipment,the dimensionsof
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the mine and the personnel within it. All objects were modelled in 3D Studio, these
included the relevant parts of the mine layout, the hydraulic supports, an FSV, personnel
hydraulic
props and metal
nogs,
supporting
equipment
such
as
wooden
roof
various
and
girders.

The application was built using the framework describedin section 4.4. Key-frames
defining the movementof objects were programmedso that the proceduredescribed by
the methodof work documentswas accuratelyreflected. Although it was recognisedthat
hard coding this movementinto the application was a potentially inflexible solution, it
for
it
felt
that
was
sufficient
a prototype system. A screenshotof the virtual world is
was
4.19.
Figure
in
shown

Figure 4.19 Screenshot from longwall face salvage risk visualisation,

view of face (no

risk regions)

4.5.3 Risk Modelling
One of the advantagesof performing a visual risk assessmentis the identification of
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dangerous factors arising from spatial conflicts. That is, identifying areas that could
cause problems as a result of the layout, movement and/or the state of equipment.
Attention was focused on the FSV, the hydraulic supports and the personnel in the
environment as these were considered the key objects. Although it is recognised that
there are other factors that might influence the risk assessment such as the stability of the
roof and the nature of the geology in the area, these were not included at this stage.

Modelling the risk regions involves deciding where to place regions, what they should be
attached to, what size and shape they should be, and what values to attach to them. These
decisions should be made by a risk assessor and be based on their experience and
judgement. One possible interpretation of the risk assessment for this particular task is
outlined below.

Risk regions were attached to the FSV and to each of the hydraulic supports in the world.

Risk markerswere attachedto the torso of each personin the environment so that the risk
to which they had been exposed could be evaluated.

4.5.3.1

Free Steered Vehicle

The removal of a hydraulic support requires the operation of an FSV in a number of
states. Four states were identified:

1.

Stationary (FSV is stationary, not loaded).

2.

Approach to load area (FSV is in motion, not loaded).
Loading hydraulic support (FSV is stationary, loading).

4.

Exiting loading area(FSV is in motion, loaded).

For eachof thesestatesit is conceivablethat the risk regions surrounding the vehicle
might differ in size and/or shape,the valuesassociatedwith each of the regions might
also change. To accommodatethesechangestwo setsof dual risk regions were usedto
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representthe risk for an FSV, one set for the front and one set for the rear of the vehicle.

Two different shapes of risk region were used to represent each of the states. These are

shown in Figure 4.20.

46ý

Stationary or Loading
Figure 4.20 Variation

Moving
(whether loaded or not)

in risk region shape for different

FSV states

When the FSV is stationary or loading, the risk regions are represented by cuboids.
However, it could be reasonable to expect that during the loading operation there is some
increased risk. Both an increase in the risk value associated with the front inner region
(see Table 4.5) and an increase in the size of the front risk region (see Figure 4.2 1)
represent this extra risk when loading. The risk regions remain constant in size during
loading, and during the time the vehicle is stationary,

Stationary

Loading

Figure 4.21 Risk regions around stationary and loading FSV

When the FSV is moving it is conceivablethat the risk associatedwith the vehicle will
increaseas the speedof the vehicle increases. It is
also likely that the risk associatedwith
a moving and loadedFSV is significantly larger than with an FSV moving at the same
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loaded
driver
loaded.
The
increased
is
due
in
but
the
to
the
vehicle
of
risk
part
not
speed

experiencingreducedvisibility and also an increasedstopping distance.

This increase in risk with a moving and/or loaded FSV is represented within the system
by a larger risk region. The faster the vehicle moves the larger the region becomes.
When the FSV is loaded the size of the region is increased further to compensate for the
added risk (see Figure 4.22).

Fast moving loaded FSV

Slow moving FSV

Figure 4.22 Risk regions for a moving FSV

Changes in risk region size are accomplished by scaling in the X, Y or Z-axis. The

amountto scaleeachregion is specified using the key-frame techniqueoutlined
previously.

The methodologyfor calculating the increasein risk value as a result of the FSV is the
sameas that describedin section 4.3.2.2. The valuesattachedto the front and rear risk
region systemsare given in Table 4.5.
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FSV State

Front Region System

Rear Region System

Inner

Outer

Inner

Outer

(constant)

(variance)

(constant)

(variance)

Stationary

60

0-40

60

0-40

Loading

90

0-70

90

0-70

Moving

100

0-100

100

0-100

Table 4.5 Risk region values for FSV

4.5.3.2

Hydraulic Supports

Five clear states were identified for the hydraulic support:

I.

Stationary and supporting the roof (before removal).

2.

Lowering off the support.

3.

Moving the support out from the face.

4.

Loading the support onto the FSV.
Stationary, support is loaded on the FSV.

A single constantrisk region representseachof thesefive states,this is shown in Figure
4.23. The size of the region is increasedto representthe increasedareaof risk during
four.
The risk region associated with each hydraulic support was
three
two,
and
states

30
for
of
risk
value
all states.
a
assigned
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Figure 4.23 Risk region for a hydraulic support

4.5.3.3

Personnel

The personnelare required to remain in close attendancewhilst the operation is being
performed,this makesthe operation particularly dangerous. Attaching markers to the
personnelin the environment allows the risk experiencedby each personto be monitored
as they move.

4.5.4 Results
Within the application the main objects under consideration were labelled as in Figure
4.24.
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Figure 4.24 Main objects under consideration

The risk values from the markers attached to each person within the environment are
hydraulic
have
The
4.1.
here
in
Table
three
supports
those
after
values
represent
shown

beenremoved.

Risk Marker

Minimum

Risk

Maximum

Risk

Mean Risk Value

Value

Value

Person 1

0

56

34

Person 2

0

77

45

Table 4.6 Risk marker values from longwall face simulation

These valuesare the quantifiable output from the system. They indicate that the risk
marker attached to second person experiences higher levels of risk than the marker

attachedto the first.

Navigating through the virtual environment a close-up inspectionof the risk regions,
from
Evidence
4.25).
Figure
be
interactions
(see
markersand equipment
can performed
from
drawn
the
initial
this walkthrough of the environment supports the
conclusions
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values of the risk markers. Additionally,

the relatively high proportion of activity around

Person 2 could be cause for concern, particularly as the movement of heavy equipment is

not focusedin one particular direction, but in front of, to the side, and behind hinVher.

Figure 4.25 Investigating the virtual world

Further results can be obtained from the system by considering the whole operation in

two distinct parts. The first part consideredis the removal and positioning of the
hydraulic support, the second is loading the support onto the FSV. The risk values from

the systemfor thesetwo separateoperations are shown in Table 4.7 and Table 4.8.

Risk Marker

Minimum

Maximum

Risk

-Value
Mean Kisk

Value

Value

Person 1

0

45

26

Person 2

0

55

34

Table 4.7 Risk marker values from hydraulic
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support removal

Mean Risk Value

Minimum Risk

Maximum Risk

Value

Value

Person 1

0

56

44

Person 2

0

77

52

Risk Marker

Table 4.8 Risk marker values for loading the support onto the FSV

Examination of the values for these two distinct operations helps to identify the most
hazardous aspects of the operation, in this whilst loading the support onto the vehicle.

Further investigation of the environment revealsthe main reasonfor this being that the
personnel are required to operate in close proximity to the FSV. The separation of the

entire operation into two distinct tasks helps to identify the most hazardousaspectsof the
is
key
the
task,
this
one
of
reasonsfor performing a risk assessment
work

The correlation between the overall expected and overall measured risk values indicated

promise in the new methodologyfor calculating risk values.

4.6 Case Study 2: Surface Mining
A surfacemine operation was modelled and evaluatedusing the samerisk algorithms
used in Case Study I- Although the types of hazards in this environment are different
from a face salvage operation, the purpose of performing the study is the same. Many

spatial conflicts can arise in a surfacemine, this is partly the result of large machinery
(haul trucks, excavators) moving in a confined space (load/dump area, junctions, blind

spots in the road). Additionally smaller machinerysuch as Land Rovers or surveying
for
be
One
in
to
the
might
required
reason
operate
same
personnel
environment.
performing this casestudy was to identify potential dangerareasin the surface mine.
Attention was focusedon the movementof equipmentthrough the mine, particularly the
progressof haul trucks to and from the load point.
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The scale of the operation modelled is much larger than the previous case study,
equipment moves over kilometres rather than metres. The environment is not as confined
as an underground mine, though equipment is still required to operate within certain
spatial limits.

4.6.1 Operation Overview
The operation of a surface mine has been described in section 3.2.

4.6.2 Modelling the Surface Mine
A surface mine environment was designed, this included a haul road and the specification

of a load point. This was subsequentlyconstructedin 3D Studio, resulting in the
environment shown in Figure 4.26.

Figure 4.26 Surface mine environment
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Six haul trucks and an excavator were included in the environment. The haul trucks start
haul
load
Once
load
different
the
to
the
the
road
and
proceed
on
point.
at
point
points
at
they wait for a specified period, whilst being loaded by the excavator. After being
loaded,they exit the mine to the dump point via B in Figure 4.26.

4.6.2.1

Haul Truck Movement

Key-frames were used to define the movement of haul trucks. Key-frame information
must be provided for both position and orientation to obtain realistic movement. A haultruck starting at point A in Figure 4.26 and proceeding via the load point to point B
60
key-frames
to maintain realistic movement. The calculation of
approximately
requires
the position and orientation for each of these key-frames is a time consuming task. A
more general method was developed that reduced the number of parameters that need to
be specified for each key-frame.

Given the X and Y position of the key-frame over a landform, it is possible to determine
the Z co-ordinate (height) of the landform. Additionally,

if the direction of travel is

known, it is also possible to determine the objects respective orientation over the
landform in terms of yaw, pitch and roll.

Since the direction of travel can be determined based upon the position of the current and
next key-frames the only information needed is the XY position over the landform. The
height above the landform, the direction of travel and the orientation of the vehicle can all
be calculated from this information.

This procedurecan be consideredin three steps.

1. Define the XY positions (thesemust be over the landform).
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Figure 4.27 XY positions are defined for each of the key-frames (shown as blue

crosses)

2.

Project each XY position to the height of the terrain, this effectively calculates the Z

co-ordinate given the X and Y co-ordinates. The height of the terrain can be found
by identifying the relevant face on the terrain then calculating the intersection
between that face and the line defined by the XY co-ordinates projected vertically
downwards (or upwards).

Figure 4.28 XY position is projected to the height of the terrain (shown as yellow
crosses)
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3.

Calculatethe direction to the next key-frame position and the orientation of the
vehicle based upon the orientation of the terrain.

Figure 4.29 Orientation of the vehicle is calculated at each key-frame (the principal
axes are shown in yellow for selected key-frames)

The application written readsa seriesof X and Y co-ordinates,and computesall other
for
The
key-frames
landform
X
based
information
the
the
supplied.
and
upon
necessary
Y co-ordinatesare specified as a list of points in an ASCII file that is passedto the
initialisation.
during
application

The key-frame information is calculated during the initialisation of the application.

This

helps to reduce the computational load during normal execution of the application and
hence increase the frame rate.

4.6.2.2

Excavator Movement

Although the excavatorremainsat the samelocation throughout the duration of the
load
is
it
haul
to
trucks. This requires a complex
required
stationary
simulation,
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movement of its body and hydraulic load arms, see Figure 4.30.

MZ

-41A,

Figure 4.30 Excavator Movement

As with other graphical objects, the excavator was modelled within the 3D Studio
package. However, rather than construct the animation data manually, it was addedto the
model from within 3D Studio. This animation data was converted into the Renderware
format before being loaded into the application at run-time.

Defining the animation within the 3D Studio package allows a high degree of detail to be
modelled. The excavator consists ofover 20 sub-objects (windows, hydraulic arms, tyretreads etc.), and the animation has approximately 420 key-frames to describe one
complete load cycle for the excavator. This includes keys controlling position, rotation
and scaling.

The methodadoptedfor the excavatorremovesthe needfor the manualcalculation of

these key-frames and allows the animation to be interactively modelled from within the
3D Studio package. Although this allows more detailed movement, this method has
limitations, as certain key-frames required by the application cannot be defined in this
manner (for example state flags indicating whether the hydraulic arms are moving).
These must be manually defined and then synchronised with the imported animation at
run-time.

4.6.3 Risk Modelling
As with the previous case study judgements as to the size, position, shape and values for

the risk regions were made. The interpretation used is describedbelow.

4.6.3.1

Haul Truck Risk Region

The following states of operation for a haul truck within the surface mine environment
modelled were identified:

I.

Approach to load area (haul truck is moving, but not loaded).

2.

Loading the haul truck (haul truck is stationary, and loading).

3.

Leaving the load area (haul truck is moving, and loaded).

Although it might be conceivablethat the shapeof risk regions might be different
betweenthree statesidentified, the sameshapeof risk region was usedfor all. Since the
larger
is
on
a
much
scaleand particular considerationis being given to the
operation
movementof haulagetrucks through the mine, it was not considerednecessaryto model
the regionsshapeto a high degreeof detail. The low numberof faces for each risk region
helps
to reducethe computation power required and consequentlyincrease
also
system
the frame rate. However, the size of the region was altered considerably betweenthe
three states. It would seemreasonablethat the size of the region for a moving haul truck
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will be larger than that of a loading haul truck, and that once loaded the region will be

larger still. An exampleof the risk region systemusedfor haul truck is shown in Figure
4.31 (the values and size of the risk regions will depend on the haul truck's state).

Figure 4.31 Risk region system used for a haul truck

The values attached to the inner and outer regions for each of the three states is shown in
Table 4.9.

Haul Truck State

Inner Region

Outer Region

Constant Value

Variance

100

0-80

Loading (stationary)

100

0-100

Moving (loaded)

100

0-80

Moving (not loaded)

Table 4.9 Risk values attached to haul truck risk regions

4.6.3.2

Excavator Risk Region

Two states were modelled for the excavator:
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1.

Stationary (no movement of hydraulic arms).

2.

Stationary(moving hydraulic arms).

A single constantrisk region was usedto representthe excavator in both states(shown in
Figure 4.32). The valuesattachedto the region were modified according to the state of
the excavator. Although this is a simplistic representationof the risk surrounding the
felt
it
that this would be sufficient given that attention was being focused
was
excavator,
on the movementof trucks through the mine.

Figure 4.32 Risk region system for an excavator

if the loading of a haul truck by an excavator was the main operation under consideration

the risk regionssurroundingboth the truck and the excavatorcould be modelled in
detail.
more
substantially

The values attached to the region are shown in Table 4.10.
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Excavator State

Constant Region

Value
Stationary (no movement of hydraulic arms)

50

Stationary (movement of hydraulic arms)

80

Table 4.10 Risk values attached to excavator risk regions

4.6.3.3

Haul Road Risk Regions

Single constant risk regions were placed on areas of the haul road that were considered as

particularly dangerous(shown and labelled in Figure 4.33).

Figure 4.33 Position of haul road risk regions

Each of these areas is modelled with a constant risk region. The values attached to each

in
Table
4.11.
are
shown
the
regions
of
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Risk Value

Region I

Region 2

Region 3

30

30

45

Table 4.11 Values for haul road risk regions (see Figure 4.33)

4.6.3.4

Risk Markers

Five risk markers are pre-cletined in the application, these were located as shown in

Figure 4.34. Small cubesare used as markers within the virtual world, the colour of the
small cube reflects the level of risk that the marker is experiencing.

Figure 4.34 Location of risk markers in surface mine

The markers were placed to monitor the risk at various positions on the haul road. In

load
the
point, at roadjunctions and at turns in the road.
at
particular
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4.6.4 Results
The values of the pre-defined risk markers on completion of movement in the virtual

world are shown in Table 4.12.

Risk Marker

Minimum

Risk

Maximum

Risk

Mean Risk Value

Value

Value

Marker 1

50

86

62

Marker 2

30

66

37

Marker 3

0

45

12

Marker 4

30

64

42

Marker 5

45

72

47

Table 4.12 Risk marker values from surface mine simulation

Navigating through the virtual environment allows a close up inspection to be performed

on all the risk markers. The valuesobtained for eachrisk marker in terms of their
minimum, maximum and mean value would seem to be reasonable, given their proximity

to the equipmentand the operationsbeing performed.

Examining the levels at each marker over the period of the simulation it is evident that
there is a sharp change in the risk levels as trucks pass by. This is not entirely

unexpected,however, it should be noted that the sharpchangein levels of risk may be
cause for concern.

The marker experiencing most risk is the marker located at the loading point, it would

level
that
the
of risk at this point would be higher than at most points in
reasonable
seem
the surfacemine. The resultsalso show that the level of risk is also increasedat a
junction. As with the previous casestudy there is a good correlation betweenthe
expectedand calculatedlevel of risk.
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4.7

Summary

An introduction to the existing risk visualisation system was provided. The potential for
further development of a risk visualisation system and tools to aid risk assessment was
discussed. Limitations of the existing system meant that any the proposed work would
require a new methodology for analysing the relationships and the development of a new
application.

A tool was developed that allows the level of risk surrounding a hazardous factor to be
represented by a volume of space (termed a risk region). The tool provides for the fact
that the shape, size, position and levels of risk associated with the region may change
depending on the state of the hazard with which the risk is associated. A further
framework was defined to allow the level of risk to be calculated at any location, based
upon these risk regions.

A VR application was written that incorporated the new methodologies. The application

included techniquesto allow the basic simulation of a virtual world and also provided
tools to visualise the risk regions and the levels of risk within the environment.

Two case studies were performed to evaluate the new tools and methodologies developed.

Both showedthat the calculated levels of risk were reasonablegiven their location within
the virtual environment.
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5

Haulage Training

and Assessment

Simulator

5.1 Introduction
One of the major issues in the operation of a surface mine is the transport of material
around the site. The large amount of material involved will often require the use of large
haulage trucks sometimes with a capacity of over 300 tonnes. They offer high
manoeuvrability in confined spaces, a large capacity and the ability to handle gradients of
10%,when fully loaded. However, their huge size introduces many associated safety
hazards. In the United States mining industry alone, surface accidents accounted for 17%
of fatalities in mining accidents between 1989 and 1993. Of the 95 that died during the
period, 72 involved haulage trucks (MSHA, 1998). The Occupational Health and Safety
Administration (OHSA, 1995) in the United States found that in 1995 industrial trucks
were still the second leading cause of fatalities in the private sector behind only highway
vehicle fatalities. They found on average 107 fatalities and 38,330 injuries occurred
annually in the workplace, furthermore they found present training standards to be
ineffective in reducing the number of accidents involving powered industrial trucks

Current haulagetraining methodsoften involve paper-basedquestionnairesthat describe
an environmentand a situation, then presentthe trainee with a multiple-choice response.
There are limitations to using such a paper-basedapproach,particularly on the amount of
information retainedby the trainee. Although haul truck drivers do receive someat-thewheel training this is often limited due to the high cost of resourcesinvolved.

VR hasoften proved effective in situations when working conditions are hazardousand
interaction with expensiveand often unavailableequipment is required. Under these
VR
offers the ability to exposetraineesto dangeroussituations without ever
conditions
in
danger.
them
real
any
putting

Although the development of a VR based driver training system is not a realistic
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in
to
the real world it may be possible to complete some aspects of
experience
alternative
training and assessment in the simulator. The provision of a VR environment may help to
improve the effectiveness of current training and assessment programmes, ultimately
leading to a safer operation. This may also translate into cost savings, as expensive
equipment is operational for a greater period of time and is not required on 'unproductive'
training or assessment tasks.

5.2

Justification

for Development

Even though there is only limited evidence that behaviour in on-road simulators translates
directly into the real world some commercial driving simulators have demonstrated
positive results. Many of these simulators do not concentrate on teaching the ability to
control the vehicle but rather focus on driver behaviour.

Although the ability to control the vehicle is an important factor in the skill and safety of
the operation of a haul truck, the ability to identify and anticipate dangeroussituations
and the subsequentdecision on which (if any) corrective action should be taken would
seemequally important. Existing work on road driver training and safety has shown that
drivers with better hazardperception scoreshave had fewer accidents,and that hazard
perceptionscorescan be improved through training (DETR, 2000). The author believes
that it is not unreasonableto expect that theseresults would translateto haul truck
operation in a surfacemine.

Mills et al. ( 1998) investigated the effects of hazard perception training. They were able
to improve hazard identification capabilities of subjects using either classroom simulation
They
believed
training.
the
that by refining the systems used more promising
road
on
or
be
Improving
driver anticipation, or reducing the time taken to
achieved.
could
results
identify hazards, would allow drivers more time to take corrective action, and perhaps
avoid a potential incident. VR would seem to provide a way of refining the hazard
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identification systems used. The flexibility

and interactivity of a virtual environment

for
hazard
ideal
its
to
the
trainee
medium
engage
might
provide
an
ability
allied with
identification training.

Squelch (1998) employed a hazard spotting mechanism in a VR walkthrough of an
underground mining environment. In this environment the trainee walks through the
virtual environment and identifies potentially hazardous situations by clicking with a
mouse on the associated hazardous object. Once a hazardous object has been identified,
the trainee is presented with a number of possible actions. The choices made at each
stage affect the progress of the trainee through the world. Squelch employed a low-cost
VR system for his hazard spotting system and achieved some positive results. Some of
his results indicated that:

"

VR as a medium received an extremely positive response from trainees.

"

Increased levels of interest in the course content when using VR.

"

VR based simulators can successfully be used to raise the level of hazard awareness
training in the mining industry.

Using a hazard spotting approach similar to that used by Squelch (1998) has important
implications for the type of system developed. Although the level of interaction and
immersion is important, it is questionable whether the cost of high-end VR components is
necessary and can be justified.

The author chose to develop a VR driving simulator that employed hazard identification
techniques similar to those used by Squelch (1998). The proposed system would use
identification
hazard
techniques, and also require the subject to demonstrate
similar
additional knowledge, such as correct safety procedures. A hazard identification
framework was developed for this purpose and incorporated into the system.
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5.3

Features of the Proposed System

It is the intention that the proposed VR system will be used within industry, for this
reason the system must consider the costs of development and deployment. The ultimate
cost of the VR system will have an impact on the type and scope of training and
assessmentthat can be conducted.

High end driving simulators often include featuressuch as motion platforms, forcefeedbackinput devices,and highly detailed modelling of vehicle performance. The
benefitsof developing such a high cost simulator are questionable,indeed there is
evidenceto suggestthat much work being done in high cost simulators can be achievedin
lower cost equivalents. Given that the systemis targetedat a cost consciousindustry,
careful considerationmust be given to each componentto seeif it could be justified.

The useof hazardidentification affects the relevant importanceof different aspectsof the
system. High-end driving simulators model a large numberof factors so that the
dynamicsof the driven vehicle can be simulated accurately. This might include
modelling factors such as a vehicle's suspension,the friction betweenthe tyre and the
ground and the resistantforce on the steeringwheel and pedals. Although it is important
that vehicle performanceis modelled realistically, it was not considerednecessaryto
detail.
level
Reducing the level of detail from the simulation decreases
this
to
of
model
the amountof complexity and computation necessaryto maintain a real-time system.
Additionally the needto provide force-feedbackand motion effects to the trainee is
similarly reduced. Although this might ultimately reducethe levels of immersion, it
VR
be
that
systemswithout motion or other 'high-end' effects are still able
noted
should
to engagethe user. The main areasof importancefor supporting the hazardspotting
approachwere consideredto be high quality visuals and realistic audio. These are
consideredvital cues when attempting to identify hazards.

Although it was not the main aim of the systemto teachor to improve basic vehicle
control skills, the system should provide a natural interface for trainees. They should be
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in
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and
comfortable
able

Similarly the representationof the vehicle cab should be sufficient to allow the trainee to
recognise and function within the environment.

It would seemreasonablethat the best type of environment in which to train is that which
the trainee is likely to face in reality. It therefore follows that to teach the safe operation
In
faced
in
is
haul
the
the
the
that
trucks,
real
world.
environment
should
reflect
which
of
real world drivers experiencethe environment from within the cab and they control the
vehicle through the useof a steering wheel and pedals. Views should therefore be
in
from
driver's
interact
the
the
the
trainee
system
a similar
cab
and
with
should
provided
manneras in the real world, through a steering wheel and pedals.

As the construction
important

of a virtual

environment

that the expense involved

can be a time consuming

new scenarios was kept to a minimum.

with creating

Despite the pressure to keep costs low, it was considered
create scenarios tailored
constructed
incorporated

into the training

0

to allow trainers to

therefore

to provide

scenarios for the following

of the local area to be

(1998) believe that haul truck drivers

The MSHA

system.

with the road layout and traffic

at the site. It was important
customisable

important

to their and their trainees needs. If scenarios could be

on-site, then this might allow the geometry

familiar
be
should

process, it is

movement
geographically

of a mine before operating
realistic

and easily

reasons:

To allow trainees to familiarise themselves with the layout of the surface mine in a
way not previously possible using traditional map based methods.

0

To allow trainees to be exposed to as many different scenarios as possible.

A hazardidentification framework should be developed that allows the trainee to
demonstratetheir knowledgeabout hazardsand safety proceduresand to allow some
feedback
This
trainee
performance.
allowing any
of
will
provide
valuable
measurement
improvementor decline in skills to be identified.
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Once haul truck drivers have becomefamiliar with the systemthere should be no barrier
to them performing 'exercises' by themselves. They should be able to use the system
for
the
additional support personnel. The systemshould provide an
need
without
of the trainee's performance,and perhapslogs of their behaviour in the
assessment
simulator. Thesemay either be reviewed with a qualified trainer or used as a meansof
self-assessment.

The improvements in rendering power available on low cost PC's, and the development
of reasonable input and output devices such as surround sound audio systems, touchscreen monitors and other input devices, meant that the author believed it should be
possible to develop a low cost system. Using PC technology significantly reduces cost,
not only in terms of initial outlay, but also in terms of maintenance and retraining, as
many people are already familiar with technology built on this platform. The low cost of
such a system would allow a surface mine or organisation to maintain machines on-site
allowing drivers to undertake frequent refresher training or assessment at relatively low
cost. The remote location of many mines often makes the maintenance and support of
difficult.
systems
computer

Using low-cost, common technology should lessen the

importance of these considerations.

Further areaswere identified that might benefit from a systemsuch as the one proposed.
Somepotential usesof the systemare given below:

I.

Genericequipmentdriver training or assessment.The flexibility of VR might allow
other vehiclesto be simulated and controlled, providing the possibility of using the
system to train other personnel.

2.

Review of trainee performance. in the review phaseof a training session,the system
may be usedto examinesituationsthat were faced by the trainee.

3. Demonstratingdangeroussituations. Examplesof dangeroussituationscan be
presentedto trainees.
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4.

General surface mine operation training. For personnel other than those who drive

familiarise
be
them with the general operation or
to
the
could
used
system
vehicles,
layout of the surface mine.

The inclusion of risk regions as outlined in previous sections, could provide a useful tool
for highlighting potential areas of risk around moving equipment.

Three distinct modes were identified that would allow the system to satisfy all of the
identified potential uses.

I.

Driver Training. The user is presentedwith a view from the inside of the vehicle cab
and they are able to drive this vehicle around the surface mine.

2.

Driver Demonstration. Similar to driver training, the user is presentedwith a view
from inside the vehicle cab, however, the vehicle is controlled by the computer.

3.

General Operation. The user controls the view of the virtual environment but is not

restricted in any way and is therefore free to move to any location and orientation.

5.4 System Components
5.4.1 Hardware
It is important to consider the available components of a VR system, given the financial

implications of providing a commercial systemand the large differences in cost betweena
desktop based and other high-end systems.

The vast majority of VR systemsavailable today are either PC or workstation based.
Many high end driving simulators use UNIX basedsystemfrom manufacturerssuch as
Silicon Graphicsas theseprovide the best combination of graphics and processing
factors
in
However,
the
today.
of
marketplace
were
a
number
available
performance
before
choosing the target platform
considered
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Evidence suggeststhat systemsdevelopedusing PC technology are more easily
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systems
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beenexperiencedas part of the previous work undertakenby the AIMS Research
Unit. A common reason cited for this is the difficulty to recruit and retain
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UNIX
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technicians
remote
experienced
0

Although Silicon Graphics machines currently offer the best performance, the power
improving
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high
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quickly
PC's
to
quality
and
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provide
graphical
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through the useof 3D graphicsacceleration.

A wide field of view might potentially be important to the system. This would allow the
Three
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the
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that
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to
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similar
experienced
system provide
field
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monitor,
that
the
a
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over
would
of
view
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included using a head mounted display, a projection system or additional monitors.

The majority of driving simulators today do not use head mounted displays (HMD),
have
low
360
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field
they
many
cost,
of
at
a
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they
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view
provide
whilst
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health
the
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preventing
related
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associated
display
poor
time
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a
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using
system,
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resolution limiting the quality of the visuals.

The use of a projection system and multiple monitors is illustrated in Figure 5.1.
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Flat Screen Projection (wkth)

01

Figure 5.1 Multiple monitors vs. single projection screen

The use of a projection system could increase the standard field of view. Such a system is

often usedduring group training or demonstrationsessions. However projection systems
following
from
the
problems:
suffer

0

They are relatively expensive, costing significantly more than a large screen monitor.

0

They take up a large amount of space,and are sensitiveto the environment in which
they operate(low light).

0

Since the aspectratio must be maintainedthere is often an unnecessaryoverhead in
renderingtop and bottom portions of the world.

0

As the areaof projection is increased,the correspondingincreasein field of view
becomesless,the relationship is given by the equation in Figure 5.2. This could be
compensated for by using a curved projection screen, however this introduces

additional problems not least when trying to focus the projector.

width

Field of View = 2tan

2
distance

Figure 5.2 Calculation of field of view for single projection system

0

As the areaof projection is increasedthe resolution of the renderedimage must be
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increased to maintain a similar angular resolution. This is particularly important

identify
factor
is
important
image
to
fidelity
trying
the
when
an
of
given that the
hazards.

It is advantageousto keep the focal distanceof the user approximately equal

0

throughout the field of view as this avoids depth cueing problems and unnecessary
strain on the eye

Additional monitors could also be usedto provide extra views, although this increasesthe
hardware
3D
The
accelerated
trend
towards
the
of
computer.
requirements
rendering
PC's might help to offset the required increasein performance. This potentially provides
a numberof benefits:

0

Resolution of each image can be maintained separately.

0

The use of 3 large (17 inch +) monitors is still significantly less expensive than a
E200).
is
Pinch
(the
around
currently
monitor
projection
system
cost of
single screen

0

The use of three monitors provides a wider field of view than a single projection

screen.
0

The focal distance is approximately equal throughout the entire field of view.

Allows the useof touch-screeninput devices.

Providing stereoscopic real-time images to the user by using 3D glasses such as CrystalEyes would also be possible.

However, studies by the Simulator Systems Research Unit

(Goldberg, 1996) have shown that stereoscopic images are superior only when users have
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Wilson et al (1996) claims that the degreeof immersion and interaction offered by a
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desktop systemis limited, however he also believes they offer advantagesand these
include amongstothers.

0

Greatergraphicsquality.

0

User comfort and convenience, leading to greater lengths of time that the user can
spend with the system

0

Adaptability for work patterns.

0

Lower capital cost of the hardware, software and peripherals.

it is extremely important that graphics are displayed in sufficient resolution and detail to

allow the correct identification of potential hazards. It is also necessarythat the user feel
is
able to spendtime a reasonableportion of time using the system.
and
comfortable,

Many input and output devices now exist for a desktop PC, these include steering wheels,
touch screens, spaceballs and six degree of freedom joysticks.

However, as with other

devices, these should be used only when they provide significant added value. A steering
hoped
it
input
for
device
that
the
the
was
was
chosen
as
system,
pedals
main
with
wheel
drivers
familiar
help
haulage
interface
them to navigate through
with
a
would
providing
the world more naturally and reduce the time taken to learn how to use the system.

A typical configuration of the proposed system is shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3 Typical hardware components of the proposed system

5.4.2 Software
There are many 'off the shelf VR packages that are available, two such packages are
Superscape VRT (Superscape, 2000) and Realimation (2000), these provide a
development environment which allows the construction of VR worlds through a mousedriven interface. A range of tools is provided by each of these packages aimed at
speeding the development and construction of the virtual world. The use of such
help
does
to reduce the development time but introduces many constraints.
packages

The constraints imposed by such packages were significant and ultimately meant that
for
be
features
the
proposed
of
system
example the use of
could
not
supported,
many
In
devices
the
steering
as
and
multiple
addition
packages
such
wheels
screens.
external
introduce a significant performance overhead when compared to compiled languages such
as C++.
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An alternativeto using integratedpackagesis to use a graphics library such as DirectX
(Microsoft, 2000) in conjunction with a programming languagesuch as C++. This allows
flexibility.
degree
Graphics libraries available at the time of
of
greater
a much
developmentincluded, amongstothers, the industry standardOpenGL (OpenGL, 2000),
Microsoft's DirectX (Microsoft, 2000) and Criterion's Renderware(Criterion, 2000).

5.5

Description

of the Proposed System

The system can be divided into two tasks, the construction of the virtual environment, and

the subsequenttraining or assessmentof drivers in the virtual world.

5.5.1 Constructing

the Virtual Environment

According to Polis et al (1995), the major steps in virtual world construction are the

following:

I.

Selectand prepareexisting digital and hard-copy source material.

2.

Generatea bare-earthterrain representationusing an existing or augmenteddigital
elevation model.

3.

Add the transportation network to the bare earth model.

Add modelsof natural and cultural features. These include natural featuressuch as
trees,lakes and agricultural areas;and man-madestructuressuch as buildings, towers
and telephonelines.
5.

Manually test the virtual world model for errors in feature representation, database

contentand density resulting in iterative refinement.

Polis et al (1995) note that steps3-5 require significant skill in interactive editing with the
For
of
manual
tools.
scene
modelling
generation
example adding a new road to
current
bare
earth model generally requires modifying the underlying terrain's shape.
existing
an
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An objective of the systemwas to reducethe cost involved in the generationof scenarios.
This ultimately requiresthe incorporation and manipulation of data from a variety of
following:
including
the
sources,

I.

Digital 3D terrain geometry.

2.

Road network.

3.

Terrain colour and texturing information.

4.

Dynamic object positioning, route information, and behaviour.

5.

Positional information of static features, trees, signs, buildings etc.

The nature of a surface mine environment is geometrically different from that of an
Instead
mine.
of consisting of a series of overlapping corridors and tunnels,
underground
it normally incorporates one continuous, non-overlapping surface that describes the
terrain. The surface can therefore be completely viewed in plan and many of the
in
dimensions
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be
two
that
the
and
work
on
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can
algorithms
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elevation and orientation value can then be automatically generated on the surface of the

terrain.

Employeesof surfacemines are often required to interpret 2D information that is often
form
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The
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creation
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view is a similar conceptand one that does not require additional knowledge.

5.5.2 Training and Assessment

in the Virtual Environment

The training and assessmentmodule will allow the user to experiencea virtual world
from the point of view of a haul truck driver. They may take control of the vehicle and
drive it through a virtual surface mine as they would in the real world. As they travel
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through the world the user will be able to identify hazardous situations as they arise and

subsequentlyto indicate any corrective action which needsto be taken.

The view provided onto the virtual world should be as large as possible, it should at least
occupy one full screen. Representations of important instruments (speedometer, fuel

gaugeetc) should be included either in the virtual world or as part of the cab

The use of sound is important as it can provide many valuable warnings to personnel.
This includes sound generated from the driven truck such as engine noise and cab
warning alarms, as well as from other equipment, this can be important in identifying the
position, velocity and state of each piece of equipment in the mine.

A number of input devices should be used, this allows the system to remain flexible and
be used in as many configurations as possible. These devices should include a keyboard,
mouse and joystick as well as a steering wheel and pedals. This should provide a natural
interface for a haul truck driver.

5.5.2.1

Hazard Identification

The mechanism by which the user identifies hazards is important, it must be simple and
consistent in its appearance, whilst supporting a wide variety of hazards. It must allow
the trainee to communicate appropriate hazard and risk information and provide a means
of evaluating performance.

The hazard spotting mechanism employed by Squelch (1998) requires trainees to
explicitly identify hazards and perform the correct safety operation, this is implemented
through a point and click interface. In this system hazards are associated with their 3D
in
the virtual world. The classification of a surface mine environment into
representations
discrete objects and the association of hazards with these objects would allow a similar
mechanism to be adopted. However, there are substantial differences between the type of
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environment used by Squelch and the system proposed here. This world is a dynamic
simulation rather than a static walkthrough, and custornisation of scenarios means that a
framework capable of more complex hazard types must be developed.

Consideration must be given to the type and scope of hazards that the system is able to
represent. The framework developed should be capable of representing a wide variety of
those hazards experienced in the real world.

Scope of Hazards Considered
Although there are likely to be regional variations around the globe, the similar
equipment and mining techniques mean that there are many common hazards. Some
hazards and causes of accidents were identified from MSHA material (1995).

"

Normal and irregular positioning of trucks and other equipment.

"

Pit entry/crest visibility.

"

Edge proximity.

0

Poor ground conditions.

"

Reversingto dump.

"

Adversecamber.

"

Spillage.

"

Truck start-up.

"

Rock fall.

"

Slope Failure.

More complex hazardtypes might include:

*

Poor visibility.

0

Manoeuvring around an excavator (load point).
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0

Junctions.

0

Brake failure/over-speeding.

It is important that a wide variety of hazardsare representedin the virtual environment.
Since there are inevitably hazardous situations that are mine specific, there will need to be
flexibility

in the way hazards defined. Fundamentally surface mining environments

consist of a number of different types of objects. These can be grouped as in Table 5.1.

Object Type

Examples

Landform

Road network, Pit walls, Sky.

Moving Objects

Trucks, Scrapers, Personnel,
Bulldozers.

Stationary Objects

Road Signs, Spillage, Buildings,
Parked Vehicles.

Table 5.1 Constituent objects of a surface mine environment

Many of the hazards listed previously can be linked to the constituent objects of a surface

mine environment. Someexamplesof theseobjects and their associatedhazardsare
shown in Table 5.2.
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Object

Associated Hazards

Moving objects

Poor visibility (blind spots).

(Trucks, Scrapers,

Proximity and location with respectto other equipment.

Bulldozers etc.)

Exceeding performanceenvelopeof vehicle, result of overspeeding,overloading etc.
Positioning in hazardouslocations around moving equipment.
Manoeuvrability problems.

Stationaryobjects

Poorly positioned (left in close proximity to other
equipment).
Badly parked (engine left running etc.).
Obscured,overcrowded,confusing, out of date or dirty road
signs.

Mine landform

Environmental conditions (poor visibility, rain, fog, dust etc.)
Obscuredvision (blind corners,crest visibility)

Road network

Badly designedroad layout.
Traffic congestion.
Poor road conditions (ice, water, unstableground, too steepa
gradient).
Lack of or badly positioned bermsor guards.
Table 5.2 Hazard classification table

If the virtual environment is experiencedfrom the point of view of the driver, there is also
the possibility for the userdriving the truck to exhibit hazardousbehaviour. This may
take the form of over-speeding, irregular positioning, dangerous/incorrect operation or
perhaps a failure to follow the correct route. It is also possible to simulate equipment

failure in either the driven or in another vehicle, this might include brake failure,
overheatingoil temperature,low fuel levels or unresponsivesteering.
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Hazard Identification

Framework

Graysonet al. (Grayson,2000) have developeda theoretical framework for the processes
involved in respondingto risk. This framework was usedon a number of subjects who
were askedto identify hazardswhilst being driven on public roads. In this framework
Graysonet al. identify the main componentsto be hazarddetection, threat appraisal,
action selectionand implementation. Although this work is as yet unpublished they claim
that the model is able to make reasonablepredictions of driver safety, good predictions of
driver speedchoice, and very good predictions of the subjective assessments
of driver
performance.

The framework used by this training and assessment system is similar to the system used

by Graysonet al. (unpublished),but is also basedupon the work by Squelch (1998)

The trainee experiences the environment by either driving through the mine themselves,
being driven by another (human) operator, or being driven by the computer. At any point
during the simulation the trainee is able to pause the virtual world and enter the hazard
identification module. Once the trainee has entered the identification module they are
required to identify the object with which the hazard is associated. This is done through a
point and click interface. After identifying the object the trainee is required to select the
associated hazard, evaluate the level of risk, and indicate any actions they might take.
When the procedure is complete the virtual world continues from the point at which it
was left.

During the hazard identification procedure, the trainee will communicate with the VR
system through a multiple-choice list. It was felt that this provided a simple but also
extensible means of interaction.

Under this framework, a complete 'identification'

trainee:
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will involve the following steps by the

I.

Pause the simulation.

2.

Identify the object with which the hazard is associated by selecting it on-screen.

3.

Select the appropriate hazard from a multiple-choice list.

4.

Evaluate the level of risk, this could be entered as a choice of low, medium or high

risk.
5.

Indicate any corrective action that may need to be taken. Again a choice is made
from a multiple-choice list.

6.

Continue the simulation.

5.5.2.2

Measuring Trainee Performance

The useof a VR systemallows the possibility of measuringtrainee performancein a wide
variety of ways. Entire sessionscould be recorded by the computer or could be
videotapedallowing subsequentplayback and discussionwith the trainer. The use of a
hazardidentification mechanismalso allows the safety performanceof a trainee to be
evaluated.

In previous hazardidentification systemsMills et al. (1998) recordedthe number of
hazardsa subject missedas well as the time taken to identify a hazard. Squelch (1998)
recordedthe numberof hazardsidentified, and also recordedwhether the correct safety
procedurewas followed. Both measurementmechanismsprovided details that were
ultimately usedas a measureof competence. Mills et al. believed that the parameters
measuredwere a good way of evaluating the identification skills of subjects.

The design of appropriate measurement criteria must take into account the scope of the
hazards considered and also the nature of the system used. In order to make a
measurement of the number of hazards missed, it is necessary to know the total number of
hazards in the scenario. These hazards must be specified at some point prior to the
training session. The hazards identified by a trainee during a training session can be
compared against a list of known hazards to obtain a measurement of the number of
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hazards identified, or the number of hazards missed. Values could be assigned to hazards
on the basis of severity allowing a trainee 'score' to be calculated. Missing a critical
hazard would reduce the trainee score significantly whereas missing a trivial hazard might
impact the score much less.

Information concerning an employee's performancecould be maintained and kept
together with their safety record. The combination of the two could provide an insight
into potential safety shortfalls of the employee. This may help to identify areasof
concernfor each individual and subsequentlypotential training requirements.

5.6 Summary
Surfaceminesare in operation world-wide, the majority employ large haul trucks for the
transferof material both to the outside world and around the site. The size of thesetrucks
and their operating conditions meansthere is a high level of risk. Allied to this, the
commercial natureof the operation meansthat down time is extremely costly and driver
training expensive. VR simulators have often proved effective in situations similar to
this. As a result of the preliminary investigation it was concluded that the use of a virtual
haul truck simulator might help to improve the safety of operations within a surface mine.

A surface mine haul truck simulator was investigated for training and assessing personnel
with the aim of improving the safety of operations. The simulator considered could be
used to enhance rather than replace existing training methods. Similar virtual training
identified
were
and their methods analysed, resulting in the choice of a hazard
systems
identification mechanism as the primary means of testing and reinforcing knowledge.

Important features of the virtual training system were identified as the following:

0

Fast generation of geographically realistic scenarios.
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"

High quality visuals and realistic audio.

"

Natural method of interacting with and navigating through the environment.

"

Realistic simulation of vehicle behaviour and performance.

"

Flexible configuration which is amenable to ongoing modification.

"

Should have a low unit cost and be easy to maintain.

"

Provide a means for evaluating trainee performance.

Tasks were identified that would be necessary for the successful development of the
system discussed. In particular these focused on the problems of constructing a
geographically realistic virtual environment and training using hazard identification
methods. Some typical hazards were identified that are present in surface mine
environments, the system should be capable of representing these and similar hazards

Based upon the identified features and methods used the system should provide a full
screen 3D view onto the simulated surface mine environment. Users should be able to
drive, be driven, or fly freely through the surface mine in which a number of pre-defined
hazards are included. Through a process of hazard identification trainees will be asked to
identify the hazards that are present, classify them according to their potential to cause
harm, and indicate any corrective action that should be taken.

The author chose to develop a prototype system to investigate whether the system
discussed could be constructed with the features identified and whether such a system
showed potential for use in a commercial environment.
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6

Development of the Haulage Training and
Assessment

6.1

Simulator

Introduction

This chapter details the development of the haulage training and assessment simulator

that wasdiscussedin the previous chapter.

6.2

System Architecture

The proposedsystem,called VTruck, is divided into two, basedupon the tasks that need
to be accomplished. The two tasks and the general workflow of the system are shown in
Figure 6.1.

ScenarioCreation,
Editingand
Testing

Training

Figure 6.1 Tasks and workflow of proposed system

Each of the two tasks is likely to be undertaken by a different party and has different
requirements. The 3D training simulator obviously requires a 3D virtual reality based
interface, this is not necessarily the best interface for creating, editing and testing the
scenario. The system is split into two modules to accommodate these different
requirements. However, at a lower level, common data structures, objects, and functions
are shared between the two modules.
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6.3

Scenario Generation

Constructinga virtual surfacemine environment requires the integration of information
from a variety of sources. Information must be provided for each distinct object that
exists in the surfacemine environment. This includes the following:

0

Digital 3D terrain geometry.

0

Road network.
Terrain colour and texturing information.

0

Dynamic object (trucks, excavators) positioning, route information, and behaviour.

0

Positional information of static features, trees, signs, buildings etc.

The methodology used to integrate this information is similar to that used by Polis et al

(1995), however modifications have been madeto his methodology to addressthe specific
problemsfaced. The general processof scenariogenerationis shown in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2 Scenariogenerationarchitecture

6.3.1 Importing the Landform
One of the most important factors when creating the model of the terrain is the
for
real-time rendering. The number of faces and vertices in the terrain
requirement
important
factor
in determining rendering speed. A good frame-rate is
is
an
model
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essentialfor training as it helps to ensurethat the systemis responsiveand interactive.

To achieve geographically accurate scenarios mine specific data describing the geometry
of the landform is required. Terrain models of surface mines are maintained by mine
operators at each distinct operating phase. The information in these packages is used for
a variety of tasks including:

"

Mine design and planning.

"

Geological modelling.

"

Schedulingand survey.

"

Geo-statistics.

0

Exploration.

Terrain models for surface mines can be generated in a number of possible ways,
normally by providing parameters such as bench height, pit wall gradient, road width and
gradient. The mine design package will generate a model based upon these parameters,
which is normally visualised on screen. Terrain models can also be generated from
survey data. A typical output from a mine design package is shown in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3 Surface mine modelled in Vulcan
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The number of faces in each mine model is dependent upon the size of the mine and the
resolution at which it is modelled. A pit modelled to a high resolution will contain many
more faces and vertices than one modelled to a low resolution. However, the problem of
terrain data at too high or too low a resolution can normally be overcome by altering the
generation parameters from within the initial design package. Experience has shown that
the terrain is normally modelled at a resolution that allows it to be used in a virtual world.
Examples shown in this thesis contain approximately 2000 vertices and 4000 faces,
though larger mines have been successfully used. Visualisation is a necessary part of the
initial modelling process, the package in which this is achieved will typically have similar
limits in terms of rendering power as the system that has been developed.

Constraintswere imposedon the type of geometry that can be imported into the system
This has implications for many of the algorithms usedin both the real-time training
system and the scenario editor

The complexity of the landform model must be such that it can be renderedin real-time.
Violating this constraint will result in poor performanceof the training system in terms of
frame-rate,loss of responsivenessand interactivity and ultimately the usability of the
training system.

The landform imported must be a continuous, non-overlapping,triangulated surface.
Surfaces must not overlap in the horizontal plane, this allows the landform to be treated as
a 2D flat surface with the third (height) dimension computed.

Neither of these constraints was considered to seriously impair the effectiveness of the
landform
data obtained from pit design packages conforms to both
typical
as
system,
of

the aboveconstraints.
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6.3.2 Road Network Generation
An important feature of the mine is the road network. Accurate representationof this
feature is essentialto meet the objectives defined. Movementsof equipment and
Furthermore
haul
to
the
road.
a
mine
surface
are
normally
restricted
within
personnel
equipmentmovementsare normally defined by mine operatorswho provide specific
routesfor drivers to follow.

Mesh data obtained from the mine design package sometimes includes the haul road,
however in the majority of cases this is not of sufficient quality to be used in a driving
simulator. A typical view of a haul road taken from a mine design package is shown in
Figure 6.4.

Figure 6.4 Haul road mesh (in red) from pit design package

The main problems with using the haul roads directly exported from mine design
follows:
as
are
packages

*

The haul road is often not distinct from the pit mesh,it is therefore difficult to
identify wherethe road ends and the sidesof the pit begin.

0

The road surfaceis unrealistic. It is coarsely defined which often meansthat it is
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extremely 'bumpy' and not straight.

Output from a mine design package will normally consist only of the terrain mesh. There
is typically no information concerning the location and dimensions of the haul road.
Furthermore, there is normally no mechanism that allows the haul road to be identified.
In Figure 6.4 the haul road (highlighted in red) has been identified manually following
export from the mine design package. It is essential that information is available that
details the location and dimensions of the haul road so that computer controlled
equipment can be routed through the virtual world. Additionally,

to provide a realistic

simulation of the movement of trucks and to monitor the position of a manually driven
truck it is essential to know the geometry of the road.

When travelling across a 3D surface the coarseness of the mesh can present problems, if
the surface is not smooth then a vehicle travelling over the surface can experience a wide
range of gradients even when the surface should be approximately flat. This problem is
illustrated in Figure 6.5 where the yaw, pitch and roll experienced by a vehicle at three
locations is shown.

Figure 6.5 Gradients experienced by a vehicle travelling over an uneven haul road

According to Polis et al (1995) there are two basic ways to integrate roads into a 3D
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terrain. One approachgraphically pastesroad polygons directly onto the terrain skin
without modifying the terrain underneath,this approachworks well when the terrain is
flat. However, when the terrain is not flat the results can be unrealistic as shown in

Figure 6.6.

Figure 6.6 Road is pasted directly onto the terrain

The second method involves modifying the terrain geometry itself

This produces more

visually pleasingand geometrically realistic results than the previous method. This is
6.7.
in
Figure
shown

Figure 6.7 Underlying

terrain is modified during incorporation
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of the road

The second method was chosen given the importance of providing a realistic haul road.

The following procedurewas defined for combining the road network into the imported
3D terrain:

I.

Road network is first described as a series of 2D straight and curved lines. These

define the centre of the haul road.
2.

The lines are combined with a user specified road width to generate a series of 2D

road segments(incorporating straight,junction and curved segments).
3.

For each segment of the road, any triangles from the 3D terrain that overlap with the

is
haul
Faces
this
the
reto
are
added
and
are
road
removed.
represent
road segment
triangulated with the terrain to remove any holes.

4.

The elevation of the haul road is calculated basedupon the original elevation at each
point along the road.

This procedure is described in more detail below.

6.3.2.1

Description of the 2D Road Network

The road network is first describedas a set of nodesand interconnecting line segments
that may be either straight or curved (seeFigure 6.8). Theseare digitised into the system
by hand using a set of simple drawing tools. This has shown to provide a large degreeof
flexibility when describing the road network.
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Figure 6.8 Haul road network is first described as a series of nodes and line
segments

Many current mine design packagessupport the generationof what are termed 'strings'.
Theseare a sequenceof connectedlines with a beginning and an end. It was anticipated
that the similarity in the description of the road systemand the string data structuresused
in thesepackageswould allow the road network to be imported at the sametime as the 3D
terrain. This would remove the processof digitising a road network by hand. Any
combination of straight and curved routes can be usedas long as the following conditions
are met.

I.

Each line segment that is at the end of the route must be straight, and not connected

to a junction node, seeFigure 6.9.

End route Is connected
to junction node

(Negal routes are
shown in red)

curved

Figure 6.9 Line segments at the end of a route must be straight
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2.

Junctionsmust not consistof any curved segments,seeFigure 6.10.

(illegal routes cie
shown in fed)

Figure 6.10 junctions

3.

must not consist of any curved segments

Only one line segment may exist between any two nodes, see Figure 6.11.

Figure 6.11 Only one connection between any two nodes

4.

Lines that overlap must do so at a node, see Figure 6.12.

Figure 6.12 Overlapping

6.3.2.2

line segments must do so at a node

Generation of 2D Road Segments and Vehicle Routes

Given the descriptionof the haul road in termsof nodesand lines, the generationof
vehicle routes and the segments themselves is not a trivial process. In order to maintain
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the speedof the real-time systempre-computedvehicle paths are used wherever possible.
Thesepathsare generatedduring the creation of the road network and allow computercontrolled vehiclesto travel any route through the network. These routes also form the
basisfor identifying the position of a manually driven truck.

The road network wasdecomposedinto a number of straight, curved and junction
segmentsbasedupon the rules given below. Each of thesesegmentsis given a unique ID
list
they
maintain
also
a
of connecting segmentsand a description of all possible
value,
routes. Thesedescribehow to get from one connecting segmentto another. Examples of
this are given in Figure 6.13.

Vehicle

t2

Vehidet,

Figure 6.13 Segment ID's and routes

Vehicles navigate through the network by recording a list of segments through which they
pass. In this way any route through the network could be described. The vehicle
movement in Figure 6.13 can be represented by the list of segments below:

Vehicle,,
14,3,1,51
7-2
--,,
Three different types of road segmentare supported;theseare described in the following
sections.
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Straight Segment
This is generatedwhen the nodesat eachend of the line segmenthave no more than one
line
is
An
the
the
two
straight.
and
connecting
nodes
segment
connecting
additional

example is given in Figure 6.14.

Figure 6.14 Straight segment road generation

The width of the generatedroad segmentis defined by the user at eachend of the road
segment,a generatedroad segmentwith different widths at each node is shown in Figure
6.15, Route information is generatedfor vehicles travelling in both directions.
Calculating the route information for one of thesedirections simply involves calculating
the start and end position. The start and end position of each route is calculated as shown
in Figure 6.15.

w/4

w
Figure 6.15 Variable width straight road segment showing calculation of route
position

Since the segmentvaries linearly in height from one end to the other it is possible to
computethe position of a vehicle on this segmentgiven the route, and a distancealong
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that route. Care must be taken to ensure that the direction of each route is consistent with
the vehicle travelling on the right hand side of the road. The two routes are generated in
opposite directions, a check is then performed to ensure that they 'appear' clockwise
when viewed from above. If they appear counter clockwise the routes are simply
reversed.

Curved Segment
A curved segmentis generatedwhen the nodesat each end of the line segmenthave no
more than one additional connecting segmentand the line connecting the two nodesis
is
in
has
An
The
throughout.
shown
example
a
uniform
segment
curvature
curved.
Figure 6.16.

Figure 6.16 Curved segment generation

The road segment itself is decomposed into smaller straight segments to maintain a low
face count whilst retaining the curved look. The number of straight segments into which
the curve is decomposed is dependent upon the angle through which the curve passes.
The number of segments is calculated as shown in Figure 6.17 and Equation 6.1.
Dividing by a value of TUIO means that a full circle is decomposed into exactly 20
has
between
balance
to
this
providing a curved
shown
provide
a
good
value
segments,
look and maintaining a low face count. The width of the road can be defined by the user
but must be the same along the entire length of the curve.
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Figure 6.17 Curved route line segment

Number of straight segments

Angle (a) in radians
10

Equation 6.1 Calculation of number of straight sections in a curved segment

As with the straight segment, route information is generated in both directions. The
routes generated to adjoining segments must remain equidistant at all times (see Figure
6.18). Care must be taken that the direction of both routes is consistent with the vehicle
travelling on the right hand side of the road.

Figure 6.18 Routes through a curved segment must remain equidistant at all times
(illegal route shown in red)
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Junction Segment
Generationof a junction segmentand its associatedroutes is a more complicated process.
Routesto and from adjoining segmentsmust obey a number of rules:

0

Routesin opposite directions must remain an equal distanceapart at all times.

0

Vehicles must be able to move smoothly in as realistic a manner as possible. There

must not be any suddenor immediate turns.
0

Junctions may involve more than three intersecting routes.

0

Roadsmust be able to intersect at any angle.

An algorithm for constructingjunction segmentswhen three or more straight segments
join at any given node was developed. The result of applying this algorithm is shown in
Figure 6-19.

Figure 6.19 junction segment generation

Each route within the junction segment will consist of a curved section and up to two

This
is
directions
in
to
that
opposite
necessary
ensure
remain
sections.
routes
straight
equidistantat all times and that they join perfectly with the routes in adjacentsegments.
The constructionalgorithm is as follows:

1. Order the segmentsclockwise (Figure 6.20, Step 1).
2.

Constructstraight segmentsand routes around eachjoining segment(Figure 6.20,
Step2).

3.

For eachpair of adjacentsegments,do the following:
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a.

Construct a line that passes through the centre of the junction and the
intersection of the two associated straight segments (Figure 6.20, Step 3). The
centre of the curved section of the route must lie on this line.

b.

Calculate the maximum radius for the curved section of the inner route such that
the resulting circle is tangential to the two associatedstraight routes (Figure 6.20,
Step4). As a result of this calculation, the centre of the circle that is used for the
curved section of both the inner and outer routes will be known. The centre of
the circles usedto define the inner and outer curved sectionsare the same,this
ensuresthat the routes in opposite directions remain equidistant at all times.

c.

Calculatethe inner and outer routes for thesetwo segments(Figure 6.20, Step 5).
This will include the curved and straight sectionsof each route.

d.

Calculate the position of the associatedinner vertex for thesetwo adjoining
segments(Figure 6.20, Step 5).

5.

Order the resulting verticesof the junction segment(Figure 6.20, Step 6).

6.

Triangulate (add facesto) the junction segment(Figure 6.20, Step 7).
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Figure 6.20 Construction

of a junction

segment

The curved sectionsof the routes within the junction segmentare calculated using the
sameprocedureas the routes in the curved segment. As with the curved segment,the
be
the
must
equal along the entire lengthsof each segmentthat comprises
road
of
width
thejunction.
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Integrating the Segments into a 2D Road Network
Once eachroad segmenthas beengeneratedindividually they are joined together to create
the 2D road network, the road network shown in Figure 6.8 is shown again in Figure 6.21
with the 2D segmentsgenerated. This showsthe generatedroad segments,the haul road
meshtriangles,and the computed vehicle routes from one segmentto another.

Figure 6.21 Processed route network showing road segments and routes

It should be noted that road network at this stageof the processis 2D only, the third
(height component) is added during integration with the 3D terrain

6.3.2.3

Integration of 2D Road Segments into 3D Terrain

The 2D road network is superimposed over the imported 3D terrain as shown in Figure
6.22. Each of the individual 2D road segments is then integrated into the 3D terrain using

a three-stepprocess.
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Figure 6.22 Road segment to be integrated into terrain

I.

Any triangles from the 3D terrain which overlap with the 2D road network are

removed(Figure 6.23).

Figure 6.23 Faces from the terrain are removed

2.

The trianglesthat make up the road segmentare addedinto the 3D terrain. Any holes
which remain in the terrain are re-triangulated(Figure 6.24).
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Figure 6.24 Road segment is added and any holes are re-triangulated to form a
continuous surface (no holes)

I

Averagesare taken on points local to the new haul road segmentthat has been added
based
value
elevation
an
upon these is taken (Figure 6.25).
and

Figure 6.25 Elevation values are computed

The geometrical representation of the generated haul road is aesthetically correct.

Generatingthe haul road in this way allows us to ensurethat it is suitable for use in the
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driving simulator. The following properties are considered important.

1. Pathshave beengeneratedfrom segmentto segment.
2.

The haul road is flat along its cross section.

3.

Each segmenthas a constantgradient throughout with respectto the direction of
travel.

4.

The haul road consists only of straight, curved and multiple exit junction segments.

Thesein turn have pathsdescribing routes to and from each of the connecting
segments.

6.3.3 Texturing the Landform
Once the haul road has beengenerated,the user is able to specify texturesthat are
The
haul
to
the
user can either provide a
pit
applied
wall
and
road
objects.
subsequently
texture in the form of a bitmap, perhapsa photo of the rock surfacein the mine, or use
is
An
haul
terrain
textured
those
segment
and
example
road
shown
provided.
of
a
of
one
in Figure 6.26.

,

*4ý

6..

IW#

?,

Figure 6.26 Textured haul road und 3D terrain
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6.3.4 Populating

the Environment

Once the terrain and road system has been generated, the environment must be populated
feature
Each
for
features,
buildings.
will
example,
equipment,
personnel
and
other
with
have a different set of properties, for example a truck might be moving around a site and
would typically require a different set of data than a stationary building.

The properties

of each feature will be dependent on the nature of the real world object that it represents.

Vince (1995) notes that objects within a virtual environment can typically be divided into
two groups, static and dynamic. Consider an architectural interior, Vince identifies the
static objects as those which cannot be moved (floors, ceilings and stairs) and the
dynamic as those which are able to move (doors, windows and drawers).

The approachusedhere is similar to that describedby Vince, it was hoped that classifying
objects into static and dynamic types helps to ensurethat the systemremains flexible,
custornisable and extensible.

Within the VTruck framework three types of objects were defined. The landform objects
comprisethe underlying terrain, theseinclude the pit walls and the haul road objects.
Static featuresare defined as objects within the virtual environment that never move and
are not required to communicatewith any other featuresin the virtual world. Examples
of static featuresmight include buildings, road signs, treesor spillage on the side of the
road, During the creation and editing of a scenario,the user is only required to specify
the position and possibly orientation of the static feature.

Dynamic featuresrequire more processingthan static, not only may they move through
but
they must also respondto and communicatewith other objects in the
the environment,
Examples
features
bulldozers
include
these
types
trucks,
of
of
world.
might
and
virtual
excavators. The ability to respondand communicateallows dynamic featuresto modify
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their and other features behaviour based upon the state of the surrounding environment.
The specification of dynamic features during scenario creation will obviously be more
involved. As with static features initial position and orientation must be specified.
Additional information might also be required, including a vehicle's route information, its
performance, and how it should behave under certain conditions.

A library of features is provided, though additional features may be subsequently defined
and used by the scenario editor. For each feature that is defined, data must be provided
describing such things as its dimensions, performance or behaviour. Typical properties
might include:

"A

3D model used to represent the feature

"

Size of the feature, used to test for collisions within the 3D world.

"

Hazard information, used during the hazard-spotting phase of the training simulator.

"

Information concerning a vehicles performance.

"

Details regarding the features behaviour under specific conditions or at specific

times.

Well populatedscenarioscan be built from the featuresprovided in the standardlibrary,
however, the ability to define further features or to modify existing ones allows a wide

rangeof scenariosto be modelled.

6.3.5 Hazard Information
Each object in the virtual environment may have attached hazard information.

This

information defines the choices that can be made during the hazard identification phase of
the training simulation, and also contains the necessary information for evaluating
describes
It
hazards
the
associated with each type of object, the available
performance.
hazard,
levels
and the possible corrective actions that may be taken.
a
of
risk
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The structureof the information is in the form object-hazard,hazard-risk level and
hazard-action. Each of these relationships is one to many (any number of hazards can be

defined for a given object, similarly any number of risk levels and actions can be defined
for a given hazard). Each of the relationships has an associated score that is used when
evaluating trainee performance.

Additional relationships within this structure may be defined or existing ones edited
through the VEdit application.

Additional descriptions of the variables recorded to

measurethe performanceof the trainee are given in later sections.

6.3.5.1

Object-Hazard

The hazardscore is an indication of the severity of incorrectly identifying the hazard,the
larger the associatedhazardscore the greater the impact on the trainee score if the hazard
is missed. The values used are relative and have no scale, suitable judgements must be
made by the trainer when assigning these values. Table 6.1 shows example hazards for a

parked land rover.

Object

Hazard

Hazard Score

Parked land rover

Irregular positioning

40

No lights on

30

Vehicle unattended

40

Table 6.1 Example hazards and scores with a parked land rover

6.3.5.2

Hazard-Risk Level

The risk level score is a relative measure of the risk assigned to the hazard, this is only
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considered if the hazard has been correctly identified by the trainee. If the risk level is

incorrectly specified then the difference betweenthe correct level and the trainee
specified risk level is added to a cumulative risk level score maintained for the trainee. If

the trainee is consistentlyoverestimatingor underestimatingthe level of risk then the
cumulative risk level score should indicate this. The values assigned have no scale and
should be chosen based upon the judgement of the trainer. The number of correct and
incorrect risk level identifications is also recorded.

For the hazard 'Irregular positioning' the risk levels, actions and their associated scores

can be defined as in Table 6.2 and Table 6.3. Similar tables exist for the other hazards
associated with the Land Rover.

Hazard

Risk Level

Risk Level Score

Irregular

Low

30

positioning

Medium

60

High

90

Table 6.2 Example risk levels and their associated scores for the irregular

positioning of a Land Rover

6.3.5.3

Hazard-Action

The action score is a measure of the severity of choosing an incorrect action, this is only

hazard
if
has
been successfullyidentified by the trainee. The larger the
the
considered
value chosen the more impact it will have on trainee score if they fail to select it. The
values assigned have no scale and should be chosen based upon the judgement of the

trainer. For the hazard 'Irregular positioning' the actions and their associatedscores
in
Table
defined
6.3.
Similar
be
tables exist for other hazardsassociatedwith the
as
could
land rover.
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Hazard

Action

Action Score

Irregular positioning

Stop and tell driver to move

10

Flash the driver.

20

Radio control

40

Ignore

10

Table 6.3 Example corrective actions and their associated scores for the irregular

positioning of a land rover

6.3.6 Testing the Scenario
The scenariocreatedmust be verified to ensurethat the generatedvirtual environment is a
realistic representationof the real world and that the featureswithin the environment
behave in a lifelike manner, Testing can occur at each stage in the scenario generation
process outlined in Figure 6.2. Testing is undertaken to ensure the validity of the

landform, the road network, and the positioning and behaviour of static and dynamic
features.

Dynamic features have the ability to modify their and other feature's behaviour based

driven
is
in
If
the
the
the
of
surrounding
vehicle
used
state
environment.
manually
a
upon
scenario then the output from the simulation in terms of the positioning of dynamic

featureswill be unknown. Only the input to the simulation can be specified during
scenario creation, even if these initial parameters are acceptable, the output from the

simulation may produceundesirableresults. Extensive testing and subsequent
modification of the scenario will help to ensure that the scenario created is as realistic as

possible. A numberof different types of testing are supportedwithin the system,these
include:

1. Quick preview of the movementsof equipment in the 2D editor.
2.

Inspection of the scenario in 3D.
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3.

Experiencingthe scenarioas a trainee (effectively the running in training mode).

6.3.6.1

Previewing the Scenario in 2D

The application that was written to allow the creation and editing of a scenario in 2D
provides a plan view of the environment. The view showsthe landform and the location
features
In
Figure
in
2D,
6.27.
6.27 the
Figure
is
in
the
added
an
example
shown
all
of
small greensquaresrepresentthe user defined static or dynamic features.

Figure 6.27 2D preview of scenario

The 2D editor also provides accessto the simulation componentof the system,this allows
the movementsof dynamic featuresto be evaluated. This provides a quick and easy
for
identifying
vehicle routes and potential problems with the specified initial
method
2D
The
natureof the view allows editing to be performed within a simple
parameters.
interface,this is important given that the target userswill have little or no experienceof
3D
However,
limitations,
has
inconsistencies
this
environment.
a
within
approach
editing
features,
lead
to
theseare
the
that
unrealistic
positioning
of
network
and
road
arise
can
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not instantly recognisablefrom a 2D view.

6.3.6.2

Inspecting the Scenario in 3D (Fly-by mode)

At any point after the initial import of the terrain, the current state of the scenario can be
inspected. The virtual environment can be loaded into the training system in 'fly-by'
mode. In this mode the user is free to move anywhere in the environment, this allows a
full inspection of the generated environment to be undertaken. Figure 6.28 shows an
being
inspected
at various stages of construction. Stage I (Figure 6.28)
environment
shows the initial landform, directly after import from a pit design package, Stage 2 after
the addition of the road network, Stage 3 after texturing and Stage 4 after the environment
has been populated with a number of features.

Figure 6.28 Inspection of a scenario at various stagesof construction

Inspectingthe environmentin this mannerallows inconsistenciesin the landform, the
in
the positioning of objects to be identified that is not always possible
or
road-network
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from within the 2D editor. An example shown in Figure 6.29, step I shows the haul road

incorrectly positioned, in step 2 the position has beencorrected.

Figure 6.29 Inconsistency in the position of the haul road in 3D

Loading a fully processedscenariowith static and dynamic featuresinto the trainer in
'fly-by' mode allows the position and movementof static and dynamic movementsto be
examined. The full simulation of vehicle movementsis used,this together with additional
controls that allow the simulation to be pausedprovide the meansto investigateall
featuresmovements. In this 'fly-by' mode, any manually controlled vehicle in the
scenariois convertedto a computer-controlled vehicle. This provides the person
evaluatingthe scenariowith a likely behaviour patternof objects in the environment.

6.3.6.3

Experiencing the Scenario (Training mode)

The generatedscenariocan be run in full training mode. This provides a similar
experienceto that which the trainee will receive. The scenariois experiencedfrom the
point of view of the driver and allows the user to take control of a haul truck and navigate
through the generatedscenario.
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6.3.7

VEdit - The Application

The author wrote a windows basedapplication that allows scenariosto be generated
following the proceduraldescription in the previous section. The application was written
in Visual C++ and runs on a PC under Windows 95/98. The interface was written using
the Microsoft Foundation Classesand has the typical windows 'look and feel'.

Positioning and editing a 3D environment will normally involve significant skill and
knowledge. Constraintsimposedon the geometry of the landform allow the environment
to be treatedas essentially2D. This allows the position and direction of the objects to be
defined using a 213-planview.

The application forces the userto follow the necessaryelementsof the scenariocreation
procedureas outlined previously in Figure 6.2. To fulfil the requirementsfor the haulage
trainer the user must follow stepsone through four in sequence,stepsfive and six are
optional.

I.

Import the terrain from a mine design package.

2.

Specify the road network as a seriesof straight and curved road segmentsusing
mousedriven drawing tools.

3.

Generatethe 2D-haul road network.

4.

Integrate the 2D-haul road network into the 3D terrain.

5.

Define the static and dynamic featuresin the environment and any colouring and
texturing information for the terrain and haul road.

6.

Test the environment.

At any of the stages the scenario can be saved to file and subsequently restored to the
VEdit application. This allows many different scenarios to be built using the same
underlying data with little extra work. Additionally,

once stored, the scenario can be

loaded into the 3D training module so that the environment can be visualised in 3D.
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6.3.7.1

Importing the Landform

The author wrote three filters to allow mine data to be imported from VULCAN,
SURPAC and Direct3l) (RetainedMode). Each of thesefilters readsthe ASCII version
format.
file
Each of the filters is accessedthrough the load command from the file
the
of
menu. In all of thesecasesVEdit will extract the geometricaldata and composethe
structuresand additional information required such that the landform can subsequentlybe
usedin a VR world. This allows any landform, or someother geometrical object to be
imported into the VEdit program from VULCAN, SURPAC or Direct3D. The data
imported must describea continuous non-overlappingsurfaceas described in previous
sections.

Once loaded, the faces of the landform are displayed to the user in plan view. Each face

from the meshis representedby a red triangle and is displayed in plan view. An example
mesh is shown in Figure 6.30.
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Figure 6.30 Imported

6.3.7.2

landform

in VEdit

Road Network Generation

There are three steps to road network generation:

Creation of the line segments.
2.

Generation of the 2D haul road network.

3.

Integration into the 3D terrain.

VEdit forces the userto complete the above three stepsin order.
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Creating the Line Segments
VEdit providessimpledrawingtoolsto helpthe userdefinethecentrepointsof theroad
the lines
network.Oncea minemeshhasbeenimportedthe useris ableto superimpose
thatdefinetheroadnetworkby simplydrawingover thetop. Basicdrawingandediting
facilitiesareavailablewithin VEdit thatallow the userto createstraight,curvedand
junctionsegments,
nodes'snap'togethermakingit easyfor the userto createa joined
network.Oncecreatedthecurvatureof segments
canbe modified,andsegments
canbe
from
deleted
the network.Zoomtoolsallow the userto analyseareasin detail.
or
added
Oncethenetworkhasbeencreatedthewidth of theroadat eachnodecanbe modified.
Figure6.31showsa snapshotfrom VEdit duringline segmentcreation.

File Process: Help

Figure 6.31 Defining the road network in VEdit
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Generating the 2D Haul Road Network
VEdit automatically generatesthe 2D road segmentsfrom the line segmentsdefined by
the user. A generated road network is shown in Figure 6.32.

Figure 6.32 Generated road network in VEdit

The generationof segmentsis a complex process. Three types of 2D segmentare
line
depending
the
neighbouring
type
the
and
on
configuration
current
and
of
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illegal
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to
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segment
segment
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necessary until a satisfactory result is achieved.

Integrating the 2D Road Network into the 3D Terrain
Once a satisfactory213-haulroad network has been generated,it can be integrated into the
3D terrain by selectingthe 'merge road' command from the menu. This causesthe
algorithm describedin section 6.3.2.3 to be initiated. VEdit automatically stores the state
integration
to
the
prior
program
so that the user can return to the previous state. The
of
display is updatedafter each individual road segmentis integrated(seeFigure 6.33). This
provides the user with visual feedbackon the current stateof the processas well as
providing a meansof understandinghow the resulting landform has been generated.

Figure 6.33 VEdit during road integration

After the entire haul road hasbeencompletely processed,the toolbar and menu of the
VEdit application are changedto reflect the commandsthat are now available to the user.
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Thesecommandsallow the user to define static or dynamic features,to colour the
landform and the haul road, to preview the object's movements in 2D and to export the
scenario to the 3D training module.

6.3.7.3

Define Static and Dynamic Features

VEdit and VTruck provide a library of featuresthat can be addedto scenarios. As
describedin previous sectionstwo types of objects other than the landform were defined.
Static featuresare defined as objects within the environment that never move. Dynamic
featuresmay move through the environment and communicatewith other dynamic
features.

The function of the VEdit program during the definition of static and dynamic features is
to define the initial parameters used for the simulation. The number of parameters that
the user is required to define will depend on the type and nature of the feature.

For

example, a haul truck might require a start position and list of segments defining its route,
a tree will only require a position.

Given that the landform must be a non-overlappingcontinuous surface,the environment
be
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with
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Static Features
Static features are defined by selecting the 'Add Static Features' button on the toolbar,
then clicking the desired position on the main model. The direction that the static feature
faces is defined by a second click anywhere on the model. VEdit will display both the
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with a choice of possible static features from the currently available library.

Route Following Features
VEdit requiresthe user to specify the type of equipment as well as the route. Selecting
the 'Add Dynamic Feature' button on the toolbar allows the user to click on the road
segmentfrom where the feature will begin its movement.

Once the first road segmenthas beenselectedVEdit will highlight in green all the
segmentsthat are valid routes. In the caseof a junction all segmentsjust beyond are
highlighted to indicate a choice of direction. Clicking on any green segmentwill add any
routesbetweenthe current segment(highlighted in red) and the selectedsegmentto the
vehiclesroute list. It will also causeVEdit to recalculatethe possible destinationsand
presentthe user with an updated list of green segmentsfrom which they may pick again
(seeFigure 6.34).
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Figure 6.34 Defining the route of dynamic features

Special Behaviours
A numberof special behavioursare included at this time, thesecan be specified through
dialog boxes accessible from the main menu. These allow vehicles to be specified that

betweena given period in the simulation they will begin to tailgate or speed.

The manuallydriven vehicle is specified by selectingthe 'Set Manual Truck' command
on the toolbar then clicking on any route following feature defined in the model.

6.3.7.4

Texturing the Landform

Textures for the pit walls and the haul road are specified by typing the location and name
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of the file to be used into the texture specification dialog box accessible from the main

menu.

Thesetexturesmust be in bitmap format and square 'to the power two' in size, ie. they
must be either 8,16,64 or 128 pixels in width and height. They must also have a colour
depth of 16 bits. If a bitmap does not conform to the above, it can easily be modified to
the correct format using a painting packagesuch as Paint Shop Pro.

6.3.7.5

Previewing the Scenario In 2D

The movement of defined features can be previewed within the VEdit program by
clicking on the 'Start/Pause Simulation' button. VEdit uses the same simulation engine
as the driving simulator; the movement of vehicles will therefore be similar to that
experienced in the training module.

This map view has shown to provide a good way of quickly identifying unrealistic
behaviour of dynamic features. This quick identification method helps to reduce scenario

constructiontime.

6.3.7.6

Saving the Scenario

The scenario can be stored through the Save command on the File menu. The files
generated can either be used to restore the data in VEdit, or to load into the full screen
VTruck training system. VEdit creates a sub-directory in which all the files
required for a
scenario are stored.
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6.3.7.7

Help Files

A complete set of help files is provided with the VEdit system,theseare HTML based
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system.
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6.4

Training System

The training systemmust support the following:

1. Readsurfacemine environmentdata generatedfrom the VEdit application.
2.

Executea simulation basedon the data provided.

I

Support a number of different modesof operation.

4.

Support hazardidentification and provide a meansof recording and assessingtrainee
performance.

5.

Presenta realistic environment in which to train.

6.

Provide as natural a means as possible for interacting with the system.

The author wrote an application (VTruck) to fulfil the requirements outlined above. This

is detailed in this section.

6.4.1 Scenario DatalLibrary

Files

VTruck uses two different types of files, one type can be described as library files
and the

other can be describedas scenariospecific data files.

Library files are sharedbetweenthe two applications (VTruck and VEdit). They provide
information on objects that is not scenariospecific and generally does not changefrom
scenarioto scenario. Thesefiles will include descriptionsof the features,such as the 3D
model definitions and any necessarytexturesor coiouring information. They will also
specify the parametersusedduring the simulation and hazardspotting phase,this includes
details such as engine performance,weight, dimensionsof the object and payload
capacity,

Maintaining the library files as a number of structuredASCII files held outside the binary
executable allows objects to be added, removed or modified independent of the
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executable. Mine operators can add new features, or tailor existing ones to their specific
needs without the need to recompile the application.

For example a mine operator could

create a new type of truck, it might use the same basic truck model provided, but have a
damaged engine and brakes, and it might be a different colour. The existing truck feature
might be copied and modified so that the performance of its engine and brakes was
reduced, a different texture might be provided to cover its body, and a new set of hazards
might be specified. These are just some of the attributes that can be modified through the
VTruck library files.

The scenario data files describe the scenario specific data created within the VEdit
package and subsequently loaded into the VTruck application. This includes the
description of the terrain, the haul road and the positioning and route information of all
static and dynamic features.

6.4.2 Simulation
The simulation engine of VTruek defines the dynamicsof the world and the interaction
betweenobjects. It can be consideredin three phases.

I.

Initialisation. The objects and their parametersare loaded and initialised.

2.

Main execution loop. Input is read from the user, any user or computer controlled
objects are updated in the simulation, feedback to the user is provided (graphical,
sound, haptic etc. ).

3.

Post processing, clean up and exit.

Application performs final processing of any

generated data, writes any stored information, restores any resources used, and exits.

A complete execution of the application will typically include one haulage cycle, one

cycle is typically the time taken for a haul truck to complete its entire route. This route is
typically repeated a number of times in a Workers shift. Given that this is a reasonably
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small period of time many potentially dynamic features can be considered static. Some
examples of static and dynamic objects are shown in Table 6.4.

Static Objects

Dynamic Objects

Parked vehicles

Haul trucks

Spillage

Bulldozers

Buildings

Scrapers

Signposts

Excavators
Table 6.4 Examples of static and dynamic objects

Although the two types of feature are different they share some common attributes

including:

I.

Collision box, this is usedduring collision tests.

2.

Hazard information, this is usedduring the hazardspotting phaseof the training
module.

Static features are objects within the virtual environment that never move and do not

communicatewith any other featuresin the virtual world. The amount of processingtime
required during a training session is limited to the following:

I.

Initial positioning of the feature in the environment.

2.

Renderingthe feature.

3.

Processing of any collision box or hazard spotting information.

6.4.2.1

Simulating Dynamic Features

Dynamic featuresrequire more processingthan static objects, not only do they move
through the environment, but they also respond to and communicate with other objects in
the virtual world. Their ability to respond and communicate allows dynamic features to
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modify their own and other features behaviour based upon their internal state and their

surroundingenvironment. Examplesof dynamic featuresinclude trucks, bulldozers or
excavators.

Dynamic features are typically situated on the surface of the landscape, they are further
subdivided into moving and stationary features. Moving features attempt to follow a predefined route through the mine, this is defined by a list of segments through which the
Stationary
features do not move but retain the ability to communicate
passes.
vehicle
with and respond to other features in the virtual world.

In the case where the position and orientation are fixed, features are often required to
communicate within the virtual environment. An excavator can be considered to move
infrequently during a workers shift, for the purposes of simulation it's position can
therefore be taken as fixed. It must however respond to other dynamic features within the
mine, for example it must load a truck when it stops to be loaded and cease loading once
the truck is full and before it has moved away.

Other dynamic features follow a route through the environment, this defines their position
and orientation. They attempt to follow pre-calculated paths that are defined by the
generated road segments and their pre-assigned routes. They are able to communicate
with other dynamic features and analyse their local environment before updating their
position, orientation and speed. The performance of each piece of equipment is based
upon industry standard rimpull and retarder curves that are modelled within VTruck
based upon specifications available from the equipment's manufacturer.

An object-oriented simulation was developed to model the behaviour of dynamic features.
A number of simulation 'objects' were designed and implemented that model different
behaviour patterns. A simulation object is used to model the behaviour of vehicles and
inside
the virtual environment. The object in the simulation controls the
equipment
position, orientation and appearance of the features representation in the virtual world.
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Different simulation objects are used depending on the nature ofthe real world object

being simulated.

The author wrote classes for different types of simulation objects, these contain the logic
that dictates the behaviour of each feature. All of the classes written for the simulation
objects are inherited from a basic simulation object. This object defines the functionality
that is available, though the implementation of this functionality is different depending on
the behaviour that is required.

All of the simulation objects in the virtual world follow the routes that were precalculated when the road network was created, Simulation objects must always reside on
a path in a defined haul road segment. This constraint applies to both the moving and
stationary dynamic features. This constraint greatly simplifies the simulation and allows
it to execute in real time.

This constraint was not considered to impair the systems intended use too greatly. It is

anticipatedthat the useof the systemwill concentrateon the haul road and on the vehicles
operating on the haul road.

Whilst the simulation must provide a reasonable simulation of features behaviour it is
important that some degree of control is maintained. Using completely autonomous
features capable of deciding speed, direction and destination independently, would
provide little means of controlling vehicle movement. In a system designed to provide a
means for authoring and subsequently experiencing hazardous situations it is desirable
that a reasonable degree of control is maintained.

Vehicles in VTruck are only able to control their speedwithin the current version of the
simulation. The scenarioauthor using the VEdit application dictates both the destination
and position of the vehicle. This has shown to allow a degreeof control, whilst providing
a good behaviour pattern for featuresin the virtual world.
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Vehicle Movement
This systemconcentrateson simulation of individual vehicle behaviours,this includes
performancemodelling, simulation and behaviour. Many vehicle simulations take into
accounta huge number of variables. Whilst this helps to provide a highly realistic
simulation it requires a large amount of processingpower, Restrictions of the systemwill
limit the numberof variables that can realistically be considered.

Vehicle performance is calculated based upon industry standard performance curves that
are provided by manufacturers. These are available for all types of equipment and are in
most cases supplied in a standard form. Figure 6.36 shows typical the rimpull and
retarder curves for a Euclid R- 120M haul truck.
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Figure 6.36 Performance curves for a Euclid R-120M haul truck

Only a small numberof variables are consideredwhen modelling the performanceof the
found
This
to be sufficient for the purposesof the current training simulator.
was
vehicle.
Once the available performanceof the vehicle is known a decision must be made
concerningthe route and speedofthe vehicle.

When making this decision a number of factors are considered,including the following:
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I.

Current speedand position of the vehicle on the road.

2.

Current speedand position of any local vehicles on the road.

3.

Destination of the vehicle. This may include decisions as to whether it needsto start
slowing down to stop at a load point.

4.

Current maximum available accelerationand decelerationof the vehicle.

5.

Suggestions or directives from other vehicles.

6.

User defined special behaviour modifiers,

As a result of considering theseand other factors, the vehicle decides whether and by how
much it is braking or accelerating. The calculations and logic behind this decision is

detailed in the following sections.

Vehicle Performance Calculation
The available performanceof a vehicle is dependenton a number of factors. VTruck
takesinto considerationsimilar factors that mine operatorsuse when estimating the
output from a surfacemine. It is expectedthat thesemust produce reasonableestimations
of vehicle performance. The performancecalculations are repeatedfor each vehicle in the
virtual environmentat eachdiscrete time step. The initial aim is to calculate the
maximum available accelerationand the maximum available deceleration. This is
subsequentlyusedto calculate the position of the haul truck in the next time step.

Each equipment manufacturer provides detailed information on vehicle performance. The
information provided is sufficiently detailed to allow their performance to be modelled.
Some terms used in the calculation of performance are described in Table 6.5.
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The force (in kg, lb or kN) available betweenthe tyre and the

Rimpull

ground to propel the vehicle (this is limited by traction).
This is the gross vehicle weight (kg or lb) and is equal to the total

Weight

vehicle weight plus the payload.
Retarding Force

The force (in kg, lb or kN) available between the tyre and the
ground to slow the vehicle (this is limited by traction).

Grade Resistance

The force that must be overcome to move a machine over

(Assistance)

unfavourablegrades(uphill). Grade Assistanceis a measureof'
the force that assists machine movement on favourable grades
(downhill).

Rolling Resistance

This is normally measured or estimated.

The force that must be overcome to roll or pull a wheel over the
ground. It is affected by ground conditions and the vehicle's
weight. This is normally estimated

Total Resistance

= Grade resistance + Rolling resistance

Table 6.5 Terms used in vehicle performance calculations

Rolling resistance is used during the performance calculations in VTruck.

It is currently

assumed to be constant at 3%. The value for rolling resistance in combination with

rimpull and retarder information allows the calculation of the available accelerationand
decelerationat any given time. Examples (Euclid Hauler Handbook, ed. 15) of the rimpull
and retardingcurves for the Euclid R- I 20M are given in Figure 6.36.

An example calculation based upon this data is given in Table 6.6 for a vehicle with
a
gross mass of 190 OOOKg,climbing a hill with an inclination of2',
kph (see Figure 6.37).
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and travelling at 10

Velocity = 10kph
Mass = 190,0001<,
__ýý

Figure 6.37 Vehicle on a two degree gradient

Resistance:
Rolling Resistance=

=
Grade Resistance=
=
Total Resistance=

0.03 * 190,000

5,700 N
sin(2') * 190,000
6,631 N
12,331N

For acceleration:
Rimpullcurve@IOkphrirnpull=

32,OOON

Maximum acceleration (force / mass) =
=

(32,000 - 12,331) / 190,000
0.104 n-Vs2

For deceleration:
Total Resistance=

12,331N

Retarding curve @ IOkph retarding force =

44,000 N

Maximum

deceleration

(force / mass) =
=

(44,000

+ 12,331) / 190,000

0.296 M/S2

Table 6.6 Example calculation of acceleration and deceleration for a haul truck
Representationsof the rimpull and retarding curves are incorporated into the simulation.
The curvesare describedin the simulation as a seriesof linear sectionsfor each
appropriaterangeof speed. The performancecurves usedin VTruck to representthe
Euclid R- 120M are shown in Figure 6.38.
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Figure 6.38 Modelling of rimpull for a Euclid R-120M haul truck

This modelled rimpull curve is described in the object description file along with other
information such as vehicle mass and it's dimensions.
Table
in
6.7.
is
shown
curves
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The description of the above

Change in Speed

Change in Rimpull

(kph)

(Kg * 1000)

0-7

60-27

7-9

29-26

9-12

22-19

12-16

16.5-15.5

16-23

13-11

23-28

9-8

28-32

8.0-6.5

32-39

7.2-7.0

39-43

6.0-5.2

43-46

5.2-4.2

46-53

5.0-4.6

Table 6.7 Description of the rimpull curves in the configuration files of VTruck for a
Euclid R-120M haul truck

Behaviour and Positioning
The vehicles in the surfacemine are treated as individual objects that react to the physical
road network as well as to suggestions or directives from other simulation objects. The

primary requirementfor the systemis that it must perform updatesin real-time, this
places a heavy constraint on the simulation especially given the already high cost of
producing real-time images of the 3D environment.

Vehicle movements in a surface mine are normally restricted to the haul road, they are

rarely required to operateoutside the normal lanesof theseroads. They spend the
majority of their time travelling in theselanes,which are dictated by the location of the
haul road and their direction of travel. Pre-computedpaths are generatedduring the
constructionof the scenariothat describethe lanesfor each segmentin each direction.
These are shown in Figure 6.39.
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Figure 6.39 Lanes within haul road segments.

Vehicle movements are restricted to the paths within these lanes. Under these conditions

the vehicle is merely incrementingthe distancethey have travelled along this precalculatedpath and interpolating betweentwo known locations.

However, as the simulation was required to be extensible, provision has been made to
include 'abnormal' circumstances. Examples of abnormal situations could be seen when

a vehicle is required to overtake, this will require it to leave the pre-defined lanes for a
time.

A discussion of some of the issues considered whilst determining the objects future
position follows.

Proximity to Other Features
Calculating the proximity to other featuresin the mine is of fundamentalimportance. The
features
be
The
in
to
can
measured
of
ways.
other
number
use of lanes
a
proximity
for
identifying
the proximity and the natureof that proximity.
means
a
provides

Vehicles aheadand behind can be identified, it is also possible to distinguish the relative
direction, or speed(whether it is travelling in the sameor opposite direction) and to
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calculate the distance to intercept from a given location. These distances are illustrated in

Figure 6.40.

Figure 6.40 Calculated vehicle distances in VTruck

Speed Adjustment
The speed at which a vehicle travels is a fundamental issue. Consideration must be given
to the safe speed at which a vehicle is able to travel. The general assumption is made that
vehicles will always attempt to travel as fast as possible within safety guidelines. It is not
believed that this is an unrealistic assumption due to the financial pressures that are
present in a surface mine operation.

A number of factors were taken into consideration when evaluating the safe speed at

which a vehicle could travel along a particular section of the road, theseincluded:

Speedof the vehicle.
Approximate distancethat could be seenahead.
Situation the vehicle was facing (in terms of traffic ahead,and road laYout).
Weight of the vehicle.
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0

Gradient over which the vehicle is travelling

The selectionand adjustmentof speedfirst requires the calculation of the current
maximum available accelerationand deceleration, this describesthe range betweenwhich
a choice must be made. Calculation of the maximum possible accelerationand maximum
possibledecelerationis performed using the method described previously.

In order to makea selectionas to the amount of acceleration/decelerationto apply, it is
useful to know the current braking distanceof the vehicle. VTruck usesthis braking
distancein combination with knowledge about proximity to other objects in the
environmentto decide whether the vehicle needsto apply the brake, or whether it is safe
to accelerate.

The maximum deceleration of a vehicle at any given time is dependent on the maximum
available retarding force, the mass of the vehicle and on the gradient of the terrain. Since
it is difficult to estimate the gradient of the terrain over the entire braking distance of the
vehicle and the maximum available retarding force varies with speed, evaluating the
actual braking distance for a vehicle is not a trivial task.

An estimationof the braking distancebasedupon the calculated maximum available
decelerationis insufficient, as there is a tendencyfor the retarding force to increasewith
the speedof the vehicle. This will result in an estimatedbraking distance that is smaller
than the actual distance,though factors such as gradient may work against this.

If a vehicle makes an estimate of braking distance that is smaller than the actual distance,
this may lead to problems as it will choose not to brake until absolutely necessary, by
which time it may be too late. If the vehicle estimates the distance to be greater than the
actual distance then it will choose to brake too soon. If the vehicle chooses to brake too
soon, then it is likely that on the next evaluation of safe speed it will consider that it is
safe to accelerate. This can lead to an unstable simulation as vehicles continually switch
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from braking to acceleratingand back again.

This is not an effective modelling of a vehicle's accelerating/brakingbehaviour. Early
be
in
the
that
simulator
required
one of two states,either accelerating
of
vehicles
versions
or braking as hard as possible. A new method was developed that allowed this behaviour
to be modelled more realistically, this is described below.

Two distances are used to decide the accelerating/braking behaviour for a given vehicle.
The first is the minimum estimated stopping distance, this calculation is based upon the
currently available maximum deceleration. The second is an estimate of a 'safe' distance.
This distance is always greater than the minimum stopping distance and is an
approximation of the distance at which a vehicle will start to reduce accelerating. This
distance is currently set as six times the minimum estimated stopping distance, this value
provides a good modelling of vehicle behaviour. These distances are shown in Figure
6.41.

Vehicle
Velocity (v)

Minimum Estimated
Stopping Distance
(Max. deceleration)

'Safe'distance
(Max. acceleration)

Figure 6.41 Minimum and safe' distances

Once a vehicle has evaluated these two distances, and it's proximity to other factors it Can
determine whether it should be accelerating or braking and by how much it should be
doing so. By mapping the choice of maximum acceleration and maximum deceleration to
these two distances, and analysing the vehicle's proximity to other objects in the
is
it
decision.
deceleration
The
is
to
possible
obtain
a
maximum
available
environment
braking
distance, and the maximum available
the
to
minimum
estimated
mapped
acceleration is mapped to the estimated 'safe' distance. A linear model is implemented
inside VTruck for mapping proximity from an object to a decision on amount of
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accelerationor decelerationto apply. As distance from the factor decreases,the vehicle
choosesto apply less accelerationand eventually to brake.

Consider a situation where a vehicle is approaching the end of the road. In the vehicle's
initial state,the end of the road is beyond the calculated safe distanceof the vehicle. As a
result the vehicle choosesto accelerateas hard as possible (see Situation I in Figure
6.42). The vehicle's distanceto the end of the road will decreaseand eventually becomes
lessthan the calculatedsafe distance. Once it becomeslessthan the safe distance the
vehicle choosesto apply less acceleration(situation 2) and eventually the brake (situation
3). As the vehicle decelerates,its minimum estimatedbraking distanceand the calculated
safedistancealso decrease. Ultimately this results in the vehicle coming to a stop when
the distanceis equal to zero.
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Situation 1, Acceleration = Max. Available
Vehicle
Velocity

V
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(Max. Deceleration)
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Situation 3: Acceleration = Near Min. Available (deceleration)
A
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10 0

0

Situation 4- Stopped
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i
v
Figure 6.42 Acceleration/deceleration

behaviour of vehicle approaching

the end of

the road

The change in acceleration, speed, and distance to the end ofthe road is shown in Figure

6.43.
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Figure 6.43 Chart showing change in acceleration/speed as a vehicle approaches the
end of the road

This method produces reasonable results for the 'end of the road' case, but it must also be
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only
vehicle.
additional
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moving
the 'safe' following distance. This value is specified by the vehicle ahead and describes
the additional distance that the vehicle behind may safely approach when the vehicle
ahead is stationary. This value is effectively subtracted from the distance that a vehicle
thinks it is from a factor (see Figure 6.44). For the end of the road, this value is zero,
haul
for
typical
truck it will be approximately eight.
a
whilst
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Vehicle
Velocity (v)
------

Reported
Distance

Actual
Distance

Safe Following
Distance
Figure 6.44 Subtraction of 'safe' following distance

This value will have the effect of increasing the distance that a vehicle follows behind
another vehicle, this value is applied throughout the entire speed range, so when the
vehicle ahead comes to rest the vehicle behind will stop this distance behind. If for a
typical haul truck the value is eight, any vehicle following this truck will stop
approximately eight metres behind.

Examples of Dynamic Features

Load Points
There are a numberof possibleconfigurations of load points in surface mines. VTruck
currently supportsthe 'drive-by' loading method. Haul trucks arrive from one direction,
slow to a stop, are loaded by the excavator, and leave in the opposite direction. This is
shown in Figure 6.45.
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Figure 6.45 Drive-by loading method in VTruck

An excavatoris representedwithin the simulation as a static dynamic feature. Within the
simulation the excavator's position is consideredon the haul road. However, the
graphical representationof the excavator is offset from the haul road, the amount of the
offset is calculatedso that excavator appearsto load the stoppedhaul trucks.

As vehicles approachthe excavator,they decide whether they should stop at the load
point to be loaded. This is currently determinedby whether they are currently loaded, if
they are loadedthey will not stop, however, if they are not loaded they will stop and wait
to be loadedby the excavator. If they stop, they will slow to a stop and wait for the
excavatorto load them. Once the vehicle has stoppedat the location of the load point, it
sendsa messageto the excavatorto start loading.

Once the excavatorhas received the 'start-loading' message,it will complete a pre-set
Once
has
load
it
cycles.
completed loading it will send a messageback to the
of
number
vehicle indicating that loading is complete. After the vehicle has received this messageit
will continue along the pre-definedroute after recording it's new weight.
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Moving Dynamic Features
These are computer-simulated vehicles capable of following a predefined route as

specified by the scenarioeditor in VEdit. They include the modelling of performance and
the behaviour and positioning detailed in previous sections.

The functionality included allows them to stop and load at dump points and to queueif
necessarybehind other automatic or manual vehicle objects. They will have a graphical
representationin the world that is positioned at the samelocation as in the simulation.
Someexamplesof thesetypes of objects are given in Figure 6.46.

Figure 6.46 Examples of dynamic features

Manual Vehicle
The manualvehicle usesmuch the sameinformation as the moving dynamic vehicle. The
principal difference being the method of control. The manual vehicle includes all the

modelling of vehicle performanceand the specification of a route.

The manual vehicle is also able to send and receive messageswith other objects in the
simulation. Other objects in the simulation communicate in much the same way as they

would with a moving dynamic feature. They are able to identify its position and state and
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adjust their behaviour accordingly.

The position of the manualtruck in the mine is recorded in two ways. The first is the
The
is
this
the
secondis its
position,
position
of
associated
object.
graphical
absolute
route position, this is a measureof distancealong the pre-defined route. This measure
allows VTruck to track progressdown the haul road and to identify the vehicle's position
within the segment.

A manualvehicle's movementwithin the virtual world is restricted to the haul road. If
the userstraysfrom the haul road then the simulation will be paused,a messagewill be
displayed,and after an acknowledgementVTruck will reposition the vehicle on the haul
road and continue the simulation.

As with other computer controlled vehicles the manual truck first calculates available

vehicle performance. Once this is complete, the manual truck will read values from the
choseninput device and thesewill be mappedto available vehicle performance.

Any of the examplesgiven for moving dynamic vehiclescould be used as a manual
vehicle.

6.4.2.2

Collision Detection

Collision detection is only enabledwhen the systemis in 'driver training' mode.
Collision testsare performed betweenthe manually driven vehicle and other objects (both
in
dynamic)
the virtual environment. Under normal conditions it will be
and
static
unlikely that computer controlled vehicles will collide, it is therefore unnecessaryto
perform collision tests betweentheseobjects. This reducesthe computation performed
eachdiscretetime-step and improves the performanceof the simulation.

The collision box usedduring the test is specified in the object description file as a series
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of four points. Thesedescribethe size and position of the object in local co-ordinates.
Additional collision tests are performed to ensure that the manual vehicle never leaves the

haulroad.

Collision testsare performed in 2D as the restrictions on the environment, introduced
during the creation of the world, remove the need to test in 3D.

6.4.3 Modes of Operation
A numberof potential usesfor the system have beenestablishedand this subsequentlyled
to the identification of three modes of operation. For each of the three modes the method

of presentationof the virtual world is different.

In eachof the three modesthe full hazard identification framework is supported. This
allows the user to identify hazardsas describedpreviously.

6.4.3.1

Driver Training (manual mode)

The user is presented with a view from the cub of the vehicle that can be driven anywhere
on the haul road. As with computer controlled vehicles, its performance is simulated in
real-time. The vehicle can be driven using a variety of input devices. These include a
mouse, keyboard, joystick or a steering wheel. Each of these input devices provides a
means to accelerate, brake and turn to the left or right. The full hazard identification
framework is available at any time.

The driven vehicle has a pre-defined route that the trainee is asked but not required to
follow, progressalong this route is monitored by the simulation. If the trainee drives off
the haul road at any point or crashesinto any other feature in the surface mine then a
Once
a collision hasoccurred the simulation is pausedand a collision
results.
collision
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notification is given. Acknowledging this messagewill result in the vehicle being placed
back on the haul road close to where the collision occurred.

Figure 6.47 View from the vehicle cab.

6.4.3.2

Driver Demonstration (automatic mode)

VTruck presentsthe user with a view from the cab of the vehicle specified during
This
vehicle is controlled by the computer and will drive through the
creation.
scenario

mine following the route specified in VEdit.

Although the usercannot control the vehicle they are able to alter the viewpoint within
the cab. The user can look around the cab out the right or left window (Figure 6.48) using

devices.
input
the
of
any
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Figure 6.48 View through the right window of the vehicle cab.

6.4.3.3

General Operation (floating mode)

In this mode the viewpoint is not associatedwith any object in the simulation or any
graphical representationin the virtual environment. There are no restrictions placed on
movementthrough the virtual world, as such the viewpoint may be moved to any
location. Navigation is achievedusing any of the input devices described previously. A
floating
from
the
viewpoint is shown in Figure 6.49.
view
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Figure 6.49 View of a surface mine load point in floating viewpoint mode.

6.4.4 Hazard Identification Framework
The hazardidentification framework implementedallows hazardsto be specified by the
trainer and subsequentlyidentified by the trainee. On completion of a training session
VTruck provides an evaluation of trainee performancewhich can be used to assessor test
the ability of traineesto operate safely within the environment.

The mechanism uses hazard information attached to objects in the virtual world, this is
defined from within VEdit prior to execution in VTruck training system. This
information describes all possible hazards and subsequent choices that are displayed to
the user during a training session. Setting up a scenario for use within a training session
will involve the following steps:

Ensurethat all possible hazards,risk-levels and corrective actions have beendefined,
theseare specified within VEdit. This hazard information is not intended to be
scenariospecific, the available hazardsfor each object and their correspondingrisk
levels and corrective actions will typically be used across all generated scenarios
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within a given mine.
2.

Specify the known hazards,correct risk-levels and actions for a given scenario within
VTruck. This provides a known set of hazardsthat can be usedto evaluatetrainee
performance.

3.

Use the scenariofor a training session.

Stagestwo and three involve identification of hazards,risk-levels and corrective actions
within the VTruck application; this is termed the hazardidentification procedure.

6.4.4.1

Hazard Identification

Procedure

The identification procedure involves the completion of the following six steps from

within the VTruck application.

1. Pausethe simulation.
2.

Identify the object with which the hazard is associated by selecting it on-screen.

3.

Select the appropriate hazard from a multiple-choice list.

4.

Evaluate the level of risk, by selecting from a multiple-choice list.

5.

Indicate any corrective action that needs to be taken, by selection from a multiple-

choice list.
6.

Continue the simulation

Once an object has been identified as hazardous (step 2 in the above list), by selecting it
using an on-screen cursor, the trainee is forced to complete the entire procedure, This
prevents any information being inferred from the displayed multiple-choice list.

6.4.4.2

Evaluating Performance

Traineesperformanceis evaluatedby comparing hazards,risk levels and actions
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identified by the trainee against those identified by the trainer. Individual trainee

performanceis measuredusing the following variables; theseare calculated automatically
by VTruck.

Number of hazardscorrectly identified by the trainee.
Number of hazardsincorrectly identified by the trainee.
0

Cumulative hazardscore, the sum total of the values attachedto each hazard that
were correctly identified.

This in conjunction with the number of hazards correctly

identified and the number of hazards missed helps to identify the severity of the

hazardsmissed.
0

Total number of hazardsin the scenario.

0

The following are recordedonly if the correct hazardhas been identified:
Number of risk levels correctly specified by the trainee.
Number of risk levels incorrectly specified by the trainee.
In the caseof an incorrectly specified risk level the difference betweenthe
trainee identified risk level and the correct risk level is added to a cumulative
risk level score. This helps to identify if there is a tendency for the trainee to
under or overestimate the level of risk.
*

Number of correct actions taken by the trainee

0

Number of incorrect actions taken by the trainee
For eachcorrectly specified action the scoreassignedto the action is added to a
trainee action score. This score can be comparedto an expectedscore, which
must be calculatedon the basis of hazardscorrectly identified. This helps to
determine the severity of incorrect actions taken by the trainee.

Although it is not within the scopeof this work to evaluatethe effectivenessof these
is
it
the authors' view that theseshould provide a reasonable
criteria,
measurement
measureof performancewithin the VTruck system. These variables also demonstratethe
VR
systemto automatically record and evaluatetrainee performance. A
a
of
ability
report containing thesevariables is displayed to the trainee after the scenario has been
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completed.

6.4.5 Presentation

of the Virtual World

The virtual world is typically presented to the user as a full-screen 3D virtual
environment. The view is output from the computer through a standard VGA connector
be
displayed
may
on any standard PC display devices, such as a computer
such
as
and
monitor or a projection system. A windowed view onto the virtual world is also
available, this allows the user to execute VTruck whilst retaining access to the Windows
desktop.

The distinction betweena full-screen and windowed application is important. If the
full-screen
in
it is able to gain more control over system resources
executes
application
than a standardwindows application, This strategy is typically used in computer games
and allows dramatic increasesin performance.

In this mode VTruck is able to control is the resolution of the display. Reducing the
be
display
hence
to
the
the
that
rendered
need
of
reduces
number
pixels
and
of
resolution
the time (and resources)taken to render them. However, it also reducesthe quality of the
visuals, there is an obvious trade-off betweenquality and speed. VTruck offers full
control over the display device and resolution of the display. This has allowed the system
to take advantageof the increasedrendering performanceavailable on hardware
acceleratedgraphicscards.

VTruck usesMicrosoft's DirectDraw and Direct3D (part of the DirectX API) to render
This
because
display
API
to
the
the
visuals
user.
of the wide support
chosen
was
and
available for 3D acceleratedgraphicscards. DirectSound (also part of DirectX) is usedto
control and play sound.
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6.4.5.1

Rendering

Certain rendering techniquescan be used to increasethe realism of the generatedimages.
Care should be taken when choosing which options to use, some provide little benefit but
are computationally expensive,whilst others increasethe quality of the visuals
significantly whilst requiring only a small increasein the level of computation. There are
a large numberof options and techniquesavailable, thoseconsideredmost important by
the author are detailed below:

The sky object, shown in Figure 6.50, is a textured hemispherethat is automatically
loaded,textured and scaledto the dimensionsof the pit environment. Whilst the
viewpoint remainswithin the surface mine it provides a good representationof the sky.

Figure 6.50 Screenshot of a surface mine showing textured sky object (sunny
conditions).

Different bitmapscan be usedfor the sky to representdifferent environmental conditions.
Figure 6.51 showsthe surfacemine under cloudy conditions.
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Figure 6.51 A surface mine under simulated cloudy conditions.

The lighting of the environment can be adjustedto representchangesin the weatheror the
time of day. Figure 6.52 shows an environment during simulated darkness.

Figure 6.52 A surface mine under simulated darkness (road is lit due to vehicle
headlights).

Heavy or light fogging conditions restrict the visibility in a surface mine, thesecan have a
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seriousimpact on driving conditions and visibility. It is possible to include fogging
within the virtual world, Figure 6.53 shows an environment in foggy conditions.

Figure 6.53 A surface mine in simulated foggy conditions.

6.4.5.2

Sound

Soundcan provide a haul truck driver with essentialinformation as to the health of their
truck and the position and stateof equipment in the surrounding area.

In the real world, the perception of a sound's position in space is influenced by a number

factors
factors,
the
taken into account(and those usedby DirectSound) are as
main
of
follows (Microsoft, 1999):

0

Volume. The farther an object is from the listener, the quieter it sounds.

0

Interaural intensity difference. A soundcoming from the listener's right will sound
louder in the right ear than in the left. This effect is familiar to anyone who has
listenedto a stereosound system.

0

Interaural time difference. A soundemitted by a sourceto the listener's right will
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before
it
the
at
right
ear
slightly
arrives at the left ear.
arrive

0

Muffling. The orientation of the ears ensuresthat soundscoming from behind the
listener are slightly muffled compared with sounds coming from in front. In addition,

if a soundis coming from the right, the sound reaching the left ear will be muffled by
the massof the listener'sheadas well as by the orientation of the left ear.

In addition to varying the type and intensity of the soundsaccording to the user's
position, VTruck also adjusts the type of sound dependingon the stateof the equipment.
In particular the changein speedof a vehicle's engine is representedby a change in the
frequencyof the soundcoming from that engine. Information available from the
simulation componentof VTruck is used to adjust the frequency of the sound as the
vehicle accelerates,changesgear, and decelerates. This has shown to provide good
auditory cuesas to the stateof the engine and the location of equipment.

6.4.6 InputlOutput

Devices

A wide variety of different input and output devices are available for use with PC based
desktop VR systems. The systemwas designedso that it could be used in a number of
different configurations, a typical configuration is shown in Figure 6.54.
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Monitor

PC
t

Speaker

Speaker

Joystick

Steering Wheel
& Pedals

Input Devices
Figure 6.54 Typical configuration of Muck

6.4.6.1

Input Devices

it wasconsideredimportant to provide a natural interface for the trainee, this would allow
them to becomefamiliar and feel comfortable in the simulator in a short period of time.
The input devices must be capableof performing the two types of operation that arc
required by the VTruck system,theseare:

I.

Ability to navigate through the world.

2.

Ability to selectobjects within the world and to subsequentlyidentify options from a
multiple-choice menu.
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Navigation
A numberof different input devices have been used to navigate through the world. These
include a joystick, a steeringwheel and pedal device, a spaceballand the mouseand
keyboard. Someof theseare shown in Figure 6.55 and Figure 6.56.

Figure 6.55 Picture of joystick and spaceball

Figure 6.56 Steering wheel and pedals

The most natural interface for driving a vehicle is to use the steering wheel and pedals.
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Specificationswere provided to external contractors who built the steering wheel and
pedalsthat can be usadto navigate through the world. This device was rewired so that it
could be connectedto a standardPC gamesport and so that it's output could be read by
the Windows operating system

number of commercial steering wheel and pedals are now available such as Microsoft's
SideWinder Precision Racing Wheel. These can be used in place of the custom built

device.

Each of thesedevicescan be configured through the 'Game Controllers' option in the
Windows 95/98-control panel. This allows many different devices to be configured,
calibrated and subsequentlyusedwith the VTruck system. Figure 6.57 shows the test
98
for
built
Windows
in
the
custom
steering wheel and pedalsinput device.
utility

Settings TOtt

I

Test the game contiollei. It the controlkmis not functioning pjopeiý, it may
reed to be calibrated. To cahlbiate it, go to the Setdngý page.
Axes

+

X Axis /Y Axis

R ud

BuUons0

4)

OK

Cancel

Figure 6.57 Windows test utility for game controllers, the device being tested is the
custom built steering wheel
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Once the device has beenconfigured and calibrated in control panel, the values can be
readdirectly by VTruck and translatedinto commandsused to control the vehicle or to
navigatethrough the world.

Object/Menu Selection
The usermust also be able to selectobjects in the 3D world and subsequentlyidentify
input
There
devices
from
that
multiple-choice
menu.
of
possible
a
are
a
number
options
could be usedfor this purpose.

Perhapsthe most intuitive and natural method of selection would be a touch-screen
device. Simply pressingon the desired object or menuoption on screencould select that
object or menuchoice. However, this input device is not suitable for a projection screen,
be
of
selection
must
means
also
available.
another
and so

The current system allows objects to be selected by manipulating a pointing device using

keyboard.
Menu
be
keys
joystick
the
the
the
or
options
using
number
can
selected
either
on the keyboard.

6.4.6.2

Output devices

VTruck uses standard PC graphics cards to render images of the virtual world. The
from
these graphics cards is normally displayed to the user on a computer monitor.
output
A projection system such as that shown in Figure 6.58 can be used to enhance the
experience.
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Figure 6.58 VTruck

used with a projection

system

The projection systemincreasesthe field of view, in somecasesthe feeling of immersion
is increased;howeverthis could be due to other factors such as the reduced lighting
levels. Projection systemshave also proven useful when demonstratingthe systemto
groups of people. However, the practicality of a projection systemis questionable,the
by
intensity
distance
light
heavily
in
is
the
the
the
affected
of
and areaover
room,
quality
is
has
It
image
the
the
and
the
projected,
and
projection
screen.
quality
of
projector
which
for
difficult
lighting
level
to
the
to
reduce
a good quality
a
sufficient
proven
often
highest
This
the
prevents
quality imagesfrom being presentedto the user.
projection.

Recentdevelopmentsin graphics hardwareand in the Direct3D software API have meant
that it is possible to use 3D glasses in conjunction with a standard monitor setup. This

images
illusion
3D.
to
the
the
true
user
and
stereo
of
provides

A surroundsoundaudio systemcan be used to heightenthe effect of sound generatedby
It
VTruck
can improve the ability of the systemto generaterealistic 3D
system.
the
Additional
improved
the
speakers
are
used
an
giving
system
capability to
sources.
sound
render soundsthat appearto the right/left and behind the user.
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6.4.7 VTruck - The Application
The VTruck application was written using Microsoft Visual C++, and runs on a PC under
Windows 95/98. VTruck usesMicrosoft's DirectDraw and Direct3D (part of the DirectX
API) to render and display the visuals to the user. This API was chosenbecauseof the
wide support available for 3D acceleratedgraphics cards. DirectSound is used to render
the 3D sound,and DirectInput is usedto read input from devices such asjoysticks,
steeringwheelsand spaceballs. Both DirectSound and DirectInput are part of Microsoft's
DirectX API.

The VTruck application has three distinct phases. First the user must select the scenario
and configure VTruck (initialisation). Once the user hasconfirmed theseoptions VTruck
entersthe secondphase(virtual training environment). In the final stageVTruck
performs any final processing,writes any stored data and restoresany resourcesused
(exit).

6.4.7.1

Initialisation

During the initialisation, the user has to select a number of options from a series of dialog
boxes. The dialog box shown in Figure 6.59 allows the user to select a scenario, the
mode of operation and whether VTruck is recording or evaluating the hazards spotted (via
the 'Advanced' button).
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Tip
Selecta sxxwkyioby clickingthe buttonin the select
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Figure 6.59 Selection of scenario and mode of operation in VTruck

The usermust also choosea numberof renderingoptions from a further dialog box
(shown in Figure 6.60). This is a three-stageprocedure;first the user must select the
device in the computeron which to render the images,this is typically the computer's
graphicscard. The usermust also selectthe driver (either hardwareor software) and the
display

mode (both resolution and colour depth).

Tip
Selectingthe correctdisplaycan makea big differenceto
the performance
of VTruck (seethe associatedhelppage
by clickir-ighelpat the bottomof thisdialog).

Device

PrimayDisplayDriver

Diivei

DiractM HAL
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11024 768 16
x
x
r
Help

I

Windowed
Exit

Figure 6.60 VTruck renderer selection
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Pressingthe help button in any of the initial setup windows accessesVTruck's on-line
help system. A samplepagefrom the help systemis shown in Figure 6.61.

UK
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Took

Favwto
Aý ý2

Help

4L50VCh

j"-y
_jiFavalm

ew

Uni.

Configuring the Display

Ed

I

Configuring the display correctly is very imponant as incorrectly selected options car seriously affect
Ow quality of the visuals and also the performance of the system This is achieved through the dialog
box shown above.
The top dropdowri menu shows the available devices. this corresponds to the available graphics
cards in Vw current system Most Systemswill only have one device, however for systems with 3DFX
cards. there will be more than one,
The middle dropdown menu shows the avalable drivers. this is dependent on the dwce selected.
There WOnormally be up to 4 drivers evalable:
Ramp Emulation, this is software o* (not hardware accelerated), it takes a lot of
shorIcuts in ren0anng so whilst still being quite slow offers quite poor grapi-mcalquality
RGS Emulabon, this is software only (not hardware accelerated), it takes fewer shortcuts
in rendering so is extremely slow but gives a good graphical quality
MMX Emulation, this IS the same as RGB Emulation but is opUMIS9dfor WX and
Pentium 11
processors. it is still quite slow but offers a quite good graphical quality.

Figure 6.61 VTruck's on-line help system

6.4.7.2

Virtual Training Environment

The virtual training environment is presentedas a full-screen application. The display
depend
to
the
user
will
on the mode selectedduring VTruck's initialisation. in
presented
be
demonstration'
'driver
'driver
training'
the
or
user
will
presentedwith a
mode
either
is
in
from
'general
there
no cab environment.
cab,
operation'
mode
a
vehicle
view
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Navigation
The type of input device used to navigate through the world will depend on VTruck's

mode of operation.

Driver Training (manual mode)
A steering wheel and pedals or joystick will typically be used to drive the vehicle,

keyboard
device
is
The
input
it
the
to
possible
use
and
provides the
mouse.
although
brake
left.
turn
to
to
or
and
right
accelerate
or
ability

The vehicle's movement is restricted to the haul road, if the user leaves the haul road or
in
be
detected.
Once
the
object
virtual
world,
any
a
collision
will
a collision
with
collides
has been detected, the simulation will pause, and after an acknowledgement by the user
the vehicle will be repositioned on the haul road close to where the crash took place. A
6.62.
driven
haul
is
Figure
has
in
the
that
off
road
shown
vehicle

Ale

4

Figure 6.62 A vehicle crashed into the side of the road
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Driver Demonstration

(automatic mode)

In this modethe computerdrives the vehicle but the user is able to look right or left from
the vehicle cab to identify hazards. The joystick, mouseor keyboard is normally used to
control the viewpoint in this mode.

General Operation (floating mode)
In this mode the user is free to move to any location within the virtual environment. Input
devices typically used in this mode include the joystick, keyboard and mouse. Each of

theseinput devicesprovides the ability to move freely through the virtual world.

Hazard Identification
At any time, and in any of VTruck's three modes,the user can enter the hazard
identification systemby pressingthe spacebaron the keyboard (or the appropriate button
device).
input
The
hazard
is
identification
the
exactly the samein
procedure
current
on
any of VTruck's three modes.

Once this mode hasbeenentered,the simulation is paused,and the user is asked to
identify the object with which the identified hazardsis associated. The user must move
the cursor, representedby a yellow square,over the object and pressthe spacebar(or the
button
input
device).
is
This
the
on
current
shown in Figure 6.63.
procedure
appropriate
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Figure 6.63 Selecting an object from within Wrack

Once the object has been identified the user is provided with series of multiple-choice
hazard,
This
be
from
the
risk-level
and
action
process is shown
which
can
selected.
menu

in Figure 6.64.

Figure 6.64 Selecting the hazard, risk-level, and action from a multiple choice menu

The same hazard identification system is used when VTruck is recording the hazards and

when it is evaluatingthe performanceof a trainee.
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6.4.7.3

Exit

During the exit phaseof the application VTruck will evaluateor write the hazards
identified during its execution. If VTruck is being used to identify the hazardsprior to a
training sessionthen it will write the hazardsidentified to a file. This file is defines the
hazardsin the environmentand is usedto compare againstthe hazardsidentified during a
training session. The result of this comparison is a report detailing the performance of the
trainee. This report is savedto a file and presentedto the user after the system hasexited.
An examplereport is given in Figure 6.65.
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Figure 6.65 Assessmentreport from VTruck

6.5

Results

The systemhas beenpresentedto a wide cross section of people, including those both
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inside and outside the minerals industry, the general public, and at a number of
here
is
based
The
the
of
system
presented
upon the comments
evaluation
conferences.
received.

They were surprisedat the speedand simplicity of scenariogenerationand very positive
about the incorporation of existing data producing realistic environments. They felt that
performing training in environmentssimilar to those faced in reality would provide
significant benefits. Additionally, the provision of realistic environmentsopened up the
systemto be usedfor a variety of other tasks.

They liked the method of defining the haul road as sequenceof line segments,in
be
flexibility
it
defined.
the
the
the
road
could
offered
and
speed
with
which
particular
They commentedthat the quality of the haul road produced in terms of integration with
the imported landform was good.

The provision of object libraries allowed quick incorporation of objects and the
Furthermore
found
be
to
to
movement
understand.
of
object
was
simple
specification
they felt that the ability to add new or customise existing objects provided good scope for
producing realistic environments.

In the training system,people were surprised at the realism of the environment produced.
Factors identified as important included the high quality of the visuals, 3D sound, realism
of object movementand simulation and the speedof the update maintained.
Environmental effects such as fogging and cloudy sky were consideredto enhancethe
virtual environmentsignificantly. The visual representationof the haul road was
identified as an arearequiring improvement,there was a lack of berms at the side of the
flat
it
too
and uniform.
was
road and

The representation of the cab environment was not considered sufficient for the purposes

features
including
fuel
Important
the
of
environment
missing
were
training.
gauges,
of
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warning lights, and rear view mirrors. People did not generally comment on the driving
found
it
difficult
to estimate the size
they
though
the
environment
virtual
within
position
of the vehicle, this resultedin collisions that they did not feel were justified.

The view provided onto the virtual world was found to be restrictive, people wanted to
seeleft, right and behind. Manipulating the current view to 'turn around' was found to be
cumbersomeand unnatural,it was subsequentlyidentified that the provision of additional
screenswould be the best way of supporting additional views.

People liked the flexibility

offered by the training system, in particular they anticipated

that the three modes of operation could be used for a wide variety of tasks including
demonstration.
The
input
devices
provided a natural way of
available
and
visualisation
interacting with the system. In particular the use of a steering wheel and pedals provided
a good method of controlling the haul truck. Observations showed that people became
familiar with the driving controls quickly.

Controlling the free movement mode using a

joystick required additional time, though this was could be attributed to the increased
freedom of movement available.

The hazardidentification systemprovided a simple method of testing employee
knowledgeand protocols, though this would require further developmentand
customisationto meeteachorganisationsrequirements. The method for identifying
hazardsand subsequentlyselectingmenu options was consideredcumbersomeand did
The
fit
through
the
navigation
use of a touch screeninput
with
virtual
world.
well
not
device was identified as an important future development.

In generalpeoplecommentedthat the environment producedprovided a good
faced
likely
in
to provide a good
that
that
this
of
reality
and
was
representation
environmentin which to train.
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6.6 Summary
The haulagetraining simulator was implementedas two distinct applications. The first
allows virtual environmentsto be authoredwhilst the secondprovides a virtual
for
training.
suitable
environment

The constructionof a virtual training environment can be a complex and time consuming
based
PC
Windows
A
application (VEdit) was developed to:
process.

0

Automate much of the process of scenario creation, reducing the time taken to

constructscenarios.
*

Allow integration of existing data from mine design packages. This ensures that the

training worlds are geographicallyrealistic and allows them to reflect the
environment faced on a day to day basis.
0

Allow fast modification and customisation of scenarios.

0

Provide data so sufficient quality for the training module.

Existing landform data is imported into the application from a mine design package,this
The
haul
be
to
the
generated
road network is
scenarios
geographically
realistic.
allows
overlaid onto this terrain as a seriesof straight and curved line segments. This sequence
lines is convertedin a full road network consisting of 2D straight, curved and junction
This
road network is subsequentlyintegratedinto the terrain such that a
segments.
road
realistic haul road suitablefor usein a simulation is produced. Route information is
generatedas part of the haul road, allowing computer controlled vehicles to move through
the virtual world efficiently.

The resulting terrain is populated with objects such as equipment, personneland
buildings. A framework was developedthat allowed the incorporation of a number of
different types of objects. This included the placementof static objects and also the
definition of route information for moving objects.
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Hazard information comprisesthe nameof the hazard, a risk level, and a corrective
action, this can be attachedto any object in the virtual environment. Each hazard, risk
level and action has an associatedscore that can be used in the training simulator to
help
Libraries
these
to
available,
of
pre-defined
objects
are
performance.
evaluate
improve the speedof scenariogenerationas existing objects can be reused in newly
createdvirtual environments.

Tools are in place allowing generated scenarios to be tested and modified until a realistic

environmentis produced.

The PC basedvirtual training system(VTruck) usesdata generatedby VEdit to provide:

0A

realistic environmentin which to train, this includes the provision of high quality
visuals, and realistic audio.

0

Realistic simulation of vehicle behavioursand performance.

0

Natural methodof interacting with the environment.

0

Provision of a hazard identification framework that allows assessment of trainee

performance.

A simulation engine was developedinside the VTruck package. This allows the
specification of equipmentperformancein the form of industry standardrimpull and
This
allows an accuratesimulation of vehicle performanceto be
curves.
retarder
maintained. Additionally the simulation engine supportsbasic object behaviour for
individual vehicles,each vehicle is consideredas an individual entity and is able to
based
behaviour
local
its
the
upon
an
analysis
environment.
of
modify

A numberof modeswere implementedallowing the user to drive, be driven or fly freely
through the environment. When either driving or being driven through the environment a
The
is
to
the
the
three modesallow
presented
as
part
user
of
world.
virtual
cab
virtual
flexibility to undertakedifferent taskswithin the virtual world, including and evaluation
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hazards
(or
the
to
the
either
record
set
within the
environment
and
up)
generated
of
environment.

The virtual world is presentedas a full screenapplication, the use of a graphics
accelerationallows realistic imagesto be produced whilst maintaining a frame rate close
to that of film. VTruck has been usedwith both a standardmonitor and a projection
systemto display imagesto the user. 3D sound is also generatedby equipment in the
environment,this can be enhancedwith a surround sound audio system. The type of
input device will dependon the mode of operation, though a steering wheel and pedals,a
joystick and a mouseand keyboard are all supported.

Training is accomplished using a hazard identification mechanism that can be accessed at
in
Trainees
identify
hazards
by
during
the
the
environment
simulation.
pausing
point
any
the simulation and selecting on screen the object with which the hazard is associated.
After identifying the object and the hazard they are required to indicate any corrective
action they would choose to take and also select a level of risk.

When running in training mode, VTruck will record the performanceof a trainee based
A
is
levels
in
hazards,
taken
the
report
the
produced at
risk
and
actions
simulator.
upon
the conclusion of the simulation detailing statistics that can be usedfor assessment.
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Conclusions

7.1

and Recommendations

Introduction

The purposeof this work was to identify and investigate the potential of producing
commercially viable VR systemsthat could be used within the minerals industry. In
further
identify
develop
it
to
to
the
out
and
set
existing
concept
risk
regions
of
particular
and investigatethe potential for using VR to improve aspectsof safety. In this chapter a
brief overview of the work is given followed by the presentationof conclusions and
recommendations.

7.2

Overview of Thesis

It was identified that VR is a technology that is already being used for a wide variety of
has
improved
VR
The
in
the
technology
quality
of
rapid
advancement
applications.
whilst also reducing the cost associatedwith such systems. The rapid progressof low
in
has
be
VR
this
technology
to
areasonce ruled out due
allowed
considered
systems
cost
to the high cost involved.

Applications were identified that demonstratethe potential of VR to improve safety in a
wide variety of industries. Theseoften show that VR is successfullyapplied when the
situation is dangerousor when it is expensiveor impractical to recreatethe environment.
The minerals industry is a dangerousenvironment that has many aspectsof safety.
Following a preliminary investigation into general aspectsof safety within the minerals
industry the potential for applying VR technology was investigatedin two areas,risk
assessmentand training.

The AIMS ResearchUnit had already undertakensome preliminary work on a risk
Work
tool.
was undertaken to develop and refine the concepts introduced. A
assessment

This
VR
is
desktop-based
system.
or
system
on
recreated
a
world is
process
physical
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enhancedwith a risk-basedoverlay and tools are provided that allow the risk at any
location to be evaluated and logged. A prototype application was built and two case

developed.
the
to
the
evaluate
effectiveness
of
concepts
conducted
were
studies

The secondareainvestigatedthe viability of producing a low cost training system for haul
truck drivers operating within a surfacemine environment. A systemwas developed with
the aim of demonstratingthe potential of VR to enhancethe current training program.
The systemdevelopedsupportsfull custornisationof the environment, including the
incorporation of mine specific geometry and road layouts as well as the individual
placementof objects and routesof mine equipment. The trainee can either navigate
freely, drive, or be driven by the computer through the constructed virtual environment.
Hazard identification is usedas the primary tool for transmitting and testing knowledge.

7.3

Conclusions

This section presents the conclusions drawn from the research undertaken.

7.3.1 Risk Visualisation

System

it was envisagedthat the 3D visualisation of operations would provide the assessorwith a
better understandingof the layout, the size and the movementof objects within the
environment. Enhancingthe environment with a risk-basedoverlay would allow the
investigate
further
the risk-basedrelationships within the environment. It was
to
assessor
hoped that the developmentof such tools would enhanceunderstandingleading to a better
risk assessmentand a safer work place.

In situationswhere it is impossible to gain first hand experienceof an environment,
3D
developed
it
in
The
provides
a
good
alternative.
application
allows the
visualising
from
including
be
in
those
the real
to
any
position
and
not
possible
viewed
angle,
world
different
be
The
time
the
many
rate
of
world
and
within
can
controlled
viewpoints
world.
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can be displayed simultaneouslyin real time. This provides a powerful meansof
in
is
investigating
that
the real
the
not
possible
environment
often
and
experiencing
world.

Modelling the processitself can also aid understanding,limits on the transfer of
knowledgeusing a paper basedapproachmean that it is sometimesdifficult to understand
the order of proceduresand the time taken to complete them. Viewing the operations in
real-time and in 3D allows the assessorto becomefamiliar with both the time and spatial
relationshipsof the operation.

Using regions to representthe increasedrisk around eachdangerousfactor provides a
function
for
The
inclusion
basis
of proximity to the classic
risk
assessment.
of
some
good
definition of risk is important when assessingthe risk basedrelationships in a 3D
environment.

The algorithms developed provided a good representation of the risk in the environment.
For each risk marker the calculated risk values were reasonable given their location. The
has
location
in
level
the
proved
useful
of
risk
at
a
particular
to
other
calculate
ability
industries. In particular this allows a direct comparison of the risk experienced in two
different locations or environments.

Great care must be taken when defining the shape, size and values associated with risk
impact
The
the
this
the
can
result
of
resolution to which the risk
as
assessment.
regions,
regions are modelled is also important; they should be modelled to a level that is suitable
for the environment under consideration.

The approachadoptedallows eachpiece of equipment to be considered in isolation, the
is
dependent
Increased
the
only
upon
state.
region
equipment's
use of the
associated
lead
in
therefore
to
the size, shapeand values associatedwith
refinement
could
system
Benefits
of this might include an improved assessmentand a reduced
system.
eachregion
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modelling time. Region systemscould be developed for each piece of equipment used
within the mining industry and subsequentlysharedbetweenoperators. The development
level
interpretation
the
to
that
risk
assessment
and
one
reduces
of
approach
common
a
of
required by an assessorcould prove attractive to organisations.

The risk region systems used have shown to provide a flexible means for modelling many

types of risk. As new types of risk are included different types of risk region system
could be defined to accurately model the risk experienced.

The application written to investigatethe new approach was sufficient to evaluate
effectivenessand to demonstrateintended use. The PC basedsystemprovided adequate
computing power to model the environmentsconsideredin the two casestudies. A
desktop systemproved ideal for the task under consideration,the use of a joystick in
interacting
keyboard
of
method
a
mouse
and
provides
good
with
a
with the
combination
2D interfaceand also of navigating through the virtual environment.

VR technology allows a much more complex spatial analysis of the environment to be

for
displaying
levels of risk
It
is
ideal
to
the
the
user.
medium
presented
and
conducted
between
the
equipment,risk regions and markers.
relationships
complex
and

The visualisation of operations and risk in 3D could also be used for purposes other than
risk assessment. Training and educating personnel prior to undertaking tasks in the
environment is one example. The system could be used to highlight dangerous areas and
factors within the environment or perhaps to illustrate the sequence of procedures for an
entire operation. It is also possible that the system could prove useful in the design and
analysis of new or existing operations. The results of assessing the environment can be
incorporated into operational design perhaps leading to safer or more efficient procedures.

it is expected that the methodologies developed here could be used in industries and

environmentsother than thoseinvestigatedwith little modification.
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7.3.2 Haul Truck Simulator
Haul truck operation was identified as an areathat offered potential for improvement
through the useof a VR training system. Investigations were carried out and a training
systemdesignedand implementedthat demonstratesthe potential for low-cost VR
training systemswithin the minerals industry.

7.3.2.1

Scenario creation

Historically scenarioconstruction is a time consuming and expensivetask; this has
proved a bottleneck in many existing VR training systems. The automation of much of
the procedureallows scenariosto be createdand modified quickly allowing trainers to
generateand exposetraineesto a wide variety of hazards. The simplicity of the system
build
VR
limited
to
training
no
experience
of
with
and
and edit
people
only
allows
high
to
quality.
a
scenarios

The methodologyusedto construct scenariosproved to be successfulin meeting all of the
It
incorporation
data
discussed.
the
to construct
allows
and
new
of
existing
objectives

scenariosthat were of sufficient quality to be used in the VR training system.

The useof existing data to generatethe virtual environmentsprovides realistic scenarios
in which to train. Evaluating the benefit of providing the trainee with the actual
in
However,
it
is
they
which
work
will
require
additional
work.
expected
environment
that there will be significant benefit from experiencingthe actual road layout and traffic
movementsprior to exposurein the real world. The cost of scenariocreation is also
considerablyreducedas the systemusesexisting data.

Defining the haul road network as a string of connected nodes proved to be a flexible and
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simple mechanism. This was sufficient to accommodatemost networks experienced in
real life. The algorithm developedthat integratesthe road network with the imported
terrain producedgood meshesthat can be used in a driving simulator.

The decompositionof the environment into dynamic, static and landform objects allows
many different types of objects to be included. Additionally any number of further
customobjects can be defined providing flexibility for further expansionor customisation
of the system. This has so far beensufficient to model a number of environments
containing different equipment.

7.3.2.2

Training system

The choice of C++ on a Windows platform proved a cost effective and powerful
combination. The increasein availability and power of 3D graphics acceleration has
significantly improved rendering performanceon the PC platform. The C++ language
provided the freedom and speednecessaryto achieve all of the objectives defined. The
Microsoft's
DirectX
2000)
(Microsoft,
libraries
also enabled development
such
as
of
use
to be undertakenin a much shorter time frame and allowed accessto many features not
previously possible(e.g. 3D audio and custom input devices). However, programming
3D worlds using C++ still requires a high degreeof expertiseand patience.

A good updaterate (above 30 frames per second)was achieved with a reasonablenumber
20)
(around
is
the
this
populating
environment;
a good target and provides a
objects
of
'smooth' experience. As the complexity of the environment and the number of objects
increasesthe updaterate slows, this was found to hamperresponsivenessof the system
frustrate
in
to
turn
usersof the system. Improvementsin computer power should
and
increasethe capabilities of the systemsufficiently to handle most mine environments. it
is consideredimportant to keep the frame rate as constantas possible as an erratic frame
impression
the
of jerkiness and can disrupt the experience,this was an issue
give
can
rate
during coding.
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The author believesthat the useof low-cost technologydoes not prohibit good quality
from
PC
based
benefits
Significant
using
are
available
simulation.
realistic
and
outputs
financial
initial
include
These
not
only
systemsrather than more expensiveworkstations.
flexibility
factors
in
the
but
terms
and
of
other
such
as
portability,
also
outlay
maintenanceand support of such systems.

The modelled rimpull and retarder curves provided a good mechanism for entering
The
into
the
these
simulation.
accurate
system;
provide
a
reasonably
vehicle performance
behaviour
is
behaviour
the
though
still
currently
well,
of
vehicle
works
simulation
design
The
of the simulation engine
modular
and
custornisable
simple.
relatively
behavioural
for
further
developing
basis
sophisticated
more
with
objects
provides a good
algorithms.

Experimentationwith different renderingtechniquesand parametersto recreatedifferent
environmentalconditions producedsomeinterestingresults. Further developmentwould
be required to adjust vehicle performancedependingon environmentalconditions, and to
verify that the conditions accuratelyreflect thoseencounteredin real life.

The steeringwheel and pedalsusedto control the vehicle provide a good natural interface
for the system. Peopleusing the systemfound that the controls were easy to use, they
r1ormallyfelt comfortabledriving the vehicle using the steeringwheel and pedalsin a
short spaceof time. The joystick was also considereda good method of navigation,
Peoplefelt comfortable navigatingin any of the three modesusing this device.

The projection systemprovides a good methodof demonstratingto groups of people,
however, it is questionablewhetherthis is a good way of delivering content to an
itidividual. A projection systemrequiresa larger areaand is more sensitive to conditions
than a standardmonitor. In termsof actual delivery subjectsthat had usedthe system
4eemedto prefer a standardmonitor system. They were more familiar with the device
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and it typically provides a higher quality image. Additionally using a monitor would
allow the inclusion of a touch screen system for identifying hazards.

Only limited work on the cab environment was undertaken. Including the cab in the
virtual world provides a high degreeof flexibility as it is possible to alter the layout
easily. However, it did not provide a good representationof the environment faced in
reality. A better representationof the dash could be provided by a real life mock up of the
instrumentsand dials.

The three modes of operation that were included in VTruck provided a good amount of
flexibility.

The ability to investigate the environment in floating mode allows a complete

investigation of the environment to be undertaken, it is useful during demonstrations, and
for specifying hazards. Manual mode is typically used for training, whilst automatic
mode is often used for demonstrations or could be used during a review phase of the
training program.

The hazardidentification framework has already shown significant promise as a valid
meansof training personnel. The method does seemto be compatible with this type of
simulator and is thought to provide a good method of knowledge transferral and
Hazards
included
currently
were well representedand easily identifiable
reinforcement.
in the virtual world though they were quite limited in scope.

Future VR training systems using similar hazard identification techniques should be
integrated with a touch-screen device as this provides a natural method of interaction with
the system. It was also found that manipulating a cursor through the keyboard or joystick
disrupted
the continuity of the experience.
and
clumsy
was

It is the author's belief that the systemdevelopeddemonstratesthat there is good potential
for VR systems to enhance existing training programs.
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7.3.3 Overall Conclusions
Two VR applications were successfullydeveloped during the course of the researchwork.
The author believesthat both theseapplications demonstratethe potential of such systems
be
in
industry.
VR
has
to
two
adopted
the
allowed
novel
approaches
minerals
within
areasof safety,risk assessmentand training.

The developmentplatforms chosen(both in terms of hardware and software) made for
for
valid
and
viable
applications today.
remains
application
each

C++ in combination with the DirectX AJPI (Microsoft, 2000) has provided a powerful
flexibility.
deal
a
great
of
allowing
combination

However, it should be realised that there

is a substantial learning curve both in terms of C++, 3D concepts and Windows
found
design
In
to
terms
approach
was
of
software
an
object-oriented
programming.
in
benefits
terms of modularity and code re-use.
provide

3D Studio MAX (Kinetix, 1999) provides a good environment for modelling 3D objects.
The workflow, from initial modelling through to the virtual world is a good mechanism
for constructing3D objects to populate the virtual environment. The use of animation
key-framesembeddedin individual 3D models allows realistic motion to be modelled
effectively.

During the courseof the researchwork, graphical acceleratorshave becomestandardon
the PC platform vastly increasingtheir rendering power. The PC platform remains the
ideal choice for most desktop VR systems. It allows a flexible configuration, has support
for a wide variety of input and output devices, and is low-cost.

The level of immersion offered by each of the two applications was found to be sufficient
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in both cases. In particular the engagingnature of the driving simulator helped to provide
a good environmentin which to train.

The researchwork undertakendemonstratesthat it is feasible to use low-cost VR
technologyin a commercial environment. The low cost approach used here did not
prohibit good quality visuals and the simulation of a realistic environment. It is
anticipatedby the author that the useof low cost technology will allow VR technology to
becomemuch more widespreadwithin both this and other industries. Applications once
ruled out becauseof cost can now be consideredas viable propositions.

In summarythe researchwork concluded the following:

0

There is potential to develop commercially viable low-cost VR systems.

0

The medium of VR opens up the possibility of using novel approaches to solve
existing problems.

0

Use of low-cost technology does not prohibit the presentationof high quality realistic
virtual environments.

0

It is possible to creategeographicallyrealistic virtual environmentsthat are suitable
for training and to reducethe cost of scenariocreation and modification significantly.

0

VR is particularly suitable for use within the minerals industry. Typically
environments are hazardous and it is often difficult to experience them in the real

world.

7.4 Further Work
The risk visualisation systemdevelopedshowedgood initial promise, it provides a good
for
visualising and analysing the risk based relationships in the environment.
mechanism

However, further evaluation of the algorithms developedfor calculating the risk levels is
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essential. It is difficult to determineif this is an effective mechanismuntil the system is
used within the industry.

Substantialeffort is involved in constructing the virtual environment and assigning the
risk regions to objects. This is somewhatprohibitive in a commercial environment where
3D modelling and programming skills are in short supply. Further development of the
systemshould therefore include the developmentof an effective authoring system that
allows faster creation of the virtual world and a better mechanismfor defining and
assigningrisk regions.

The simulator developedto aid the training of haul truck operators in a surface mine
demonstratedtechniquesthat allow the fast authoring and subsequentediting of scenarios.
The authoring application (VEdit) could be extendedto include 3D preview windows.
This would allow a more precise positioning of objects in the virtual world, and remove
the needto enter the training systemto evaluate the constructedscenario. This would
facilitate a much cleaner workflow from scenarioconstruction through to hazard
specification and training. Support would also be required for more complex road
geometry,including multiple lane roads. One of the key featuresof the current system is
simplicity, in any future developmentit is important that the systemremains easy to use.

In terms of the training system, there is a requirement for the vehicles to have more
sophisticated behavioural algorithms. In particular to respond in a more realistic manner
to actions by both the trainee and other computer controlled vehicles. Giving each
vehicle more autonomy is not necessarily the solution some degree of control must be
retained over each object in the environment otherwise authoring a scenario can become
difficult.

Improvements in the simulation would also allow vehicles to more accurately

life
There
is
vehicle
performance.
also the possibility of adjusting
real
reflect
performance to reflect the current road or environmental conditions.

The graphical representationof the haul road has also been identified as requiring
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improvement. Haul roads in real life are not always completely flat and will most often
have bermson the sidesof the road. This is difficult to geometry to generate,and can
incur significant graphicspenalty in terms of rendering speed. With the increasein the
performanceof computersit is possible that this could be achieved in the future.

The use of multiple monitors has been used on a number of systems to increase the field
of vision and to provide additional views to the trainee. This presents obvious benefits in
terms of training as it provides a more realistic viewpoint and allows the trainee to
identify objects that are not in their direct line of sight. This configuration should be
possible given current technology, though further development work will be required.

The representation of vehicle instrumentation is not considered sufficient for a
commercial application. Future work should consider the possibility of building a real
life cabin with dashboard instrumentation controlled by the computer. More sophisticated
input devices are also available, specifically the VTruck system would benefit from touch
from
for
identifying
devices
hazards
input
commands
menus, and
and
selecting
screen
force feedback input devices to give a more realistic sensation of driving.

The hazardidentification systememployed in the VTruck application demonstratesthe
potential for such a mechanismin a driving simulator. However, it would benefit
from
inclusion
the
of a wider array of hazards,this might require the
significantly
definition of more sophisticatedhazardsthat react to user input. Event triggers could be
usedto activate hazardswhen a user entersa defined areaor performs a certain action.
This could help to provide a more personalisedexperiencefor each trainee improving
levels of interaction and engagement.
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7.5

Concluding

Remarks

This researchset out to investigateand demonstratethe potential for VR technology in
the areasof risk assessmentand training, with particular referenceto the minerals
industry. The two applications developedhave beenshown to a variety of people from
different academicand industrial backgrounds. It is the author's belief that the two
applicationsdevelopedshow the potential for low cost BR solutions in an industrial
environment.

The focus of this work on a low cost solution has meant that the system is very accessible
to mine operators, and as such it has been used extensively for demonstrations.
Additionally a commercial application has since been developed based upon this work
that is now being distributed by Earthworks (Earthworks, 1998).
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8

Further Material Produced

8.1 Publications
Denby, B., Schofield, D., McClarnon, D., Williams, M., and Walsha, T., Hazard
Awareness Training for Mining Situations using Virtual Reality, Proceedings of APCOM
27, London, UK, 19-23 April 1998.

Denby, B., Schorield, D., Ren, T. X., Hollands, R., Walsha, T. and Williams, M.,
Using advancedcomputer modelling techniquesto improve the safety of mining
Symposium,
Coal
Technology
CCRIInternational
Mining
Proceedings
of
operations,
Mining Safety and Helath, Chongquing, China, 14-16 October 1998.

Schorield, D., Denby, B., McClarnon, D., Williams, M. and Walsha, T., Virtual
Reality: OvercomingReal Mining Problems with Virtual Solutions, I" International
Symposiumon Mine Simulation, University of Idaho and the National Technical
University of Athens, Greece. Published electronically as an Internet WWW pageat
URL: http://www. metal,ntua.gr/mssla-b.Paper Reference:SDI02C, 2-13 December 1996
(version current 3 December 1996).

Williarns, M., Schofield, D. and Denby, B., The Development of an Intelligent Haulage
Truck Simulator for Improving the Safety of Operation in Surface Mines, Lecture Notes

in Artificial Intelligence 1434,ed. Jean-ClaudeHeudin, Springer, 1998, pp 337 - 344.

8.2

Exhibitions

Newark Agricultural

Show, Early version of the VTruck system was demonstrated and

Newark,
1996.
by
the
public.
general
used

Tonimorows World Live, VTruck systemwas demonstratedand used by the general
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public. Earls Court, London, 1999.

8.3

Software

Earthworks, Williams, M, and Hollands, R., VROOM: A visualisation package,
from
by
Earthworks
Internet
WWW
URL:
1998.
Available
page
at
published
http: //ww\, %-.
earthworks. com. au.
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operators in a surface mine (MSHA)
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GROUND CONTROL
ANNUAL

REFRESHER

1995

r)ate Approved:
Course

Description:

Students will review ground conditions relative to an open
pit op6ration through an interactive latent image exercise.

Course

objectives:

By the end of this lesson, the student will be able to:

"
"
"
"

describe the proper emergency actions to take in the event of brake failure
lighting
additional
requiring
situations
recognize
describe conditions which warrant ground inspection
describe adequate inspection procedures

A4aterialslEquipment:

optif"Um

Class Size:

introduction:
Lnsjruction

overheads:

I each
I set
4 each
4 each

Overhead projector
Run Away Truck (questions A-J) overheads
Run Away Truck answer booklets
Latent Image Markers

30 - 35 students
Content

-K-ey--ýý

faced
are
with life and
year, miners
Many of these occur
emergencies.
Today's
lesson
equipment.
while operating
plan deals with just such an emergency.
Every
death

BACKGROUND, QUESTIONS A THROUGH J.

QUESTION A

The road hasn't been used for 6 weeks. A grader has
for
first
Your
the
truck
the
use.
road
is
piece of
opened
down
You
this
road.
should:
equipment

1.

Dump your load quickly and return to your
loading unit.

2.

Use a hand held flashlight to examine berm
conditions.
Ask someone else to go first.

4.

Proceed cautiously, examining road conditions as
you

go.

QUESTION B

As you begin the decline your headlights pick out some
large boulders in the road. You swerve to avoid the rocks.
What should you do first?

Use caution tape and/or flares to warn other

drivers.
6.

Stop and attempt to move the rocks.

7.

Call for a light plant and support equipment to
move the rocks.
Continue your descent.

QUESTION C
You alert your foreman to the rocks, asking for light plants
illuminate
the roadway and support equipment to remove
to
bring
They
the light plants but it will take at
will
the rocks.
least 15 minutes to get them in place. What should you do?

Your foreman tells you to use your best judgement. You:

Continue your descent.
10. Set flares along the road as you go to illuminate
the way for support equipment.
11. Return to dispatch and wait for the rocks to be
moved.
12. Stop at your present location and wait for the rocks

to be moved.

QUESTION E

You are becoming frightened.
PI

The last light plant was

200
feet
behind
location.
approximately
your
aced
present

Your headlights are unable to pick out any landmarks. You

should:

17. Turn into the berm.
18. Attempt to gear down.
19. Take off your seat belt and attempt to jump free.
20. Continue applying
emergency ramp.

the brakes.

Look

for

QUESTIONF

You -believe the end of the grade is near.

You are

You
lift.
the
should:
approaching

1. Stay where you are -- ride it out.
22. Turn into the berm.
23. Take off your seat belt and attempt to jump free.
24. Radio in your resignation.

I

QUESTION G

You see the face of the dump, with an undersized berm
You:
approaching.

25. Maneuver your truck to impact the berm with the
sides of yourtires.

26. Quickly free yourself from your seat belt and
jump
free.
to
attempt
27. Impact the berm head-on.
28. Attempt to dump your load, hoping the drag will

down.
slow you

QUESTION H

As you are wiping the sweat fromý your palms onto your
feel
beneath
the
truck
ground
you
your
giving way.
pants,
Your truck is sliding!

What should you do now?

29. Take off your seat belt and attempt to jump free.
30. Radio for "Help! "
3 1. Stay where you are --ride it out.
32. Take off your seat belt and get down low in the
in
to
case of a roll-over.
cab protect yourself

q

QUESTION I

By some miracle, your truck doesn't roll over. You come to
driver's
front
in
The
the
tires
side
and
rear
with
a
gully.
rest
degree
45
is
driver's
tilted
the
at about a
truck
angle with
low
Happy
be
the
to
side.
alive you:
side on

33. Unbuckle your seat belt and walk downhill away
from your truck.

34. Unbuckle your seatbelt and walk to the high side
(against the lift) and sit down.
35. Unbuckle your seat belt and begin a complete

looking
for
damage.
walk around
36. Stay where you are. Call for help.

QUESTION J
Your foreman arrives with support equipment to pull your
You've
been
the
gully.
truck out of
asked to write a report
What
factors
the
contributing
accident.
were present?
on
3 7. ground failure

inadequate in'spection procedures
39. mechanical failure
40. inadequate roll-over protection
1. illegal grade, too steep
42. improper radio communications
43. no task training
44. poor road maintenance

45. inadequateillumination
46. weatherconditions

QUESTION A

(Chooseonly ONE unlessdirected to "Try Again! ")

I.

[You have a way to go before you can dump your load. Try again!

2.

[A hand held light will not provide adequateillumination. Try again!

3.

[Don't be a slouch! Try again!

4.

[Correct! You must be cautiouswhen entering an old, Linusedarea. Go to next]
[question.
I

QUESTION

B

(Choose only ONE unless directed to "Try Again! ")

5.

[You've left your truck unchocked. It is rolling downhill away from you. Try
1
[again!

6.

[While attempting to move a rock, a larger one rolled down the hill and smashed]
[your foot. Limp to your truck and try again!
1

7.

[Correct! Portable light plants must be set up to illuminate the area while dozers]
[and scrapers clear the road. Go to next question.

8.

[You run over a large boulder and blow a tire. Try again!

QTTV

Cr

, ---ION

C

(Choose only ONE unless directed to "Try Again! ")

9.

[You cannot go any further on such a rocky road. Try again!

10.

[You shouldn't leave your vehicle unattended. Besides, where did YOU("et tile
[flares? Try again!

11.

[You are needed to help direct the placement of the light plants. 'Fry again!

12.

[Correct! Go to next question.

I

QUESTION D

(Chooseonly ONE unless directed to "Try Again! ")

13.

[Your seatbelt is stuck and you are unable to get free. Try again!

14.

[Are you surethere is a berm? Try again!

15.

[No one can hearyou. Try again!

16.

[Correct! Unfortunately, your emergency brake has little or no effect on your
I
[speed. Go to next question.

QUESTION

E

(Choose only ONE unless directed to "Try Again! ")

17.

[You don't know where the berm is! Try again!

18.

[Unfortunately, your speed is too high to gear down. Try again!

19.

[Your seat belt is stuck and you are unable to get free. Try again!

20.

[Correct! Keep trying the brakes while you look for your escape route. Your
I
[speed has slowed to 25 mph! Go to next question.

QUESTION F

(Chooseonly ONE unlessdirected to "Try Again! ")

21.

[Correct! Go on to next question.

22.

[Unfortunately, the berm along this stretch of road has eroded to nothing. Try]
1
[again!

23.

[This time you are successfWin getting your belt off but your door is jammed. ] [Try
again!

24.

[It's too late to quit now! Try again!

QUESTION
25.
26.

G

(Choose only ONE unless directed to "Try Again! ")

[Correct! Through careful maneuvering, your truck Is stopped at the edge of the] [11ft.
1
Go on to next question.
[Congratulations, you jump free! Unfortunately, the rear wheel of your truck ran]
I
[over your head. Try again!

27.

[Great lift off' Your truck flies 50 feet in the air and lands on the cab. Try

28.

[Remember, this is a haul truck, not a dragster. Try ac:,,
aln!

QUESTION

H

] [aggain!

(Choose only ONE unless directed to "Try Again! ")

29.

[The ground is now 80 feet down. You've just broken both your legs. Try
[again!

30.

[It's too late now! Better try again!

31.

[Correct! You'vt- gotta lotta guts! Go to next question.

32.

[You are now able to fly freely th-rough the windshield! Try again!

QUESTION

I

I
I

(Choose only ONE unless directed to "Try Again! ")

33.

[Your truck slides further downhill, pin-ning you between the tire and a sagebrush.]
I
[Try again!

34.

[Support equipment cause additional ground failure, burying you in the process.]
I
[Dig out and try again!

35.

[You'll have plenty of time for that later. Try again!

36.

[Congratulations! This is your best bet. Additional ground/equipmentmovement]
I
Go
kill.
injure
to
[could
on next question.
or

I

QUESTION J

(Select as MANY as you think are correct.)

37.

[Correct! The lift sloughing was ground failure.

38.

[Correct! The old road should have been inspectedprior to work commencing.]

39.

[Correct! The brake failure was a mechanicalproblem.

40.

[All heavy equipmenthas mandatoryroll over protection. Try again!

41.

[MSHA doesnot statean "illegal grade" in 30 CFR. Try again!

42.

[No sensitiveor private information was given (that we know of). Try again!

43.

[Your task training is not under question - yet. Try again!

44.

[Correct! Support equipment should have clearedroad prior to opening.

45.

[Correct! Headlights are insufficient for night work illumination.

46.

[Correct! The thaw and freezecreateda treacherousroadway.

QUESTION A

(Choose only ONE unless directed to "Try Againl")

1.
2.
3.
4.

QUESTION B

(Choose only'ONE unless directed to "Try Again! ')

5.

6.

7.

QUESTION C

(Choose only ONE unless directed to "Try Againl')

9.
10.

11. f1
12.

fI
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QUESTION D

(Choose only ONE unless directed to "Try Againl')

13.
14.
15.
16.

QUESTION E

(Choose only ONE unless directed to "Try Again! ')

17.
18.

19.

1

20.

QUESTION F

(Choose only ONE unless directed to "Try Againl')

21.
22.
23.

24.

I

0

QUESTION G

(Choose only ONE unless directed to "Try Againl")

25.
26.

27.

28.

fI

QUESTION H

(Choose only ONE unless directed to "Try Again! ')

29.

30.
31.
32.

QUESTION I
33.

(Choose only ONE unless directed to "Try Again! ')

r

34.

35.
36.

QUESTION J

(Se/ect as MANY as you think are correct. )

37.

I

38.

I

39.

I

40.

I

41.

I

42.

I

43.

I

44.

I

45.

I

46.

I

I

You have a way to go before you can dump your load. Try again!
A hand held light will not provide adequate illumination.

Try again!

Don't be a slouch! Try again!
Correct! You must be cautious when entering an old, unused area. Go to next
question.

You've left your truck unchocked. It is rolling downhill away from you. Try
again!
While attempting to move a rock, a larger one rolled down the hill and smaslied
foot.
Limp
to your truck and try again!
your
Correct! Portable light plants must be set up to illuminate the area while dozers and
Go
the
to next question.
clear
road.
scrapers
You run over a large boulder and blow a tire. Try again!

You cannot go any further on such a rocky road. Try again!
You shouldn't leave your vehicle unattended. Besides, where did you get the
flares? Try again!
You are needed to help direct the placement of the light plants. Try again!
Correct! Go to next question.

Your seatbelt is stuck and you are unable to get free. Try again!
Are you sure there is a berm? Try again!
No one can hear you. Try again!
Correct! Unfortunately, your emergency brake has little or no effect on your
Go
to next question.
speed.

You don't know where the berm is! Try again!

Unfortunately, your speedis too high to gear down. Try again!
Your seat belt is stuck and you are unable to get free. Try again!
Correct! Keep trying the brakes while you look for your escape route. Your
speed has slowed to 25 mph! Go to next question.

Correct! Go on to next question.
Unfortunately, the berm along this stretch of road has eroded to nothing.
again!
This time you are successful in getting your belt off but your door is jammed.
again!
it's too late to quit now! Try again!

Try

Try

Correct! Through careful maneuvering, your truck is stopped at the edge of the lift.
Go on to next question.
Congratulations, you jump free! Unfortunately, the rear wheel of your truck ran
Try
head.
again!
over your
Great lift ofP Your truck flies 50 feet in the air and lands on the cab. Try

again!
I

Remember, this is a haul truck, not a dragster. Try again!

The groundis now 80 feet down. You've just broken both your legs. Try

again!

It's too late now! Better try again!
Correct! You've gotta lotta guts! Go to next question.
You are now able to fly freely through the windshield! Try again!

Your truck slides further downhill, pinning you between the tire and a sagebrush.
Try again!
Support equipment cause additional ground failure, burying you in the process. Dig
out and try again!
You'll have plenty of time for that later. Try again!

Congratulations! This is your best bet. Additional ground/equipmentmovement
Go
injure
kill.
or
on to next question.
could

Correct! The lift sloughing was ground failure.
Correct! The old road should have been inspected prior to work commencing.
Correct! The brake failure was a mechanical problem.
All heavy equipment has mandatory roll over protection. Try again!
MSHA does not state an "Illegal grade" in 30 CFR. Try again!

No sensitiveor private information was given (that we Icnowoo. Try again!
Your task training is not under question - yet. Try again!
Correct! Support equipment should have cleared road prior to opening.
Correct! Headlights are insufficient for night work illumination.
Correct! The thaw and freeze created a treacherous roadway.

Appendix 2: Method of work for removal of a hydraulic support
in a longwall face operation (RJB Mining)
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